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ÀBSTRÀClT

This research is concerned with the search for condi-

tions for the optimal performance of flexible ¡nanufacturing

systems represented by Closed Network of Oueues (CNO) or

Semi-open Network of Oueues (SNQ) models' For this purpose

the maximization oí the E¡ipected Production Function (EPF)

of the system is considered both analytically and nurnerical-

Iy. In addition, rìêtr criteria of the system performance

Iike the variance of Production Function (VPF) ' Mean Queue

tengths (MQL's), variance of Queue Lengths (vQL'S) ' Mean

Production Rate (MPR), Expected Investment Utilization

Function (EIuF) and variance of Investment Utilization

Function (wUF) are introduced and results are obtained

about them. TÌto other new concepts introduced and discussed

are those of Mean-variance Efficient F'rontier (MVEF) and

Mean-Variance Efficient Load Distributíons (l'fi¡ELD's) ' These

can enabfe the nanufacturer to decide on a lrade-off between

the trro goals of rnaxinizing EPF (or EIUF) and minimizing VPF

(or VIUF). The results for a CNQ model with N parts in the

system are compared with those for a SNQ model in which N

represents the upper limit on the nunber of parts' Sone new

Buzen-type identities for norrnalizing constants of both

the models are establ i shed '
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Mathematica]ModellingandMathematicaloptimization
techniques are used !o obtain the optimizing load distribu-

tions. As far as possible, attempts are made to prove the

results analyticalIy. Some results however are obtained

numerically and illustrated with two and three dinensional

graphs. Some conjectures made earl'ier by other researchers

on the basis of extensive numerical work ' are proved

analytically. AlÈernative proofs of expressions for EPF 
'

EIUF, vPF and of some expressions for SNQ mÖdcis are given'
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ChapÈer I

FI¡EXIBI.,E l'fÀ¡¡LFÀCfi'RING SCSÍEI¡iS

Manufacturing industries have searched for techniques and

methods for maxímizing productivity' At the same tirne the

industry has also striven for achieving greater flexibility

in the producLion system' Flexible ¡nanuiaciuring sysieäis

representi a culminating point in !his evolutionary process'

Inthisresearchweexaminethesesystemsforbe!ler
understanding' specifically for the purpose of optimizing

their perfornance. Flexible manufacturing systens are

relatively new and not nuch Iiterature is available yet' we

therefore, in this chapter, give a brief background of these

systems and discuss various related design and planning

i ssues.

1 .1 I.IÀ}¡T'FÀCTI'RING CONCEPTS

À discrete parts manufacturing systenrã can be categorized

according to its degree of flexibility' From the point of

view of flexibility, wê have three main concepts' namely

process dedication ' process specialization' and conplete

flexibility. The systens using these concepts are popularly

knorrn as transfer Lines, flexible manufacturing systems and

job shops respectively. In this section' we briefly discuss

the comparative features of these tbree systens'
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1.1.1 Transfer L,ine

Àn automatic transfer line is a production flow Iine in

r,¡hich a series of rnachining heads, such as driIling '

mi11ing, boring and reaming are interconnected along a Iine

or around a loop. Autornatic assembly and inspection stations

may also be incorporated along the line' Raw parts are

introduced into the first workstation and are processed and

transported at regular intervals to succeeding stations'

This interval defines the ideal or theoretical cycle time of

the flow tine which is equal to the time required for parts

to transfer plus the processing time at the work station

taking lhe longest time. The processing times at different

stations need not be the same' Therefore' any station rùhich

requires less tíme than the longest time' will have a

certain anount of idle time' In the event of a breakdown at

any one station due to tool failure or a part jam on a feed

mechanis¡n, the entire Line usually shuts down'

The in-1ine transfer systems may be Laid out in a

straight line or have one or more 900 turns. Typically these

are used for production flow Iines having, large work pieces

and having relaÈively large number of work-stations' Circular

transfer systems use rotary tables for indexing the work

pieces at machines arranged at equal angles around the

cÍrcu¡nference" These sysÈens typicatly have a fewer work

stations' and are used prinarily wíth small work pieces'
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An assembly Iine (or an automatic assenbly machine) is

conceptually the same as a transfer line.

In assenbl.y lines, a jam can occur at.a feed nechanisn or

workhead when it attempts to process a ilefectíve conponent' Thus

the problem of defective components must be addeil to the

occasional mechanical and electrical failure when consídering the

causes of flow line interruptions during the operâtion of an

automaÈic assemblY line.

Àutomatic transfer lines falI into the dedicated process

category of manufacturing concep!s designed to produce work

pieces on a hígh volume, 1ow variety basis'

1.1 .2 Job she!

Browne et. al" (1981 ) define batch or conventional job

shop production as the manufacture of a product in sna1l

batches or lots by a series of operations, each operation

being carried out on the whole batch before any subsequent

operation is started. The job shop approach is norrnally used

for 1ow volume manufacturing. The batches move among

various work stations for the required kind of processing'

This approach is very f1exible. Many kinds of parts can be

processed concurrently. There is very little investnent

either in nachines or in tooling that Ís useabl'e only for a

given part. The productíon mix can be changed at will'

Individual work stations :un be enlarged or reduced as

reguired to meet their workload requirements'
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In a typical machining job shop most of the machine tools

are capable of produc ing numerous part types ' In many cases'

the machine tools may machine as many as 300 or more various

part types per year. The total yearty production quantity

per part type may not exceed 50' Such manufacturing concepts

designed to produce workpieces on a low-volu¡ne but high

variety basís have been placed into the category of complete

flexibility. Engineering changes are easily incorporated and

L---r,À^Í,¡ of one mae hine, thein the event or rar-Lu!Ë e!

batch can be transferred to some other machine loo1 that can

be adapted lo the required operâtion' The other machine

would of course require a certain tooling change-over and

set-up. This nakes the cost per machined piece high and

output low (PaProcki ' 1979) '

1.1.3 F1êtible Manufact'urin

Às discussed earlier, the joù shop manufacturing approach

is extrenely fLexible. Various kinds of parts can be

processed simultaneously. Investment in ¡nachines or toolíng

is low. However the cost of products is relatively high'

The productivity is relatively Iow' and the in-process

inventory tends to be high' In contrast' the transfer line

approach is a very productive set-up to handle mass

production of one or a linited variety of similar parts'

Machines and toolings result in high invesÈment ' The cost

per piece would be low, but the line would not easily be
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or a newable to accommodate changes in product design

product. This limited flexibility is the biggest drawbac k .

1 .2 FI.,EXI8[.E MÀNIIFÀCfiIRING SYSTEMS

The FMS approach has been developed to help meet the

mid-voIume,/rnid-varíety manufacturing challenge, by incorpo-

rating elements of flexibílity of the job shop and the

hiqh productivity of the inflexible transfer line' IÈ

cornbines the existing technologies ot N/C manufacturing,

automated materíaI handIing, computer hardware and control

sof tr¿rare to create an integrated system for the automatic

processing of palletized parts at various work stations in

the sy st en.

Ithasbeenestimatedthatbetv'een50andT5percentof
the total national outlay in the USÀ for parts manufacturing

is accounted for by batch-produc t i on nethods (Cook 1975)'

Such parts made by these nethods may cost anywhere from 10

to 30 times more than they would if they were mass produced'

The rdorkers involved in batch manufacturing of metaf parts

constitute about 4O percent of the total nanufacturing

labour force. In the following sections, we briefly present

theevolutionofFMs'variousFMsdefinitionsgivenby
researchers, system configuration and a typícal FMs

operation. The causes of inherent ftexibí1ity in an FMS are

di scussed.
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1 .2.1 Evolurip¡_E_f E!!S

In the operation of traditi'onaI general purpose machines'

e.g. Ialhes, milling machines, drill presses' the operator

has to manually perforn various functions' These functions

include:

1. move and load the work piece onto the machine;

2. select the proper tool and set on to the machine;

3. establish and sel rnachining parametersi

---L:-^ -^+ i ^hê.+. c0¡¡ EE9J- ¡r¡C¡rY¡¡l¡¡ç ¡¡¡ve¿v¡'rt

5. repeat steps Q) to (4) for subseguent operations

until the job is comPlete; and

6. unload the part from the rnachine'

In the mid fifties' the control function of the machine

motion was automated. fhe first numeríca1Ìy controlled

machine tool was developed at the servomechanisn laboratory

of M.ï.T. in 1954. The development started ¡rith a single two

axis point-to-point drí1ling nachíne and has now crossed the

stage of conplexity where three Iinear ¡notions and two

angular rotations are contínuously and synchronously

controlled to produce sculptured parts ¡vith compLex

contours. The early NC ¡nachíne toolS were paper-tape driven'

The next breakthrough was the introducÈion of automatic

tool changing systems. Machines having thís system are

cal1ed machining centres and have the capability of storing

as many as 60 cutting tools, and selecting and changing lhem

within seconds. The first such NC rnachine using an autonated

tool changer was buift by Kearney-Trecker in 1958'
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Then came the developmenl of the computer-numerical

control (CNC) system where the punched-tape information is

stored on a magnetic disc or in a cornputer memory' When a

battery of such machines is placed under the control of a

single computer, lhe result is a system known as direct

nu¡nerical control (DNC). The first integrated system of this

type ltas developed ín 1967 by the Sundstrand Aviation

Division of the Sundstrand Corporation (now white-Sundst-

rand) ' (Brosheer , i96ii. ÀRoLher si¡S!êm developed in 1967

by the Cincinna!i Mílacron Company has been reported by

eerry ( 1967). Sundstrand's system Ítas punched Èape-driven

while the latter $as computer controlled'

The first c omput e r -rnanaged part nanufacturing system is

operating at Karl-Marx-StadÈ in East Germany' whí1e the

first such systeln in North Arnerica is the Heavy Machining

Centera!theIngersolI-RandplantinRoanoke'Virginia
built by the Sunstrand Corporation' Cincinnati Milacron and

Kearney-Trecker corporalion are the other leading manufac-

turers of flexible manufacturing systems in U'S'À" 'Japan

IeadsinthenumberofFMsts,butthesesystefn,sare
generally simpler lhan those in the United States ' The

growth of such systerns around the world is expected to be

exponential. Barash (1978)estimates that only in the United

States, approxinatety 5000 such systems will be in operation

by tbe Year 2000.



1.2.2 Definitions and Phvsical Svste¡r Confiouration

TherehavebeenanurnberofdefinitionsgivenforanFMs
by different researchers:

"a flexible nanufacturing system consists of machines

.linked by a material handling system and all under

central computer controlt' (Buzacott and Shanthikumar ' 1980) 
'

". o....an integrated system of conputer- controlled (DNc)

metal cutting machine tools, along with some kind of

- --,r---: --rr lc^ll^o'.,,ì 1917\-
autOmatLc EransPo! L rres¡¡q¡¡¡e¡¡r \vv-vv- t '

"an FMS can be defined as integrated computer controllèd

systens of machines and supporting equipment' dedicated to

producing and inspecting a variety of products" (Church'

1982),

"an FMS is an integrated system of cotnputer controlled

machine tools and other work stations with an auto¡nated flow

of informaÈion, workpieces and possibly tools in such a way

that autonated production of a group of complex workpieces

in srnall and rnedium lot sizes is possible" (warnecke and

Gericke, 1978)'

"asetofmachinesinrYhichpartsareautomatically
transported unðer computer control from one machine to

another for processing " " ' One might consider an FMS to be

an automated job shop, although it is guite a bit more

complex t' (Hilderbrant, 1980),

"a Computerized Manufacturing systen (cMS) ís conprised of

numerically controlled machines, material handling between
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nachines, cotnputer control of a network of machines and

material handling, and perhaps automatic storage and

retrieval of materials, component partsr work ín process and

tooling" (eishton and Miller , 1982) '

An important concept in FMS is the bringing together of

hardware and soft$are elements to function as an integrated

automatic manufacturing systern'

common to all these definilions is that an FMS apart from

-^--: ^L^ ^€ +La ç¡1 1¡.r.¡i ñ.r .ômflônentS:tne worK f,)reseÞr !,vrrÐ¿Ðr-Þ

1, wo r-¡--S-lê-L-¿-q-E- These are typically a set of numeri-

cally controlled machine tools or machine centres'

Ioad,/unload stations and auxiliary stations for

assembly, washing, heat treating, inspection ' etc' rn

particular, they do not require significant set-up

time or change-over titne, either because they are

equipped with numerical control or because they have

inherent flexibility by having quick tool changeover

modules "

2. Material Handlinq Svst - À flexible naterial

handling syste¡n which permits jobs to nove between

any pair of work stations so that any job routing can

be f olfovred. Such conputer con!roIled systens couLd

be conveyors, stacker cranesf tow-earts or guided

vehicles.

3. Shuttles - These are mechanís¡ns for moving work

pieces between stations and material handling systems
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which also act as buffers for parts before and after

processing.

Computer Control - À1I systems feature an executive

digital conputer for monítorin9, controlling and

scheduling the operation of the whole systern' This

could be one computer' or a set of linked computers'

Storaoe - A storage space to store work pieces in

process either at machines ( input or output ) or at

any cenEraa P.¡.öçe.

fixtures and palfets - Each part or work piece is

attached lo a fixture or pallet for ease of handling'

and for accurate nachining' À fixture is usually

tailored to a part type ' and the nu¡nber of fixtures

for each Part tYPe is Iimited'

1 .2.3 lDvÞica1 Ft{S ODeration

À typical series of events involved in processing a Bart

in a FMS is described by Hughes, Hutchinson and Gross

(19?s).

The central control computer dírects a cart carrying an

empty fixture to a loading station, where loading is usually

done by an unskilled or a semiskilled worker' This loader is

ínformed about the availability of a cart and advised' via a

display device, as to vrhich part ís Èo be loaded into the

fixture. The part is loaded and the comPuter is signalled'

The computer reviews the system status' selects the optinun

4

6
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route out of pre-established aIlernative routings of lhe

part and directs the cart to deliver the part to a feasible

work station with the IoÌ{est working backlog for performing

the f irst oBerat i on.

If the work station where the cart has been directed is a

machine tool, the part is automatically unloaded onto a

shultle where it waits untiÌ the ¡nachine is avaifable Èo

accept it. The part is moved onto lhe machine table' the

appropr iate preprogramnred ll/C tape i s autonat icaIll'

selected, lhe appropriate tool is automatically brought to

the proper cutting position by an automatic toof changer

device, and the ¡nachining process starts' on cornpletion of

this process, the part is moved back onto a shuttle to wait

for a cart. The computer then directs the part to other

slations as may be required for completion of the process'

If any of the workstation in the part routing is an

inspeètion or assenbly station, the part need not be moved

to a shuttle / and the processing nay be done right on the

cart.oncelhislastprocessiscomplete,thepartis
directed to the unloadíng area for manual renovaf from the

system. During the Brocessing of the given part in the FMS'

other parts of the sane or different kinds are being

randonly routed among the Ìrork stations that are appropri-

ate for the individual processing requirements sequence of

each Part.
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In case of a breakdown at a work centre' it is assumed

to be totalty out of the production tine and afternate

routes on the workpiece routing are selected automatically'

There are various sensors which constantly fnonitor tool

wear and signal for tool replacement before they break or

before out-of-spec ification parts are produced'

There are two factors which rnay cause $ork stations not

to be able to process jobst these are : blockíng and

starving. Blockino can occur in a variety oí ways' Àiter

conpleting an activity in the process, the conponents or

resources used in the activity nay be blocked because the

resources required for the next activity may be occupied or

engaged. The storage area' if any, may be full' or the

transportation vehicle may be elsewhere. Equiprnent nay be

blocked waiting for a set up, an operator ' or for nainte-

nance.starvinooccurswhenthereisnojobtoprocessat
the rnachine or work centre.

These systems have aulomated material handling systems

such that a job can 9o from any machine to any other machine

in lhe systern, providing flexibility in the operation

seguence. Ànother way to achieve this flexibility is by

providing each work centre with its own store for waiting

jobs. Providing storage space ( s ) helps in avoiding

blocking or starving situatíons' Ànother configuration could

have one single central storage unit in the system' This

storage unit can be visuafized as a set of pigeon holes such
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that any nachine can have access to any pigeon hole' either

h anc iIlarY handl i ngby moving the pigeon holes or throug

devices so that the job on the nachine can be interchanged

with the job in the pigeon holes whose next operation is

scheduled on that machine '

The control equipment of an FMS is basically a computer

which operates the system. In some cases the computer is

subdivided into two units, one which operates the nachine

tool prograns and a second which operates thc material

handling system.

1.2.1 Fleribilitv in an FMS

A key benefit provided by FMS in nany situations is the

subsLantial flexibility il offers' Mandelbaum (1978) in his

conprehensive survey of Iiterature on flexibility defines

flexibility as "the abitity to respond effectively to

changing circu¡nstance3". The flexible manufacturing system

makes use of the flexibitity afforded by the diversity in

routing to be less affected by disturbances due to variabli-

ty Ín job processing times and nachine breakdowns (Buzacott

and Shanthikumar, 1980). Flexíbility is afforded by process

and operation progrårnnability at the tocal stations' such as

numerically controlled machinesi by flexible material r part'

andtooltransfersuchasthatperformedbyrobots;andby
conlrol of item flow into the system' between' and wilhin

lhe ¡rork stations. In other words' the automation of the
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machinesandthediversityofthepartswhichtheycan
process are the lwo main points which explains the general

use of the term "flexibIe".
À nurnber of different parts may be handLed in a system'

These parts may belong to a general f arnily ' groups of parts

reprèsenting major conponents or, parts having nothing in

common except sirnilar size and processing requirements '

The flexibility of FMs pernits the accommodation of

major changes from an originally planned produci mix wiÈhouÈ

a substantial additional investment requirement or Ioss of

efficiency. The system can be easily tooled up for

manufacturing a new part type or !o cope with the design

changes in the part belonging to a current product mix'

Further discussion on f 1èxibil.ity in manufacturín9 systems

is given in Buzacott (1982).

1.3 DESTGN ÀND PT.ÀI{NING ISSUES OF ÀN FI'IS

In this section, we systenatize the types of issues and

decisionsrelatedtothedesignandoperationofFMs.we
structure the framework in IeveIs of decision-making that

are reLated to the leve1 of management concerned with the

respective issues. The planníng issues of the FMS can be

divided inËo four levels
* Strategic level
* Àggregate level
* I nternediate leveI
* OPerational 1eve1



We summarize below

IeveIs.
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the specific issues relaled to these

1 .3.1 Stratesic ¡,evel ¡ssu

The strategíc level issues of an FMS begin i{ith a survey

of lhe nanufacturing requirenents of the products produced

in the firn with a view to identification of the range of

parts (or assemblies) r¡hich should be produced on the FMs

(Kfahorst 1981) .

The typical FMS configuration points out a nunber of

physical design questions' These can be listed as follows:

* Function, capabílity and number of each type

of work stat i on '
* TYP. of material ha¡d1ing system

* TYPe of storage

* The structure of control: the hierarchy and

interconnection of conputers and data handling

devices.

The typical initiat design question is the number of each

type of DNC machine tools to be included in the FMs

configuration and the physical layout of those tools' The

required accuracy of machines, tool changing systems and the

melhod of feeding and locating parts at machines is to be

considered. In determining the physical layout, or dividing

nachines into groups, it is desírable !o have the grouPs

organized so tha! the travel of parts going through the

system is minímized. Ease of maintenance and interchange of
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cutting tooIs, spatial limitatíons' chip removal I and power

requirements are some of the other considerations'

The material handling system (wS) is the ¡rext dominant

design consideration. Which type of shuttle, and which type

of discipline (First In First Out or variable order) ' are

appropriate for on-shutttes and for off-shuttles? Ànd

regardless of the type(s) of shuttles, what maximum nurnber

of pallets (or storage spaces) should each shuttle be

designed to hold?

Àn on-shuttle or an off-shuttle serves to store one or

more palJ.ets, each of which contains a part mounted in a jíq

or fixture. The number of shuttfe positions, cart stations

and machine tool beds, laken together ' set an upper limit on

the number of parts which theorelically could be contained

within the entire systern. This can also be viewed as

potential work-in-process inventory of active parts' Because

of the extremely high and dynarnically varying number of

part paths in use, the actual number of parts physically

present within the FMS are sígnificantly fewer than this

theoretical maximun. If that restraint is not observed' the

elapsed tine for parts to move throuqh the system wiIl

increase and the system utilization wiIl decrease ' Consider-

ationtocentralandlocalstorâgescou].dalsobegiven.
Consideration must be given to the structure of control:

the hierarchy and interconnections of conputers and data

handling devices. The computer specifications must be
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f inal.ized amd the software developrnent task defined' The

control should have sufficient capability to handle many

details such as the assignment of toofs to rnachines ' the

routing of parts, the seguencing and timing of workflow into

the system and at individual machines and the development of

effective strategies to cope with the conseguences of

nachine breakdown.

This research does not deal with this level of issues'

That is, rve assume that the sysiem has been rìesigned and the

hardware has been installed' The range of part types nhich

can be produced by the system are known '

1 .3.2

a)

b)

Àooreqate lJevêl IgB

The oart-tvÞe selectiotl. .,

Out of a set of feasible part-types' which particular

subset of Part-types should be selected for si¡nultane-

ous production by the system? Proper selectíon of part

types has a great bearing on the utilization of trork

centres. However selection cannot be done arbitrarí1y

due to restrictions imposed by completion due dates'

rhe pr-a-ê.ssli-9!-4q.

This issue deals with the quantítative ratio of the

selected pârt types ( in (a) above) which shouLd be

loaded and produced. What we need to know on an

aggregate basis is the toËal processing time of those

part types along wíth its break up a! each machine-

group.
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c) nesPg¡se a I f oca!-i-on.

Since lhere are a Iimited number of each fixture type

and each of the part types may require one or more

fixture types ' this creates an issue of allocating

these f ixt'ures to different part types such that

optimurn performance of the system is achieved' Such

limitalions could result in adjustments to the

production ratios discussed in (b) above'

a) svsl-çm--@.!i-s.E&8.
This proble¡n deals with dividing the rnachines into

machine-groups such that each machine in any one

group is able to perforn the same operations' In fact

aII machines of the same nachine type are physically

capabtre of perforning t.!¡e same operations provided

they are equipped with identical tools' However ' tool

slot capacily constraints usually do not al1ow perfect

grouping within machine tYPes'

Such grouping of machines is cafled "pooling" and

alI machines grouped functionally in a particular

machine-group are said to be pooled' Physical

grouping or placenent of machines in a group does not

necessarily serve the role of functionally pooled

machines. Pooling provides lhe capability of alterna-

tive routing through the systen and has great bearing

on the system Performance.
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1.3.3 Internediate Lgyel-!_9gggg

a) Initial part entrY.

Initiaf enlry has been found significant to the FMs

operation especially since batches of smalI sizes are

run on the systen. lnitiaL loading of parts out of the

selected set of part types can be done in random'

ascending or descending order' Àn order is cal}ed

ascending if part-types with lower production quantity

reguirement are entered Íirst' In descendinq order

lhe part-types with higher production quantity

requirement are entered f irst'

1 .3.{ Ooerati!E-r.e4!-9!g9g
a) General Þart entrv

Like the initial entry of parts in the system' the

general entry of parts is equally significant' General

entry could be rnade by absolute rufe' ratio rule or

some other pattern. when part types with higher

absolute production requirement are entered first' one

is said to follow the absolute rule' In ratio rule'

the part-types with trigher ratio of production

requirement remainÍng to their original requirenenl '

enter first. Different options have different effects

on the Perfornance of the syslen'
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b) The orocess selection.

Since normally a part type can be processed by one of

several alternative processes, it becomes an issue as

to which partícu1ar process should be selected for

each índividual part' Usually lhe best process plan ís

selected before the productíon is comnenced in a

normaf production facility' Hotrever in the case of an

FMS, selection of the optimurn process should be

delayed as long as possiblet since process plans which

initially seem to be clearly inferior when viewed

statisticatly, may prove to be superior in actuaf

dynamic operation. So it may be advantageous to check

the status of the systen just before a process or an

oPeration are selected for each part'

c) Part to ¡nachine loadi '
Once the part has entered into the system and its

process routing has been established for the next

operation on one particular machine-group' the issue

deals with the priority rules of loading lhat part on

a machine. There are possibilities that one or more

parts are already waiting to be processed on that

machine. Certain conventional' rules are FCFS (rirst

cone First served), SPTR ( load the part with the

ShortestProcessTíneRenainingamongallchepârts
that need the machine now), LPTR (toad the part with

the l,ongest Process Time Remaining) or PR/TR (load a
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part upon arrival if it is behind schedule and load

the part which is most behind the schedule) '

In fact all the three issues of general part eRtry'

process selection and part-to-nachine J'oading are closely

related and affect the general issue of nachine loading. I¡¡e

discuss thís loading problem in detaíI in further sections'

1.4

Much literature exists with models añd teehr¡iques for

analyzing automated production flow lines' Bíles and Savsar

(1982) have analyzed such models about rigidly linked lines

withbothinfiniteandfinitebufferstoragesbetween
stages. Buzacott (1967 e 1971) has done extensive work on

improving the efficiency of gutomatie transfer Iines by

providing buf fer stoc k s

This part of the literature survey deals with the various

methodologies developed to solve many design, operational

planning and control problems of FMS' ¡ detailed Iiterature

survey regarding the closed queueing network approach' which

is relevant to our work, is given in chapter II'

Dupont -Ga t e Inand (1982) provides an exhaustive survey of

different FlexibIe Manufacturing Systems used for rnachiníng

and assembling in various countries' The terminology used

Èo designåte this new type of manufacturing emphasizes lhe

flexibil.ity required of production systems ' Àpârt f rorn FMS'

nany other terms like CIMS' CMPM ' VMS, and vMM are conrnonly
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used by US nanufacturers ' The lerms used in other countries

are: FMC in Japan ¡ Fl'lS in ltaly, CIÀM and SFF in West

Germany, and Atelier Flexible and Àtelier Souple in France'

For definition of these terms see Dupont-Gat e lnand (1982) '

Despíte an agreement as to nomenclature used and activilies

undertaken, it see¡ns that each country defines the idea of

flexibility in its own way and hence the reported number of

systems vary in different reports published' Expository

accounts of these systems are given in Barash (i982)' Cook

(1975), cukton (197g) ' Ðupont Gatelmand (1982) ' Gershwin'

Ward and ÀItrans (1980), Groover (1980)' Heddon (1975)'

Jablonowski (1980), Mattox (1979), Paprocki (1979) ' Sko1e

(1gig), Yoshikawa (1977), Hutchinson (1973' 1976) ' rnaba

( 1 982 ) and Perrv ( 1971) '

Many interesting readings on various aspects of ftexible

manufacturing systens can be found in proceedings of the Ist

and 2nd international conferenèe on FMs (1982 and 1983) '

Ranky (1983) and in a series of technical papers by Kearney

and Trecker company.

Various mathematical ¡nodels have been developed in recent

research to address operating and planning problens

associated with Flfs. These include queueing networks'

simulation, nean value analysis, perturbation analysis '

mathenatical progranning and Markov models' Most of this

research has been conducted by groups of ínvestigators at

Draper Labsr Harvard, MIT, Purduef Stuttgart ' Toronto' and

Toulouse.
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SinulationmodelshavebeendevelopedbyHutchinsonand
Hughes (1977) ' Mayer and Tafvage (191 6) ' vettin (1977], ' Nof

et aI. (1978, 1g7g, 1980) , Phillips (1977) ', Etmaraghy

(1982), and Ðraper Labs' Church (1982) gives a review of

the rnethodology. The main difference between these models

is the type of naterial handling system used' Interference

among transporter devices, machine break-downs and detailed

inler-relat ionships arnong system components have been

incorporated in these simuiaiion mo<iels Eo develop l'arious

design and oPerating PoIicies'
Mayer and TaLvage (1976) have focussed on sinulating a

particular F'MS of Sundstrand/ Caterpillar' Stecke (1977)

tested a varíety of dispatching rules using data taken from

an actual FMS on this si¡nufation model ' Two other sysÈems

have been sinufated by Barash êt aI' (1981 )' The Sluttgart

group has developed many models to understand some design

issues including alternative material handlíng systems Like

shuttle cars and loop conveyors ' vettin (917) amongst

this group looked at the priorities which should be used by

the malerial handling syslen ín deciding which job should be

noved first. Phillips and tleisterberg (1977) aE Texas A & M

have exanined the developrnent of sinula!ion modelling

techn iques.

Variousmathematicalprogrammingapproacheshavebeen

used to design FMS even tltough their application has been

somevrhat limited because of Èhe conpletrity of the problem'

Kimemia and Gershwin (g7g) used a nonlinear progranming
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approach to find optirnal plans for routing parts to maximize

production outputs. This problem of determining processing

strategies for several types of parts in specified ratios

has been fornulated as a network flow model where a machine

is represented by a node and a route between two machines by

an arc of the network. Here if the arrivaf and processing

times are deterministic and if it is assu¡ned thal the

capacity for transporting parts is unf irnited' the nodel

simplifies to a rinear program' Steeke (1977], formulated

the problem of assignment of tools to machines subject to

technological constraints as an integer programming problem'

Hildebrandt and Suri (1980) used a mathematical programming

approach for schedulíng and real time control of an FMS'

They looked at tÌ¡e problem to - deterrníne how to schedule a

given set of jobs at failure-prone machines to minimíze

their completion time. Comprehensive reviews of various

nodels to understand an FMS can be found in Buzacott and Yao

(l982), glilhe1m and Sarin (1983) '

Perturbation analysis is another efficient technique to

study a complex system. It has both the precision of the

simulation method and the power of the theoretical analysis

and is based on both experinentation and analysis' This has

been used by Suri and cao (1982) and Suri (1981 ) to

determine the relationship of performance measures of FMs

with the changes in parameter values to predict the behavior

o! the system.
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Gershwin et aI. (19S0) have developed rnodels using Markov

processes to sÈudy the effecl of storage size and reliabili-

ty of machines on system performance ' Their model is

specific for two and three assembly maehines with finite

buffers. The nethodology is no! effective for Iarge systens

since Markov processes grow rapidly in state space'

Vâithianathan (1982) has compared the scheduling Broblens

of FMs's, pure job shops and group technology cells'

Kusiak (19834) fornulated the loading probl"en of an F'MS

in terrns of generalized assignment and generalized transpor-

Èation problem of operations research' In another paper

Kusiak (1983b) has fornulated a parts family selection

problem and suggested approaches for solving it' In a nore

recen! paper, Kusiak (1984) þas discussed the structural

approach to an FMS and has analyzed the flexibilities of an

FMS in terms of flexibilities of its manufacturing nodules 
'

its naterial handling System/ its courputer system and its

organizational aspects.

Ànother very inportant analytical approach is the

application of the closed queueing net ork models to study

FMS. This approach is most relevant to the present work and

thereforeacompleteliteraturereviewregardingthe
development of the theory of closed network of queues and

its application to ¡nodel an FMS is discussed in section 2'3'
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II|E C!¡OSED QITEITEING NEEIIORK MODEL FOR Àlt FMS

Theintegrationofnachinesintoasystern'achievedby
automated material handling and by overâ11 computer control'

canresultinmanufacturingsyStemscharacterizedby
flexibility and high productiviiy' i{owever not all systems

have been able to neet expectations' One important factor

missing is lhe realization of the fact that the integration

of rnachines and matería1 handling into a systen results in

situations ethere system perfornance cannot be extrapolated

from the performance of individual machines' The inleraction

betvreen machines, material handling and computer created by

the integration plays . an irnportant rofe in system perforn-

ance.

One means of obtaining insight into the nalure of these

interactions is through usíng mathematical models' Buzacott

(1983) states that the purpose of these models is to take

some key aspects of the systen and develop results which

make explicit the way interaction between system components

affects its performance. we take the analytical model

approach in seeking to understand the cornplex behavior of

the system.

-26-
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Workflowinaflexibfemanufacturingsystem'isperceived
as in a Closed Network of Queues' In this chapler we

discuss this CNO model and its product-form solution'

TreatmentofanFMsasacNQmodelisdiscussed.An
exhaustive Iiterature survey of research in Lhese fields is

presented. A normalizing constant in lhe product-form

solution plays an irnportant role in the present work' i,re

feel it appropriate to discuss various properties of this

--- L-¡^,Ã rÈar, ârê used in the ana3.ysisconstant aE En15 sLé9Ë ¡'E!vrE r'¡¡sJ

in the later chaPters.

2.1cËosEDNEEWoRKoFot'Et,EsÀ}¡DIÎsPRoDucT-FoRl{sol¡Î,TIoN

we present in section 2'1 '1 a brief overview of the

evolution of the closed queueing network model ' Section

2.1.2 discusses lhe product-fdrm sofution for this model'

2.1 .1 CloEcd Netïorh of Oueues

,lackson (1957) in bis pioneering work on queueing

networksdefinedgeneralcharacteristicsthatpermita
network !o be decomposed and analyzed as a set of indepen-

dent service stat ions. These "Jacksonian Net$orks" are

distinguistred by the following characteristics:

a) station m e¡nploys identicaL servers

b) customers from outside the system arrive at station m

according to a Poisson distribution with mean rate tr*



c) first come first served (FcFs)

disciPline.
d) the service time at station

distributed with mean 1/u'

28

i s the queue ing

e) within the system' a custoner transfers from station m

to m' instantaneously and such a transfer is governed

by a f ixed ProbabilitT er* 
'

1n the steady state' the net arrival rate into station m

includes custorners from ínsicie and outside Èhe system and is t*

where
P*nt Ta'

be analyzeil as independenl M/M/sn

arrival rate rm and mean service

Jackson extended his work to a broader class of networks

which a I lows

i ) the exogenous arrival rate to depend upon the

current state of lhe system'

ii)themeanservicetinetodependuponthelengthof
the queue at the servíce station' and

iii) queueing discipline to depend upon any criteria

exceBt customer routing and service time'

Jackson also found the steady state joint probability

distributíon of the number of custoners in queue at all

stations and enphasized the application of the ¡nodel to

m is exPonent ial- lY

T m m'

and individual stations can

queueing sYstetns with mean

time 1/u'm
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represent practical aspects of job operations such as

control over the number of servers at a statíon'use of

overtime and subcontracting, and use of over-reLeases into

the shop. one important concept of a closed network' the

holding of the number of custorners ín the system at some

constant value was introduced' À typical closed queueing

network can be explained as a cyclic queue which consists of

a sequence of nodes wilh the last node connected back to the

first.
Gordon and NewelI (1967a) derived analytical formulae for

performance parameters of a closed network of queues in

terms of parameters of the servers ' based on certain

stochastic assurnptions. Three signíficant assutnptions v'ere

i) exponentía1 service time distributions'

ii) Probabilistic routing, and

iii) infinite buffer sizes'

They proved that the steady joint probability distribution

ofcustomersinthesystemcanbeobtainedinaproduct-
f or¡n. This simple form was further exploited by Gordon and

Newell (l967b) and by other researchers in the field of

nodelling computer systens to study a closed systern of

tandem (serial) queues with finite restrictions on queue

lengths.
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2.1 .2 . Thê Product-Forri Solutíon

Às mentioned in section 2.1 .1 Gordon and Newell' (1967a s'

1967b)showedthatifthereareNidenticafentitiesina
closed network, lhe steady state joint probability distribu-

lion function for any state Ì can be represented in the

product-form solut i on ,

p(;) = p (nt,n2------------,tM)

-1= c (M,N) f, (n,

n.
vJ. - ,

l-

n.
-_ t_

l_

nlT-'
L

n.__ 1
I

s.: S, l- f.tL

n.
1

w,
t_

) f ,(n)::------f* 
(n*) , (2.L)

where

ni= number of entities either waiting or in service

at node i ,

xM n, = N
Ir.=I

c(M,N) is mere).y a nor¡nalizing constant, explained later'

f. (n. ) is a function dependent upon the number of entities

at node í and is exPressed as

"i = I (single server nodes) ;

n. < s.a- 1

(mu1tip1e server
nodes ) ;f . (n,) =11 n. > s.1- a

> N (infinite server nodes)

(2.2)
--:--i

1
s.

1
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where

I¡¡. =q. t. is visÏt frequency times the average service timei
I t.L

t. =mean service time by one server at node it
t

q. =the probability that the next node visited is i;
1

s =the number of servers at node i"
i
Forthebasicmodel,theservicetimedistributionper

server at node i is a negative exponential with mean t, and

first come first served (FCFS) is the queue discipline'

N entities ín a syste¡n oÍ M nodes can r'"ou tNfiTrr )

possible configurations which are said to be the states of

the system . The normalizing constant, G(M'N)' is

G(M,N) - x ft(nt)f2(nr)""'f*(n*)
tI+.2+ ' ' ' +nt=N

where n. >0 for aII values of i. ìvhich varies from 1

l_-

(2.3)

lo M.

2.2 FLEXIBLE !'ÍANI'FÀC'11'RING SYSTEMS ÀS CrOSED NETWORKS

OF OT'ET'ES

Solberg (976,1977) was the first to observe that a

closed network of gueues can be used to model the workflow

ín flexible manufacturing systens' His model has been

furtherusedtostudyvariousaspectsofthedesignand
control of several types of manufacturing systems by Kimernia

and Gershwin (1978), llard (197S)' secco-suardo (1978)'

Solberg (1g7g ,1 980 ) and Stecke ( 1 981 ) ' Details of the work

done by them and other researchers are given in the

literature survey.
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In later seclions we describe the use of closed queueing

networkstomodelflexiblernanufacturingsyslens'Èhe
assunptrons ol tne model and the robustness of lhe model 

"

But before this, we discuss the stochastic nature of an FMS '

2.2.1 fhc StochaEtic Nature of

Il may appear that since the entire nánufacturing system

is under rigid computer controlr the processing times for
. 5 - ! - - - : - ,r - ¡. ; ^ . If this Here So¡ aindividual operaÈlons are c¡cEer¡¡'¡r¡ÀÞr-¿ç

fixed schedule for operations could be developed off-Iine

and quite sophisticated methods might be used !o obtain a

fíxed schedule to give optimum perfornance to the systen'

Theoretically this lime will be made up of actual metal

cutting time and the set-up or change-over !ine between

different tasks performed on lhe workpieces at the machine'

In practice due to dimensional variations within different

raw r+orkpieces of the same batch, various machinÍng

parameters are chosen to meet the requirement thus creating

variations in the operation tines' Hovtever this machining

ti¡ne for a given operation on a given rnachine has only a

smal1 amount of variance. Ànother reason for the nondeter-

¡ninistic nature of the system is the existance of many

random disturbances such as tool or cart or ¡nachine

faifures. The system is not far f ro¡n the exponential

servicetimesandotherstochasticassumptionsofthe
classical theorY.
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2.2.2

A flexible manufacturing system is any integrated

collection of physical devices whose function is to perform

useful work on díscrete objects called production units' To

accomplish this work, lhe units are moved from one station

to another through a transport mechanisrn' The transport

mechanism may be robots, forklift trucks, conveyors ' tov¡

line carts, guided vehicles or a combination of these

díssi¡nilar devices. The station is a server or a group of

servers where the units receive active attention for so¡ne

intervaloftime.Theservercouldbeforinspection'
machíning, washing, painting or heat treatment ' A station

capable of processing more than one unil at a time is

considered as a statíon with multipte servers' The stations

are numbered in arbitrary order,1,2, ""' M' we use i as

an index for the stations. The number of servers at station

í is denoted bY s..
The systen contains a fixed number N of circulating

parts. Since the workpieces or parts are always mounted on

pallets, of which lhere are always a fixed nu¡nber ' the

number of parts in the system may be treated as a constant'

It can always be visualized that completed workpieces are

instantaneously replaced by raw workpieces' The completed

workpieces are passed through another station (calIed

load/unload station). .
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Figure 2.1 : FMS as CNQ

Routing of the production units through the system can be

described by the relative arrival rates qis to the various

station. These relative rates can be obtained by any

nonnegative solution to q., = lP¡i9¡, where P¡.'s are first -'i j-lr-l rr
order Markovian probabilities. If the relative arrival rates

g1 's are scaled to sum to oner 91 rnat be ínlerpreted as lhe

probability that a part leaving the transporter goes next to

staLion i. Therefore, q. is the expected number of visits to

station i per visit to the transporter (or load'lunload

station).
The v¡orkloads on different cornponents of tbe system are a

function of both the frequency and duration of use'

Frequency is represented ín this model by a set of probabil-

ities (q ¡e^t...19- ). The average processing tirne of an-1 -2M
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operation at station i is denoted by t, and is a function

both of the capabilities of the workstation and of the

requirements of the workpieces being processed' This

average processing tine is taken over a1l the visits to the

station by different parts or by repeated visits by the sane

part. The reciproeal 1/t' represents the average work rate

of station i, when the station is busy. The average time

required by the transport mechanism to pick up and deliver a

workBieee to its next station is considered negligible'

being nuch smalfer in comparison to the processing ti¡ne'

The measure of relative workload assigned to machine i is vl'

as used by gu¿s¡ (1973), Reiser and Kobayashi (1975) and

Solberg (1977). This workload is defined as the visit

frequency t.imes the average processíng time, or q.t. ' Since

thè o.rs can be scaled in any manner, these workloads are
.I

relative. À dírnensionless workload is introduced and

detailed in section 2.2,4 for comparison of various systen

configurations.
Let n. denote the nunber of parts at station i, including

l-

those waiting for processing as welI as those beíng

processed" The parts waiting or being processed at each

station forn a gueue. There is a buffer at each station

that has enough capacity to hold all N parts (or pallets) '
including the parts being rnachined. The entire system is

treated as a closed network of these various gueues'



Let ã denote the vector (nt , n2 , " ' r n* )

the simultaneous states of all stationsr or

of the network at that time instant' s(M'N) represents the

set of all such possible network states;

36

. It r epre sent s

the global sta te

(2 .4)s (M,N)
M

I-J.
{ú ln. > 0' n. = NJ

l-

Let p(ñ) denote the steady-state probability of finding the

network in state fi .

2.2.3 ÀEeu¡rotions . and Robustness of the Model

Assumptiþnq

À crucial assumption of lhis model is that each queue is

sufficiently large to accept aII the workpíeces (or parts)

that come to it including the part being processed' This

assumption is necessitated by mathénaticâ1 considerations'

but its effect is to onit fron the model the inportant

Bhenonenon of blockin9. Às discussed earlier' blocking can

cause significant reduction in the productivity of the

system.

Each lype of workpiece usually has a particular operation

sequence. This can be modelled in two different ways' One is

to treat each type of a job as a distinct customer class'

Ànother, which leads to simpler solution ' is to consíder all

jobs belonging to the sane class' Àggregating the set of all

jobs to be processed by the system' lhe relative frequency

of all visits to machine i can be found' These sets of
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relative frequencíes have been represented by a set oi

probabi).ities (9, r9.2,,,. r9, ) in the model '

. There are different ways of representing the processing

time in the model. one would be to use the actual processing

time that a particular job type requires on a particular

machine and specify the service .lime 
for the customer

c1ass. This time would not only include metal cutting time

and setup time but would also take into account the

occurrence of unforeseen stoppages' so it would not be

deterrninistic. In another approach, used when all jobs are

aggregated ínto a single customer cIass, the processing time

is taken as the average over all the visits to the station

by different jobs or same job repeatedly' we have taken the

service !irne to be exponenÈiaI1y distríbuted'

The queue discipline at each work station can be either

FCFS, infinite server r LCFS preempt-resune' processor

sharing as discussed by Basket et'aI' (1975) ' randon

selection, or one developed by Ke11y (1979) which allows an

arbitrary distribution to be defined at each node ' FCFS is

the gueue discipline used in our model '

Robustness

Solving the balance equations of a queueing network

provides a product-form solutíon. This requires service Èi¡nes

(or processing times ín an FMS) to be exPonentially

distribut,ed and gueue discipline to be FIFo' Both of these

assumptions could be debated when a cNQ nodel is applied to

anFMs.Itcouldbesaidthatinrealsystems,despitethe
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possible nacbine breakdowns and process time variations' the

exponential service times assunption is not valid and that

in actual FMS r control' rules are more efficient than the

blindly aPPlied FIFO rule.

The robustness of product-forn solutions to the violation.

of the exponential laws assunption has been noted by several

researchers. Denning and Buzen (1978) in lheir operational

analysis clain that for any queueing systen satisfyíng sone

siurple bal'ance and step-by-steP behavior conditions' and

observedforafiniteperiod,thereisaproduct-form
network with load-dependent service machines which has the

sarne throughputs, rnachine utilizations ' gueue length

distributions etc.. Suri (19S0) finds the expression for the

error due to the approximation - of load-dependent servers by

l oad- i ndependent ones. Further Solberg (1977) reports the

performance results obtaíned fron his CNQ-based CÀN-Q

program to be within 3* of the resul!s obtained from

sinulation studies. Às a conseguence, it can be stated that

resufts obtained by modeIlíng of an FMS as closed network of

queues are gualitatively valid and quantilatively reason-

abIe.

2,2.r
For standardized comparison of various system configura-

tions, we define a dimensionl'ess normalized quantity which

is proportional to and represents actual workload'
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If q,is the mean number of operations (visits) per part
l-

at machine-group i (node in closed neÈwork of gueues) and ti
is the mean processing time of an operation by one of the

machine in nachine-group i per visit, the workload w.= qiti
represents the assigned workload to machine-group i. Its
units are machine time per part.

On the ot.her hand the average workload per machine can be

found out by dividing the total load on å11 the groups by

the total number of nachínes. The average workload per

machine is

whose dimension is again machine time units per part.

The ratio of the two is defined as the scaled workload x.,

The fractionaÌ workload assigned to machine-group i is

M
L q.t./

i=r J J i

M

_. l

M

e, t. / L 9-, t-,
' ' j=t J J

The scaled workload x. is given by
]-

x,
.I

q.t.
= 

-1 a
M
I o,t.))

and

M
x

) (2 .5)

(2.6)

so that

M
T

i=1

M
T _tx.

l-
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The above is independent of system configuration' The

total amounl of workload (scaled) to be allocated among the

machine-groups equals the total' number of machines' The

scaled workload is now independent of any particular chosen

scaling of the qi.
À system is said to be balanced if the r"orkfoad on each

nachine-group is proportional to the nurnber of machines in

it i.e. if

*M
¿x .l:J=2sr 

= 2

2.2.5

M

aa=r

(2.7)
-M

Íhc Product-Forn Solution of Ft¡tS .?E Closcd oucueino
NetYork

-I

I,le have def ined i.n previous section

=(n, ,n, ,.. ",nM) reÞresents the

wheren.isthenumberofpartsatmachíne-groupi,those
l_

waitíng and in process. For all i, 0 < n., < N an-d. xM n' = N'
- 1- 'i=I !

The probability of the steady state fr is denoted ¡V p (fr) =

p ( n, , n, , . . . , t,I ) and has the product-form solution:

p(nÌ ==-l--=r-nM g,(n,) (2'8)
6(M,N)i=1 -r- r

as before in section 2,1 .2. Here G(M,N) is a nornalizing

constant defined so that the sum of probabilities of the

states is equal to one. '[f represents the product-forn'

9i (ni ) is a functíon dependent upon the number of parts at

nachine-group i and is expressed as:

that at any t ime, n

state of the system '



si (ni)

n,
1

xlI

n,
.I

x,I-=-T
l-

n.I
xlI

l_

fì. < S.'t-!

n. > sr
AI
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(single machine

mac hi ne -grouP s )

(muttiPLe nachine
machine-grouPS )

I.L (2. e)
I

where

x.= the scaled workLoad assigned to rnachine-group i;
l-

si= the number of machines at group i; i = 1t2"""M'

Àny scaling of the qí in the product f orrn soLution of closed

gueueing network gives a valid solutíon to the balanced

equations. Therefore, the g, (n, ) of eguation (2.8), allhough

in a different form fron the functions fi(ni) of. (2,1), are

valid factors of the Broduct form solution of an FMS when

treated as a closed queueing net$¡ork.

The normaLizing constant G(M,N) has a value such that the

surn of all the steady state probabílities is one. Hence

G(M,N) can be expressed by

c(M,N) = I 91 (nf,) gz6ì----------s*(nM) (2'10)
S (M,N) J-

so that

P(i) =

s.l
_l_

g (n (n, ) -----------------sM (nM))s
S (M, N) srinr) s2 n2) ----------sr(n*) -

For the câse of sinole machine nachine-oroups

rl
^ ¡/-'\ =¡/ \¡¡l G (M,N) *1

t1
*2

n2
"M

<l (2 . 11)

tM

t1
x *2I

x
S (M,N) *l- *2 ------- 

t*
^M

nr- n
¿̂

(2.12)
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where S(M,N) is the set of aII M non-negative integers nr 
'n2

,....,ï1 whose sum is N'

For the

ForthestateinwhichÈhenumberofpartseitherwaiting
or being served at each nachine-group is not more than the

number of nachines in that group' the. product-form solution

is represented bY

tl n2 tM

lxI *2 *M

d(M,rr {i i;r ----------- nMr

2.3 rIEERÀI\'RE SI'RVIIY ÀBOttT CNO ÀìID Ft'fS ÀS CNO

The first part of the Iilerature survey given in chapter

I covers the development of flexible nanufacturing systems

and various scientific approaches used !o solve various

related issues. This part of the literature survey, which is

more related to the present work, is divided into two areas

(a) theory of network of queues and closed queueing network

and (b) application of queueing netÌrork models to flexible

manuf acturing systems.

(a) on Network of oueues

The first reported works on sequence of queues in series

were the sludies by Taylor and R' Jackson (1954) and R'

Jackson (1954,1956) to evaluate service slandards in the

aircraft¡naintenancebase-storesproblens.R.'Jackson
(1954,1956) considered an open-ended series of service

stations with infinite arrival of customers '

p (n) = (2.13)
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CycIic queues were investigated by Koenigsberg (-1 958) and

rinch (1959). Their rnodef consisted of N entities and a

single exponential server at each node ' In Koenigsberg's

analysís, the entities were processed sequent ially through M

nodes, v¡hiIe Finch considered feedback to nodes previously

visited.
Koenigsberg ( 1 958, 1 959, 1 960 ) apptied cyclic queue

nrodels to mine haulage systems, production lines and

in-process inventory and to nachine-repair systens' Air

Canada used the nachine-repair modeL as the basis for å

spares provisioning system which Iasted for len years

(Davidson, 1980).

.1 . ,Jackson (1957) initiated research of queueing networks

by defíning general characteristics tha! perrnit a network to

be decomposed and analyzed as a set of independent service

stations. J. .Jackson (1963) subsequently extended this r'rork

to a broad class of networks. Some iletails of Jackson's work

has already been provided in section 2'1 '1 ' swersy (1965'

1967) extended the cycllc queue model to include general

networks of closed queues. Swersy showed that the closed

network system is asymPtotically equivalent to the open

network system "

A typical closed queueing network can be explained as a

cyclíc queue which consists of a sequence of nodes with the

last node connected back to the first' Gordon and Ne¡{ell

(1967a,b) examined the general closed queue network (and íts
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open queue equivalents). The system they studied is exactly

the same as that studied by swersey (1 967 ) ' Gordon and

Newell (19674,b) showed lhat closed networks are stochasti-

cally equivalent to open systens in which the nurnber of

customers cannot exceed N. In the limit, they showed that

the systen is 'regulated' by the stage (or stages) with the

slorrest service rate, and they gave asymptotic expressions

for the marginal distributions of customers in such systens'

Sone details of Gordon and Newell's work are given in section

2.l.landtheirproduct-formsolutionisdetailedinsection
2.1 .2.

Product-formsolutionshavebeenfoundinmanyextensíons

of the basic models. Posner and Bernholtz (1968a) allowed

travel time bet.ween any two stations to have an arbitrary

distribution and af,lowed the service rale at each station to

be an arbitrary functíon of the number of parts at the

station. In another model (1968b) they allor*ed several types

of parts with different service rates' routing probabili-

ties, and travel-time distributions between st'atíons' It is

found tl¡a! steady-state distributions for these networks

have a product-form solut i on .

Morse (1958) obtained a similar result in a study of an

open restricted queue system' He showed that if the number

of servers in a stage is equal to or greater than the nunber

of custoners in the system' then the state probabilities are

independent of the shape of lhe service tisre distribution

nhen the arrivals have a Poisson distribution'
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The resufts in Jackson (1963) and Gordon and Newell

(1967a&b) were generalized for closed, open and míxed

networks in a comprehensive paper by Basket' et a1' (1975)'

They enriched the modelJ-ing capability by incorporating nany

features Iike
i) distinction of customer class to define arrival

rates' service times and routings' and

ii ) four types of service stations which permít

operating éisciplines (a) rcrs (b) station sharing'

(c) one server per customer or (d) preenptive

resume, last come first served (LcFs) '

In their nodel, service tímes that have rational L'aplace

transforns (i.e. exponentiaL, hyper-exponential and

hypo-exponent ia1 ) can be incorporated ' However the i r

formulae involved suns Of prohibitively large number of

terms.

Buzen(1973)derivedarecursivealgorithmwhichallowed
efficient conputation of the performance parameters' He

showed ho¡v Èhe model described by Gordon and Newell could be

used to represent the work flow' Significant extensions to

the theory and computational- algorithms were also made by

ReiserandKobayashi(1975).Schweitzer(1977)studiedthe
lhroughput rates in both finite and ínfinite capacity open

networks with independent balance' He describes !his class'

the one which is characterized by the product-form' as one

in whic!¡ "the rate of flow into a state by a custorner
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entering a (station) equals the flow out of that state due

to a customer leaving that (station)"'

FoIIowing these developments, the use of closed queueing

networks for mode).1ing and predicting lhe performance of

various systens became w idespread.

Reiser and Kobayashi (1975) and Baskett' chandy' Muntz

and Palacios (1975) modeLled four tyPes of service centres

in computer systems: central processíng units' data

channels, Eerminals, and routing delays' Each entity of some

type while being served at a node (service centre) ' and upon

completion of services¡ IlaY chanqe its type and service

centre. First come first served, process sharing and preenpt

resume last cone first served were the possíbIe associated

queue disciplines. À network.. may be open or closed for

different types. For each sefvice centre operating on FCFS

basís, the service tíne distribu!ion must be exponential and

identical for aIJ. part types ' For other service centres

operating on LCFS or process sharing, the service time

iliscipline need only have a râtional Laplace transform' with

differentparttypeswithpossibledifferentdistributions.
For such a general modeI, the equilibrium state probability

distribution is shown again to have a product-form' For

further study of conditions for a solution to lhe equilibri-

um equations to have a product-forn' see Chandy U972) '

Chandy, Howard and Towsley f g77) and Baskett' et'al'

(197s).
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Comprehensive surveys have been given by Dukhovny and

Koenigsberg (1981 ) on theoretical resufÈs and by Chandy and

Sauver (1980) on algorithns of queueing network theory

developed for computer and communication network performance

evaluation. For more detailed review of theoretical

developmentI the reader should consult Lemoine (1977 |1978),

Kobâyashí and Konhein (1977) r Sauver and Chandy (1975) 
'

Denning and Buzen (1978) and cohen f 979) ' Muntz (1978)'

(b) 9¡-EUS-sll!9
The theory of closed networks of queues has recently been

extended to provide a better understanding of flexible

manufacturing systetns. The CNQ ¡nodeLs have been applied

predominantly to planning rather than operating problems

assoc iated with FMS

Solberg f g77l enriched the queueing netl¡ork models of

Baskett et a]. (1975) and for the first time perceived that

an FMS could be modelled as a closed queue in which the

customers are the parts to be processed and the servers are

lhe ¡nachines of the system. It ?ras assumed thatr as soon as

one part is completed, it is replaced by another part

selected at randorn (or FCFS) f rorn an infinite nunber waiting

to enter the system. The details of this model and its

assumptions have been discussed earlier in Èhis chap!er'

Solberg applied lhe computational procedure based on work by

Buzen (i973) to develop a cor¡tputer program CAN-Q to provide

a number of perf orrnânce fneasures that can be used to
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evaluate a system design. The input to this computer model

is i) the number and type of machines, ii) the number of

parts in the FMS ' i i i ) the sequence of operat i ons and

processing tine for each type of part and iv) the time to

transport a part from one operation to the next'

Solberg (977l} and Stecke (1977) cornpared the results of

the CÀN-Q model to those of a very detailed simulation of

the Sundst rand/Ca te rpi L 1a r FMS. À similar robustness of the

¡nodel was observed using a different simulation by Horev'

Cook and ward (1978). The observed robustness of the model

created interest in researchers for theoretical explana-

tions.
Ànother approach where FMS is sti11 represented as a

queueing network but not assuming the stochastic behavior of

the queueing systern' is the operational analysis first

developed by Buzen (1976) and further extended by Denning

and Buzen (g77). They defined the state of the systern by

Èhe number of jobs present at each statíon' The assumptions

of lheir model i nc lude :

i) State Transition Balance: llhe number of entries to

every stâte is equal to the number of exits from

that state during lhe observation períod

ií) one-step Behavior: slate changes result only from

single jobs moving between pairs of stations in the

sYstem '
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iii) Ðevice Homogeneity: the output rate of a station is

deter¡nined cornptetely by its queue lenglh' and is

otherwise independent of the system's state'

iv) Routing Homogeneity: the routing frequencies are

independent of the systemrs state'

This nodel was further sirnptif ied by making the homogene-

ous service time (HsT) assurnption' Suri (1983) has shown

that small and lârge variations ín HST have Little impact on

the performånce neasures.

Buzacott and Shanthi¡g¡¿¡ (1980) used the methodology to

study the part selection problem and to evaluate alternative

plans for storing work in process inventory' Their model

used the consíderation lhat the nu¡nber of parts is restrict-

ed due to resource constraints and excess parts are held in

an ínitial queue. this finite capacity queueing model shows

that releasing parts to idle machines increases capacity in

comparison to the FCFS release rule' Finite capacity' local

storage designs can lead to sta!ion blocking, so part

transferwithintheFMsmusthavepriorityovernew
releases. It nas lound out that a central storage facility

offers inherent efficiencies by consolídating Iocal queues.

Stecke (1981 ) used the CÀN-Q model of Solberg to examine

grouping and loading problems' The mac bi ne-groupi ng problem

is concerned with partitioning of the machines ínto various

groups such that machines within a particular group are able

!o perforn the same operations, while the loading problem
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deals with the allocation of operations and associated tools

of a set of selected part types among Èhese rnachine-groups '

subject to.the technologíca1 and capacity constraints of lhe

FMS.

Solberg (198i ) enhanced the originat capabilities of his

co¡nputer rnodel CAN-Q. Other extensions have been developed

by Dieh1 and Suri (1g82,1 983) incorporating tool sharíng and

machine btocking due to finite local storage'

In mean vafue analysis, the product-form solution of

queueing networks is expressed in terns of mean queue size'

mean waiting !ime and mean throughput' Reiser (1979) has

outlined a procedure for performance evaluation of multi-

class single server closed queueing networks with general

service times and FIFo service 5u1e. His methodoloqy is used

forthecaseofanetworko.frnachineswithdeterminístic
processing t.imes. Cavaille and Dubois (1982) extended this

(Reiser's) rnethodology to assess the effect of short

mach i ne-breakdowns on the overall production rate and

developed a heuristic algorithm. Suri and Hildebrant (1984)

have developed a computer program ca1led l'ff/ÀQ to calculate

systen perf orrnance. !ÑrÀQ's claimed contribution to FMs

rnodellinq is to extend the basic functionality of CÀN-Q with

addiÈionaI features of multiple part classes' lon cornputer

memory requirement and rnaintaíning accuracy even when the

number of parts and machines in a system becomes very large'
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2.4 PROPERÍIES OF }¡ORMÀI,IZING CONSTÀNT

The product-form solution of CNO has a normalizíng

constant which plays an important role in the characteriza-

tion of various performance ¡neasures ' In section 2'4'1 we

study this normalizing constant' Section 2'4'2 provides

details of an efficient algorithm to co¡npute this constant '

An alternative proof of an important identity originally

proved by Buzen (1973) is given in section 2'4'3' Later in

section 2.4.4 we find many useful inequalities about the

norrnalizing constants. An interesting fact has been found

that many ¡neasures of performance have the same expression

which is in terms of normalízing constants of product-forÍl

solut í on.

2.4.1 NelE[rE¡iri¡g-ggß!$
As noted in previous chapter, the workflow in an FMS can

be viewed as closed network of queues where n, is lhe nunber

of work-pieces at station i at some particular tíme '

including those in process and those awaitíng processíng'

The vect.or ñ -(nr,nrr...,D M 
) denotes a particular state of

the systen where n.ts are non-negative integers whose sum is

equal to N, the total nurnber of parls in the system'

Considerlhecasewheneachstationhasonlyonemachine.
Then, according to Gordon and Newelf (1967 a&b) the steady

state probability of finding the system in a "t"tt 
i is

given by

-n-n^fL,._+. t !_2 _ lur (2.L4)p(n) =GlÍiñ) xl *2.....'i'..r
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r{here t- ,8 ^ ¡. . . r 4. are the scaled v¡orkloads on var ious
L¿lvt

machine-groups as defined in section 2'2'4 anè G(M,N) is a

normalizing constant defined so that all the p(ñ)'s sum to

one. In other words, the steady state probability is

proportional to the product of the scaled workload on each

station raised to a power equal to the number of parts at

the stat ion.

I f one or more of the statíons has more than one

functionalty equivalenl machine' a s1ight modification is

necessary, For any such station i, having s. machines' the

term in the product corresponding to that station (that is'
n' 

^¡ !^., ãñ^rt.a,. t-êrm a '^ ^ ) .x,i ) must be replaced by another term as expJ'alned ln \¿'>
l_

we shall deal here with the sinpler form of single machine

¡nachine groups, with the understanding thal it is easily

rnodif ied to handle the more general case'

As nentioned above, the normalizing constant G(M'N) has a

valuesuchthatthesumofallsteady-stateprobabilítiesis
one. From (2.14) for single machine machine-group case

G (M,N) = x
nz

*2
(2. ls)

S (M,N)

n
x

1

r¡here the sum is taken over all the states' The total

nurnber of possible states satisfying the conditions that nl

,n2,...,n* all are non-negative integers and their sun is N

i" 1N+M-1 ) or t N+Y-I l. Hence the normalizing constant-- M-t N

G(M,N,S;x) depends on the nunber of machine-groups ' the

nunber of partsr the number of machines in each machine-

group and the scaled workloads on various groups ' In the

I \4
.1.,t
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case of an open network with an ãrbitrary external Poisson

arrival rate of entities to each node, Reiser and Kobayashi

(1976) have shown that this normalizing constant G(M,N) is

proportional to the probability that there are exacEly N

parts in the open netr¡ork (cf section 8'4)'

2.4.2 Buzent B Rêcursive Àloori

The value of normalizing constant G(M,N) can be calculat-

ed easily by (2.15) when both M and N are small ' BuÈ this it

is not so easy when M and /or N take large values' For

example, for a realistic problem involving, say' 10 machines

and 20 pallets each loaded with a part¡ lhere r'tould be

10,01 5,005 terms in the sum of (2.15) to evaluate' Even with

a computer perforning the cafcu-lations, serious questions of

overflow and round-qff errors would remain' Fortunatelyr a

highly useful recursive algorithm, developed by Buzen

(1973), can be used to avoid the direct evaluation of

(2.1s).

Ðefine a matrix G whose m,n-th element is
n-n^n

G (m,n) = I *It "z'. , . . .år* (2 "16)
S (m,n)

where the surn is over alf the states that have ni ¿o and
m
î ,r, = ,r. This is def ined for all n=0,1 , . . ,N and all
._l_
-L-I
Å=i ,2,...,M. This G(m,n) is equal to G(M,N) when n=N and

rn=M.Itiseasilyseenthate}ementsofthefirstrowand
colurnn of the natrix G are given bY

c(1 ,n)=x-n; n=0,1 ,.... f N (2'17)
'1
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TÀBLE 2. i

OPERATION OF BUZEN'S ÀLGORITHM

The recursion relation is obtained by noting

(2.18)

G(m,n) = x

+t

trl î,
+x X X'- x.-

Htn >o' '

n
m.....x

m

n-
nÌ-1.......x NFI

n -l-
..m

m

ñ''ç=e

n
m'n

tr t2
*r *2

n1 ñ',
*r- *z'

fi': n*>o

n" n^
.--L¿
-)r J- ¿
n

Machíne
GrouP Load 0 t N

I
')

m

M

*1

x

m

*M

I

I

*r x n*I N*l

1 c (m, n-l) x
m

c(m-1,n)
+

c (m, n)

1

= G(n,l,n) + x* G(m,n-I) /r 10\
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where ñ = 6r,nr,...,14) t ñ= (nr,nr,...,t'r-f)

Thus any interior element is related lo lhe elements just'

aboveandjusttotheleftinthematrix.Bygoingacross
therowsfromlefttorightanddownÈhecolumns'wecan
fill in the entire matrit( using (2'19) ' The last ele¡nent

comButed, in the lower right hand corner, is G(M'N)'

The recursion relation is slightly more complicated when

the m-th station has nore than one rnachine' but the same

general idea of fillinq in the matrix stilI works' Details

nay be found in Buzen ( 1 973 ) .

2.4,g

Hereweobtain,intwodifferentwaysrthemarginal
probability distribution for the number of parts being

processed at each of the machine-groups of a system' By

equating the two expressions, $e gel an identity which is

further used in section 2.4.4 Eo deduce some interesting and

very useful inequalities about Èhe normalizing constant' l'le

consider only the special case when the ith machine-group

has a single nachine so that 9i(k)=*'k '

To obtain the marginal probability distributíon' we have

to find out P(n. =k i.e. there are k parts
1

group). If n, =k, then
t_

n1+n2+...,.+n _1+n1+1-.. ,..,..*tu, = t-:.,

at ith nach í ne-

(2.20)
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so that N-k parts have to be distributed over M-1 machine-

grou's ' Thus 
c- (M-I,N-k)

ni(k) = n' (nr=k) = s. (k) +¡*;ñ- ; k=Q,1,2,"',N Q'zL)

wherethesuffixiinG.indicateslhattheithmachine-group
is being excluded. Since at the ilh machine-group' the

nunber of parts is 0 or 1 or 2. " 'or N' the sum of the

probabilities in (2.21 ) ís unity so that we get the identity

N

G(M,N) = I g. (k) Gi(M-l,N-k) ¡ !=L,2,...,M Q'22)
k=0 t

An alternative nethod of finding p' (k) is by first

findíng p(n. >k). For this we fírst a1lot k parts to the ith

machine-group and then allot the remaining parts Èo aIl the

M machine-groups ( includíng the iÈh, since the ith machíne-

group can have more than k parts). Thus for single server

case

p(ni ì k) = si(k) ffHff' , Q'23)

so that
ptn =kl = ptni I kl - Plni ì k+11

- #-* tsi(k) G(M,N-k) - si(k+I)G(M'N-k-1)l
= U (IvItIU I

9., (k) 9., (k+1)-r- - -t,., G(M,N-k-f) I Q'24)= ffiÐ Lb(Ivr'r\-Á/ - s¡Ð- 
v\¡¡'!r ¡!

Equatlng Q,21 ) and (2.24), we get the identity

ci(M-l,N-k) = G(M,N-k) HP c(M,N-k-l) (2.25)



substitutins gi(k)= *f in Q.24) and (2'25) we get

kx.
ntnr=kJ = õlùñt- [G(M,N-k) - x, G(M,N-k-l)i

c. (M-1,N-k) = G (M,N-k) -xic (M,N-k-I)
I

É.1

(2.26)

11 )1\

Identily Q"26) has also been derived by a slighlly

different method bY Buzen (1973) .

In chapter VIII, we shall give â rìew method of generating

functions and use it to obtain some new identities for the

closed and semi-open network of queues models '

2.4.4 So¡re Inccualities and Prooerties o€ the Nornalizinq
con stånt 3

In thís section we find many interesting ano useful

inequalities and properties of the normalizing constant from

identities establisbed in the þrevious section'

i) It is evident fron (2.25) that

G(M,N-k) ì Gi(M-l,N-k¡ Q'ze)

which in turn means that normalizing consLant

G(M,N) is an increasing function of number of

machine-groups M in the sYstem"

ii) À1so from (2.25)

g' (k+r)
G(M,N-k) , ,irÐ- G(M,N-k-I) Q'2e)

or for various vafues of i

c(M,N-k)
dGF:Ë1

9r (k+I) s2 (k+l-) sM (k+1)

e16--'q|;6- ""'frl-k-f- (2.30)
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ffftËP,, r*" iHP ,n{J, sM (k+1)

's*m-I (2.31)or

or

À1so

ätri#,, . *",ffi,, ffi ,...,ffi , (2"32)

eI (k)

sJmr -
k*l

--l¡Fl
*I

I
*1 etc

so that from (2.32) we get

(2.33)

From lhe def inition .o.f'' scaled workloads' the sum of

scaled workloads on all the machine-groups is the

total number of machines in the systen or

*l_**2*.......q,( = M Q'34')

so either the workl'oad on each machine-group is

unity or at least one group is having a workload

greater than unitY. 1n either case

(2.35)

Thus we find that the normalizing constant G(M'N)

is an increasing function of the number of

workpieces N in the system containing single

¡nachine machine-grouPs.

ffi##' ' *"' hf, *"""*'

c (M,N-k-1)
c(M,N-k)

If
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Cornbining results obtained in (i) and (ii), we find

that the nornalizing constant is an increasing

function of both the number of machine-groups and

Ehe nunber of parts in the system, al least for

single rnachine nachine-grouPs.

Since in (2.23\ the p(nr3k) has a value of one or

less than one, we can deduce

G(M,N:}<) . 1,, e.36)c(M,N) - si(k)

and, as earlier, giving various values of i for

single nachine machine-grouPs

(2.37)

and

(2. 38)

The ratio of the normalizing constant when there

are (N-1 ) parts in the system to the normalizing

constant when there are N parts in the system is

Iess than or equal to unity. This relationship is

an important inequality and wiIl be referred-to

several tínes in the following chapters'

By rearranging (2.29) for ùhe specifíc case of

single machine machine-groups which we are

cons ider ing

c (M,N-l)
õE'Nl--

1,
t,I

. _1 l-< man l-, 
-,^r "2

c (M,N-I)
d@F - t:

v)
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G(M,N-k) ) x., tx1t. . ... . 
'1,4Gfú--k-Ð - r '

/t ?o\

À1so

> x1+x2+. . .+xM = M (2.40)

or

G(M,N-K)
c(M,N-k-1)

I ) ¿.1\

sane inequal i tYIn particular when k=0 we get the

as derived in (iv) above viz'

(2.42)

Many nore Buzen-type identities are proved in section 8'8

for both Closed and semi-open Network of Queues models' For

this purpose an iÍiportant concept of generating functions

for these normalizing constants has been introduced there' À

number of generalizations of the inegualities given above

can be derived l¡ith the help of these identities'

c (M,N-k)
6t¡¡-ñfl-r-)M

1

c(M,N-1)
ã(ú'Nj- 1



Chapter IIf

PERFORI{ÀNCE OF ÀN FMS ÀND PROBÍ,EM STÀTEMENT

Àn FMS is an ideal system for use of real-time control

algorithms for the optímiza!íon of performance ' However' the

problern of optimizing these systerns has proved to be

extremely difficult (Hutchinson , 1977) ' Even with a small

FMS, due to the possibility of alternative routings and the

complications arising from machine breakdowns or tool

failures, a large amounl of computational work is requíred

to get any reasonable solution. However because of the rapid

growth of these systems, and the relatively high investments

in them, it becones necessary to understand how lhey perform

and to optimize their perf orrnance' For this, we have to lay

down criteria of performance. Performance measures also help

to compare different proposed solutions to various issues'

we discuss in this chapter various possible performance

neasuresofanFMs.Àttheendofthischapter,abrief
discussion of the research problem is given and specific

research objectives are set.

61
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3.1 @
InthiSsectionwedefinesorneperformancemeasuresfora

flexible nanufacturing system and develop expressions for

thern. rn parlicular, expressions for the expected proportion

of busy machines, the efficiency of a syslem¡ the system

utilization, and the steady-state Probability that a

randomly chosen ¡nachine is busy are derived' i'¡e f ind that

a1f these lead us to the same ratio G(M,N-1 ),/G(M'N) which we

calL the expected production function' An alternatíve proof

for the expression for this function is given' some other

possible rneasures of perf orrnance Iike nean queue lengths'

probability that aI1 machines are busy, and variance of

rnachine utilizaÈion and of mean queue lengths are defined

and expressions for then are developed'

3.1.1 Erpected ProDortion of Busv Machines

A station is any location, resource, or group of

resources where parts receive active âttention for some

intervaloftime.Àslationismainlythoughtofhavinga
numberofmachinesbutastationcanalsobereguiredfor
suchfunctionsaswashing,inspection,painting'heat
treat.ment, and so forth. A station can even be an entire

department. If a section is capable of processing more than

one part at a tirne, we call it a multiple server or a

muJ.tiple rnachine machine-9roup' The number of servers or

¡nachines is equal to the number of parts whj'ch can be

processed simultaneously at any particular time' The number
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of machines busy ín processing at a machine-group triIl

depend upon the number of parts present at that machine-

group.

The number of busy machines in any group is a random

variable which takes values between zero and Lhe rnaximum

number of machines in that group. In mathematical Lerms, the

number of busy machines in the ith group is a random

variable which takes Èhe values 0,1 ,2, " " ¡s ' Lel Bi:

denote the expecÈed number of busy machines or long run

average number of busy machines in the ith group' then

si N

Bi =.t k pi(k) +,-t- ," si pi(k) (3'1)
. k=o r K=S . +l_

The ratio of the expected number of busy machines to the

number of machines in the ith group ís the expected

proportion of busy machines ín that rnachine-group' Using

(2.21 )

si cr (M-I,N-k) N .. . Gi (M-t 
'N-k)Bi = rlo k s, (k) -õT*;ñJ- + ¡Is . +r si si (K) --õlTi;ñT-- (3.2)

in Giindicates that the ith rnachine-group

Since in the first sum, k=0 makes no

can have the first summation fron k=1 to

k-1x.
1

^i (k-I) !

where the suffix
is being exc l uded

contr ibution r we

k=s 1. Now from (2

k sr(k) = k

.9)
*h

a
KT = xi 9i(k-I) if k <s.

s.
1
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Substitutíng from (3.3 ) in (3,2\, we get

N Gi (M-1'N-k)
Bi = r¡r x1 ø¡(k-t)-c-@,Tl-

N-1 Gr (I1-1 ,N-l-k )

= rlo *i sí(k)--:-

(3.4)

(3.7)

(3.5)

M N-1 (3.6)x,t M,N

i.e. the expected nurnbers of busy rnachines in various

machine-groups are proportional to the workloads on these

groups. Thus the expected proportions of busy machines in
the f irst, second, . . . . , Mth machine-group are ín the ratio

1/srz xr/sr:..... :x*/s*.
For various mach i ne -g r oups

clr\r.N-ì l Bl Bz B¡tffi=-i=";=' ' =ç
81+82+' "......+Btnt B =q

mx1+x2+. . ' . . . . . **M sl +s2+........*"M

where B denotes lhe erpected nu¡nber of busy machines in alI
the machine-groups and m denotes the total number of
machines in the system. This ratio of the expectêd number

of busy machines to the total number of rnachines in the

system is the expected proportion of busy machines and can

be neasured by G(M,N-1 ),/C(u,N). solberg (1977) has called
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this ratio the "expected production function" or 'rthe

expected production rate function"' In the present thesis'

we shal1 call it the "expected production function" or

simply EPF.

3.1 .2 Efficiêncv of thê SY

The ratio of the actual output (or the actual steady-

state expected nurflber of parts per ti¡ne unit) to the

expected ideal number of parts per time unit which would be

obtained if all the nachines in the systen were always busy'

is a measure of lhe efficiency of lhe system'' In nathemati-

cal terms this inportant performance measure-efficiency E

can be exPressed as

, = "o (3.8)" Pr. i

The two lerms PA and Pt are defined as under

i) P1 denotes the expected ideal production rate of an

FMS, which is the expected number of parts produced

by the system per unit tirne, if a1l of lhe ¡nachines

are always busy. This in fact is the reciprocal of

average workload per machine (in ti¡ne units per

part), given bhat the machines are always busy'

MMpt = L/l (r!, citi)/(i¿r si)l

MM
,x - s.\/ (,r. q;t,) (3.e)
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where the numerator is the total number of machines

and the deno¡ninator is lhe total workload on all

the machine groups. P1 is a neasure of the maximum

capac ity of the system.

PA denote the expected actual production rate which

is the actual steady-state expected number of parts

produced per time unit. It is also the average of

the actual production rate over aII states' so that

Þ = r p(fr). PA(ñ) , (3'10)
, A SÏM'N) .

where eo(È) is lhe expected aetual production rate

r¡hen the system is in state fi, i'e' tlte ideal

production rate weighted by the utilization of

machines in state ñ (n1 ,n2, . . . . 
'nM) ' Thus PA(f,) =

Pr.u(ñ), where u(fi) denote the fraction of machines

that is busy in a particular state ñ ' Therefore

' p = r ptñl . P-. u(fi1 (3.11)-A S(M'N) - t

p/p =E= t p(ñ)u(ñ)'A/'r - s(M,N) -

= Expected value of the fraction of

busy mach i nes

= B/n

= c(M,N-1 ),/c(u,N)

This ratio is the sarne as expected production

function.
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3.1 '3 Svstcur Ut il izat ion

Ànotherv¡aytodefinetheperformance'isbySystem
utilization nhich is the sum of the weighted utilization of

rnachines in each state I (n'nr, " ',n*), where each neight

ís the steady state probability of being in state fi' rnat is

the system utilization
= x ptñl.utñl

s(M,N) -

= Expected value of the proportion of

busY nach i ne s

= B/n = c(M.N-1 )/c(M,N) (bY 3.7)

= Expected Production function

3.1 .4 The Probabilitv of a. Machine choscn- at-BEtìéem ;ÐE!¡!!¡

Found Eusy

À related perfornance rneasure for an FMS is lhe steady-

state probability that a randonly chosen nachine is found

busy processing a workpiece ' ThÍs probability can be

expressed as

M si
= .I- .I- Problmachine j in machine-group i is chosen] '

Probfmachine j of machine-group i is busVl

machj-ne j of machine-grouP í is chosen]

M Si 
M

- ï ç r1./ t " l. Problmachine j of machine-group i
-L _ \L/ .L -e: 

t
i=l -l= I r=l !

is Uusy I machine j of machine-group i is chosen]
I

M
= 0/û .i.nxp(number of busy machines in group i)

I-I
M

= L/n .x. Br = B/m

= c(M,N-1),/c(M,N)
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Àtl four measures (section 3.'1 .1 to 3.1'4) viz' expected

propor!ion' of busy machines, efficiency of the system'

system utíIization, and probability that a randonly chosen

machine is busy, are equivalent and are equal to

c(M,N-1 )/c(u,N) which is termed the expected production

function. This function is equal to the normalizing consLant

that would have been obtained if there l{ere one less

workpiece in the systen' divided by the normalizing constant

that actually does appIy. In the next chapter we consider

the problem of optimizing this expected produclion function"

But before doing lhis, we give here another proof for the

EPF express i on.

ÀIternative Proof of the Expression for ExDected Production

Funct ion (EPF)

An alternative proof of the expression for EPF for single

machine machine-group systems is given' lf Y be the number

of busy machines, then when N > M

*L n2 tt

r[v=r] = p(r) = ..+FI t, .Ì(r,*)"t, "tr""*t, (3'12)

where S'(r,N) is the set of alL r positive integers whose

sun is N. We first choose any r of the M machines and find

the first su¡n on the RHS of (3.12) and then we find the
M.î I possible choices of r machines outsecond sum over all (

of M.
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EPF as explaíned above is the expected utilization of

machines or expected proportion of busy machines and can

be expressed as

v. r 1$-- -tl n^ n--

EpF = E(*l) = 
"d;ñf 

#,!rtt, sl(r,r¡)"tr"tr"""r; 
(3'13)

Il is easilY verified that

n

(xl+x2+...+x*) G(M,N-1) = M G(M,N-1) (3.14)

From (3.13) and (3.14)

EPF = G(M,N-1 ),/G(M,N) (3.r5)

This is an alternative proof of the formula for the expected

value of proportion of busy nachines for the case s1 =s2

=.. . =sM=1 .

3.1.5 MêanB and Variances of Oueuê Lcnoths

The mean queue length (MOL,) at any station is the

expecled number of parts being processed or waiting to be

processed at that station. The mean queue length at each

machine-group is a useful measure of performance of an FMS '

The expected number of parts waiting to be processed at a

machine-group is a measure of the contribution of tha!

partícular group to the overall processing delays' It also

indicates the storage or waiting space required at that

machine-group.

M

r=I l- cl ¡/- 1Ì\r \! r!Ì¡¡ t1
Ð.>

,2
1

n
.x. r

1 r
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The expressions for MQL's can be derived from the steady

state joint probability distribution of the nunber of parts

in the system given by (2.11). The expected value of lhe

number of parts waiting for processing or being processed at

any one station i or MOL at the ith machine-grouB can be

expressed bY

E (ni) = ñi = sl¡¿,r¡) 
n. P (ñ)

ni sl(n1) s2{.n)...sM(nM)T

I
S (M,N) sI s2(n)...sM(nM)I

( 3.16 )

(3. 17)

where g.(n.)'s and S(M,u) are detail'ed in (2'9) and (2'4)'

Analysis of this expression can provide insight into the

behavior of the mean queue lengths'

For proper study of congestion and blocking problems in

the systen, knowledge of variances of mean queue lengths is

also essential. Similar to the expression (3'16) for E(ni) 
'

we can write the erpression

" 
rrr? I' a'

)n. o (å)
c À1,N)

and thus find out the variance of queue length at ith

machine-group by using the f or¡nuIa

)2
var(ni) = E(ní) - (r(ni))-. (3'18)
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3"1.6 Probabilitv of À11 Machines -EEi-D-s--El¡9.y

The performance of an FMS can also be quantified as the

proportion of time the entire system rernains busy' It ís the

probability of afl the machine-groups (or alI the machines)

in the system being busy. we may like to choose such a load

distribution as to maximize this probability'

Now when total number of parts is more than or a! least

equal to the total nurnber of machines

P (AII machines being busY)

- I -1, <l- (n.)q^(n^) " .'sM(nM) (3'19)
G(M,N) s rM'N) 'L L'¿ ¿

where S" (t'f ,N) ís the set of all positive integers satisfying

n rls,, n2>s2,.... 'nM 
)sM

n l*n 2* . . . . . . . nM= N

so thaÈ

P (Atl machi-nes being busY)

l-
),c(M,N) S" (M,N)

nl
x-

l_

rl-s- ! s-I .l-

nâ

z

(3.20 )

(3.21)

,.M -M
M

(3.22)

tM
'ta--M

sM! s

This expression can be simplified for specific system

configurations and then such loading condí!ions can be

evaluated which maximize the probability of all the ¡nachines

being busy.
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3,1 .7

Machine-group utilization is an important measure of

efficiency, but the variance (or standard deviation) of the

proportion of busy machines is equally important ' since we

may possibly like to have two goa1s viz' maximizing the mean

and mini¡nizing the variance. we may prefer a load distribu-

tion which gives relatively smaller utifization, if it also

gives very small variance. It nay be of interest to find

the variance of proportion of busy rnachines in one machine-

group as weII as in the whole system'

The number of busy rnachines in the ith ¡nachine-group is a

random variabte which takes the values 0,1 ,2" ' ' 'si ' In

(3.1) we have seen that the expected number of busy machines

in the ith grouP

S,"i NFilr¡.) = t kP.(k) +-I

SimiJ.arIy an expression for e(yl)

s. p. (k)
+1 L'l-'

(3.23)
l_

the variance of busy machines in the

out f rom

can be derived, so that

ith group can be worked

var (y¡) = u tvll + (E (vi) ) 
2 (3.24\

ÀIso the expression for the variance of busy machines in the

system' which takes into consideration the covariances also'

can be derived f ron

MMM
var(yr+yr+...+y¡n) = iår u"t(yr) + , :I, ,1, cov(vivj) . (3'2s)

j>i



Fromherethevarianceoftheproportionofbusymachines
the system can be evaluated easily' Operating conditions

the desirable trade-off between EPF and this variance

obta i ned .

1n

for

are

3.1 .I Production ¡s!!--el-fu--Sl]lE.@

One, sometimes calIed Lhe nost inportanL, performance

measure is the production rate of the syslem' This is

defined as the steady-state average nurnber of completed work

pieces P coming out of the unload station per unit time' At

equilibrium, the steady state output of the system is equal'

to the steady state input to the system' Thus P can also be

interpreted as the steady-stale input rate at the load

station. If multiple pieces (parts) are required to form a

single finished part, then the input rate would be sone

simpl.e multiple of P. Since P is the average rate at which

the finished nork pieces cone out of the system' 1rle is the

average time between outPuts.

3.1.9 Àveraoe Íine EPen ,,nthe-S,Y.EtÊ-a

Àlthough the production rate is probably the most

inportant. measure of system performance' it is also

desirable to investigate lhe ¡nean tirne T spent in the

systen. Ideally this tírne spent would equal the average

total processing time, including transportâtion ' Due to

workpieces waiting in queue(s) in front of a work station or
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at a storage space, this time is usually much higher than

Èhe ideal time. LittIe,s formula (1961 ) reLates this T with

earlier parameter production rate P (Conway, e!'aI" 1967)'

It states that for any steady-state process, the average

time spent in the systern is equal to the product af Lhe

average number in Ehe system and the mean time between

arr ivals i.e. TéN,/P.

3.2 FOCUS OF ÍHE RESEÀRCH Àl{D PROBLET{--S14AEE!{EINj!

The main focus of research in the present thesis is on

finding the conditions for the optimal perfornance of

flexible manufacturíng systems represented by closed or

semi-open queueing network rnodels. As a first step tonards

this objective, we have def-ined sorne of Èhe inportant

rneasures of performance in the preceding sections of this

chapter .

our objective is to 1ay down expressions for criteria of

performance, find out lhe variables on which the perfornance

depends, find those variables which are under our control

and then choose these variables in such a way as to optimize

thi s performance.

The most important measure of performance is of course

the enÞected Þroduction fun which depends on:

i) the number of machines tI,32, " " rs* in different

machine-groupsi
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ii) -the scaled workload *I ,*2 , " ' ltt on different

machine-grouPs.

If sIr s2 ,... rsM are prescribed, we have to choose xI'x2

¡...,xM so as to get the rnaximum value of EPF' we also seek

toknorrhowthe¡naximu¡nvalueobtaineddependsonM'the
number of nachine-groups, on N, the number of parts in the

systen and on the distribution of machines in the various

machine groups. We also want to know whether the maxirnun EPF

arises v¡hen the l-oad is balanced i.e' when x7/s1=xr/5r= ' ' "

-'ì¿' - 
¡,1

or it can occur when the foad is unbalanced' 1n the

Iatter case, we seek to investigate, how unbalanced tl¡e load

diStribution for ¡naximun EPF is, in which direction does the

tilt occur and what its rnagnitude is' we are also interested

in the asynptotíc value of EPF when N is large and its

Iimiting value when N approaches infinity'

. The maximization of EPF is not easy and analytical

results are available in very f e¡r cases' For some cases'

certain numerical work was done and a number of conjectures

were nade on the basis of these numerical results' It is

desirable to obtain as many results as possibfe analytically

and to prove (or disprove) as many of the conjectures as

possibfe. vle seek to do this in the present vtork'

We have shown in preceding sections of this chapter how

some of the measures of perf ormance such as: gë-p$..@

ÞroÞortion of busv machines, machine utifization' el-!-!-ç-i-ry

g.l--!þe--æ.@, and Þrobabililv that a randomlv choosen

machine beino busy are Iinked with the expected production
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function. By optirnizing the expected production function, we

can obtain the oplimal conditions for these measures.

The value of EPF depends on the choice of xt rx2r.., rY7¡1,

l{e may give specified values to these or we may allow these

to vary at random. IL t.-.-xz,...,t1\,1 are considered as random

variables with a specified joint probability distribution,
then the EPF is also a random variable whose nean value can

be calculated. we would be interested to know this mean

vaLue of the expected production function terrned as EËl!
production rate and how far this average value is from the

ninimu¡n and maximum values of EPF.

we are also interested in investment utitization i.e. in

the proportion of money spent on the machines being

utilized. For this purpose, ne introduce the concept of

ExÞected Investment Utilization Function (grur) and seek to

f ind its maxirnum vaÌue.

Since the production function is a random variable' it
will be useful to know its l4-!g¡-æ., since we would be

interested in not only maximizing the expected production

function, but we would also be inlerested in minimizing

variance. It may not be possible to achieve both the

objectives for the same distribution of loads and some

trade-offs beLween Lhe two objectives rnay be necessary. we

may prefer a load distribution which gives relatively low

production rate if it also gives very small variance. I'le

accordingly seek lo find an expressíon for the variances of
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Lhe proportion of busy machines in each machine-group as

weIl. as of the system as a whole'

fnordertodealwíththemultigoalprogramningproblem
of rnaximizing the EPF and rninimizing the variance' we

introduce the concepts of mean-variance efficíent frontier

and nean-variance efficient load distributions where an

efficient load distribution is one such that if any other

Ioad distribution gives the sarne EPF as the given foad

distribution, then it gives a larger variance and if it

gives the sarne variance as the given load distríbution' then

it gives snaller EPF. The manufacturer has to choose one of

the efficient load distributions depending on bis attitude

to risk.
Ànothersetofmeasureofperfornance,concernedwith

blocking and system congestion, are the mean queue lengths '

we seek to discuss how lhese vary $'ith M and N and with

changes in workload distributions' vle are also interested in

the variances of lhe queue lenglhs to get better insight'

Most of the investigations in the thesis are based on the

closed gueueing netvrork rnodel in which the number of parts

in the system is fixed at N' we seek to investigate hon the

resufts change if the nunber of parts in the system < N and

conpare the results for closed and semi-open gueueing

networks.
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3.3 ORGANIZÀTION Og trIIE DISSERTÀEION

À general description of FMS' related design and

operational issues are given ín chapber I ' That chapter also

provides a literature survey about various methodologies

developed to solve those issues. Chapter II deals with

development of CNg rnodel and its product-forn solution' À

literature review regarding CNQ and its application in FMS

is provided. The normalizing constant of product-forn

solutions is thoroughly investigated and rnany interesting

new inequalilíes are derived. In chapter IIIrwe discuss

various neasures of performance of an FMS and deduce

expressions for them. The problen of opÈimizing the

performance is explicitly stated here'

In chapter Iv' we ínvest.igate the first performance

measure viz. EPF and find loading distributions to optimize

EPF for various systen configurations' Àn aI!ernative

method for deriving the expression for EPF is given' In

chapter v' the expressions for various mean queue lengths

are deduced and analyzed. A new concept of tnean production

rate is introduced and discussed ín chapter vI . In chapter

vII, we derive expressions for the variance of proportion of

busy rnachines in the systens. Àn interesting concept of the

mean-variance efficient frontier is introduced and ilIus-

trated. Expressions for variances of queue lenglhs are

derived and analYzed.
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Until chapter VII' we discuss only CNQ r¡odels for an FMS'

1n chapter VIIIr we discuss semi-open queueing networks and

compare the results for them with the corresponding ones for

cNQmodels.optimizationofexpectedinvestmentutilization
function is also discussed. The final chapÈer Ix gives a

summary of results and conclusions and indicates sorne

possible problems for future research.



Chaptêr IV

I1IÀXIMIZING TIIE EXPECTED PRODUCTION FT'NCBION

One important measure of performance of a flexible
manufacturing systen is the expected production function.

This is a rneasure of efficiency of the system. It is the

expected value of lhe proportion of the busy ¡nachines, that

is, it is the ratio of expected number of busy machines to

the total nurnber of machines in the system. In oÈher words,

this EPF is the rneasure of rnachine utilization ín the

system.

It is of great interest to the FMS managers and designers

to obtain the maximum output from these expensive systems.

In the present chapter r ou! objective is to find the load

dístribution under which the expected productíon function is

maximum. To carry out the process of optimÍzingf we discuss

various mathenatical properties of EPF. The behavior of the

expected production function is sÈudied under various Ioad

distribution conditíons. The effects of certain changes maile

in a system configuration are discussed. rn particular I our

interest is to study the behavior of expected production

function when i) the number of parts in the system is

increased, ii) sorne machines are added to the system' or

iii) the load distribution is changed anongst the nachine-

groups. we study this for l$o different rnachíne-group

-80
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conf iguralions viz, single nachine nachine-group and

multiple machine nachine-groups' Under these broad classifi-

cations, ue shall discuss different representative cases

with varying nurnber of machines in the machine-groups'

In parÈicular, the expression for EPF is restated in

section 4.1. Some results established earlier by other

researchers about EPF maximization are sumnarized' Section

4,2 deals with maximization of EPF for single machine

machine-groups, while multiple rnachine machine-groups are

dealt with in section 4'3' The limiting expected production

function i.e. the timit of EPF as the number N of parts

approaches infinity is discussed in section 4'4' Results

obtained ín this chapter are summarized in section 4'5'

¡.1 E¡þECTED PRODUCEION FÎ'NCTION

In subsection 4.f i we restate the expression of the

expected production function derived earlier in section

3.1.1. ln subsection 4'1'2 some of the refevant results

established by Stecke (1981 ) regarding the behavior of

expec!ed production function are su¡nmarized'

4.L,L

The expected production function is a function of the

nunberofmachine-groupsinthesystemIlhenumberof
machinesinvariousnachine-groups,thetotalnumberof
parts in the systen and the workloads assigned to various

nachine-groups. This function Pr(M'N's;x) is given by
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s'be re

Pr(M,N,s;x) = G(M,N-1 ),/c(t'l,N)

M= the number of machine-groups in the syslem

N= the total number of parls in the systen

S= vector (sys, t.... I sM) where st is the

number of machines in the ith grouP

x= vector (rr,rr,r.....,x*) where xt is the

scafed workload on ith machine-group

G(M,N)= r 9r(nr)gz(n2)...9*(n*) ,

S (M, N)

"i = I (single machine machine-groups)

n.x. l-
l_ (multip1e machine machine-groups)

n. I-
a

q. (n. ) =-l- l-
lt .

a

(4.1)

(4 .2)

n.
l-x.

1

n, < s.t-

, ti t 
"s.:s. 1 laa

n,x, l-
t_

n .l-
l-

s.
1

> n.
a

(infinite machine machj-ne-
groups )

(4.3)

S(M,N) represents the set of alI possible

states of various stations in the netvtork,where â sÈate

is represented by vector ñ { nt , n2 t . . .. . , nM ) and nt denotes

the number of parts being processed or waiting to be

processed at ith machine-grouPt

t.hat i s
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->
n. n.,lS (M, N) ì n.

l-
o IM =NÌ (4.4)

i=I

In fact the expected production function is the ratio of a

homogeneous polynomial of degree N-1 to another homogeneous

polynomial of degree N.

4.1 .2 Characteristicr of EPF as obtained bv stêcke (1981 )

Solberg (1g77) first conceived the idea of analyzing the

workflow in a flexible nanufacturing systen as tha! in a

closed network of queues and developed a computaÈiona1

program called CAN-Q for calculating some quantities of

interest. Stecke (1981 ) carried his work further and by

using some mathematical ingenuity and extensíve numerical

and graphical studies obtained a number of results some Ôf

which are stated below. It may be noted that most of the

results are conjectures which have been formed on Ehe basis

of the results obtained numerically and graphically, but

which have not been proved analytically'

a ) s inole-Mach i ne ME-qhi-D-e:çgJE

i ) For two machines and N parts, the expected

production function ' as a function of load on one

machine,is concave for N'2, not coRcave for N > 2

and strictly quasi-concave for N > 2 and has a

global. rnaxímum when the loads are balanced' (These

results are proved analyticalty by using sophisti-

cated mathernatics).
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ii) For two machines and N parts' the EPF curve has two

points of inflexion (shown numerically for some

part, icular values of N).

iii) For M machines and N parts, the EPF is maximum when

r¡orkloads on the machines are equal ( shown

numer ica1lY for M-3 ,4 ) .

b) Svstems of GrouÞs of Pooled M

i ) llhen N > 1 , the expected product ion funct ion

obtained from a totally pooled system of machines

is strictly greater than the naximun which can be

obtained from a systern containing no pooling

(conjecture).
ii) The EPF Pr(M,N,s;x) is a strongly quasiconcâve as

well as strictly quasiconcave function of X where

S= (st rs2t.,......,"M) and x= (x¡,x2'.........,*M)

(conjecture).

iii) The EPF is a symmetric function of *I,*2, " " " rxM

if and onlY if all s,'s are egual'

iv) Assuming that the EPF is quasiconcave and sl =s2=

....=r*=a, then EPF is fnaxinum when x1=x2=. " "'=*M

=s (Proved).

v) For optimum allocalion in the case of unequal

machine-group sizes, we should allocaÈe more than

Lhe bafanced t{orkload to larger groups (conjec-

ture). In the case when su=!, s'r=2, N=2' EPF is

maximized by assigning all work to the l¿¡9g¡ Çroup
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vi i )

vr11,

B5

(proved). Also in another case when st=] , 32=2,

N=3,EPF is maximum when x, =0'61035 and x, /2

=1.194825 (Proved)

For N= æ , the optimal siluation is a balanced one

even if the machine-groups are unequal in size and

the maxinum EPF is same as that for a balanced

system (conjecture).

For a given number of machines M and a particular

grouping, the maxirnum expected production function

is an increasing function of N (conjecture) '

Regardless of grouping, the maximum EPF is a

decreasing function of M (conjecture) '

4.2 SINGI,E -}TÀCHINE MÀCHINE-GROUP CONFIGI'RÀTIONS

Firstofallweilíscussnanufacluringsystemstghere
machines are treated as individual servers processing parts

for different operations. Each rnachine is treated as a

group having only one rnachine in it, hence the system is

named as single machíne machine-group systen' In this

section we investigate the characteristics of EPF for these

single machine machine-groups. Case I deals with a sinple

systen having two rnachines and total number of parts equal

to two. In case II we extend the analysis for the same

number of machines but with the number of parts greater than

l¡{o. Finally in case III, the general case of M machines

with the total nunber of parts equal Èo N is discussed'
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4.2.1

Às shown in Figure 4'1 there are two machine-groups MG1

and MG2, each having only one machine and the total number

of parts in the whole system is equal to two'

x x

MGI MG2

n

tr
tr
tr
tr
E n2

tr
o
tr
tr
tr

nl+ n2=2

X¡ + X2=2

Figure 4.1: TwO MÀCHINE-GROUPS EÀCH oF SIzE oNE (N=2)

Àccording to our definition of scaled workload, the totâI

workload is equal to the total number of machines which is

2. 9le can say that in thís particular systen configuration

M=2, N=2,1 =1, s, =1, and \* xr=z.

'The expected production function is given by

s(2,1)
q. (n. )- L r

c (2,1)

s2Ø21

t
s (2 ,2)

0x-
-L

sI (n1) s2ir.2)

T

0*21*II

"l"f*"1 "j*"f"!
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(4"5)

)2)<t+xLxz+xI

Denoting Lhe workload on first machine by x, on the second

machine by (2-x) and the expected production function by Ô(x)

2

x'-2. + 4
0<x<2

so thaÈ

-4 x-1
' 0" (x) _ 12 x (x-2)

--õ-_--.-------1
1x'-2x+4¡'

çb' (x)
x- 2x+4)

It is evident fron the above that lhe expected production

function curve

i ) is concave

ii) is sYmmelrical about x -1 ,

iíi) has a critical point at x=l r and

iv) has a maximu¡n (which is a gJ'obal maximun) at a

balanced workload i . e . ¡vhen xI=x2 =x=1 .

4.2.2

Here we discuss the sítuation when the number of parts in

the system is greater than or equal to two, while the number

of rnachines and måchine-group configurâtions remain the same

as in case I, i.e, l4=2, N)2, sr=1 , =u=r, x!+xz=2,
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X¡ x

MGI MG2

n

tr
tr
E
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr
tr

f,2o

n1+ n2>2

X1 + X2=2

Figure 4.2: TI{O MÀCHINE-GROUPS EACH OF SIZE ONE (N>2)

It can be shown tha! the expected production for this case

is given bY

N ,^ ,N
0(x) = _^#- (¿:I-l-- (4.6)

x^rt - (2-x).' *

It f ollovts that

0(x)=ô(2-x),Q'(x)=-q'(2-x), q"(x)=4il(2-x) 14'7)

The first eguation is also obvious from the consideration

that the EPF should be the same whether the loads on the two

machines are x and 2-x or 2-x and x. This equation also

shovrs the symmetry of the EPF curve about x=1 ' The second

equation shows that if 0 (x) is increasing between 0 and 1'

it will be decreasing between 1 and 2. Similarly the third

equation shotts that if O (x) is convex(concave) betr¡een 0 and

1, it will also be c ontte* (èoncave ) betseen 'l and 2'
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2 +---+
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(4.8)

(4. e)

(4.10)

(4 . 11)

N-l N-2x +x 2-x
0 (x)

ofxuptox

0 (x)

. N-3+x N-12-x 2-x

O (l) cannot be obtained fron (4.6) but can be obtained

from (4.8). Àlso froÍr (4.7) , Q'(1)=0. Àlso substituting

x=l+yr we get for small values of Y,

+

ô'!(1) = Lf"(o)

(2-x) + (2-x)

hrhen N > 2

! --- -! /r-v\

lô (x) = il (v)

v¿hich sho$rs that

0 (l-) = qr (0)

Nr-'1 2= -:_ L1 - + (N-I) y-
L\-1- I J

+ ---

ô'(1) = tf '(0) = 0N
ñTr

2 N (N-1)
3 N+l

For srnall values of x, (4.6) 9ives, on retaining pol{ers

2

1x:--1.--t-24
2

I (4.]-2\

orxl = | + f whenN=2

so that for N>2, O"(O)>0. Thus for N>2, Q"(x) is positive

when x=0 and is negalive when x=I. Moreover, Q (x) , Q' (x) ,

þ"(x) are ralional functions of x whose denoninators do not

vanish in 0 Í x . 1, so that aII these are continous

functions of x in [0,1]. Thus On(x) must vanish at least at

one point between 0 and 1. Ehis gíves a possibility that

for N > 2, lhere is a value x* (0<x*<1 ) such that Ö(x) is
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convex betlreen 0 and x*, has a point of inflexion at x*, is

concâve belvreen x* and 2 - x*, has a global maximum at x=1,

has another point of iñflexion at 2-x* and is again convex

betveen 2-x* and 2. There is, however, the possibility that

there are three or five or more odd number of points of

inflexion between 0 and 1. This high1y unlikely possibility

can be ruled out by showing that 0" (x)=0 in [0'1]. For

N=2,ó"(0) = 0 and 4"(1) < 0 and as such it is not necessary

that there should be a point of inflexion between 0 and I

and, in fact, we have shown already that there is none.

When N=2, Q"(x) vanishes at x=0. Às N increases, the

value at which ö"(x) vanishes goes on increasing and this

value approaches unity as N approaches infiníty. In fact'

when N is large

ô (x) : 1
z=î.'

(4.13)

Both these are convex so that in the Iimit, the concave

portion of the curve dísappears and there ís a discontinuity

Ín ô'(x) at x=1. Àt this point the left hand derivative of

0(x) is +1 and right hand derivative is -1.

When N>2, O"(0)>0. This shows that Ô(x) is not concave in

[0,2].
À9ain to show that q(x) attains its globaIly naximum

value at x=l in the intervat [0,1], it shou]d be sufficient

to prove that þ(x) iE a non-decreasing function of x in this

interval or to prove that O'(x)>O in [0,1].

o < x < I ; 0(x) = I , t <x<2
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2N-x + 2- 2N + 4N xN- 1

\1- l2-x)" * (x- I
Since 4'(x) =

4N

,^ __,N+ (4.'4r

since 2-x>0 (4.16)

and since the denoninator does not vanish anywhere in [0,1),

it would be sufficient to prove that

k(x) = 4N *N-1 (z-*)N-] (x-1) - *2N * (2-*)2N ' o i'' [0,1]
(4.Is)

or to prove that
2N

r2lrN-I,frÏ - (*) +1 > 0,

or to prove that
r!r- I ? ?ÀI

s(y) = N"N-r Qt-r) - y"n + 1 > 0 when 0 < y < 1 (4'17)

.x
Now g(o)=1, g(1)=o 

htnere Y = 
':;

Às such it witl be sufficient to show that g(y) is decreas-

ing in [0,1] or that g'(Y)<0. sut
I\T

s'(y) = N(N+I) y" - N(N-

t\'r- t 2
= Ny" [(N+1) y- -

= rqyN- 
2 tr(y) (say)

Now h(0)= -(N-1), h(1)= 0'

To show that g'(Y) is negative,

that h(y) is negative and for that

show that h'(y) > 0. But

h'(y) = 2(N+1)Y - z(N+l)YN

= 2(N+1) y (r-vN-l) > o

1) yN-1 - 2N O2N-1

À1r 1(N-r) - zy'"'-l (4.18)

(4.Ie)

Now h'(y) > 0, h(1)=0 => h(y) < 0 => g'(y) < 0

=> g(y) > 0 =>k(x) > 0 => Q'(x) > 0

Moreover Þ'(x) = 0 iff h'(y) =0 i.e. if y=0 or y=1.

( 4 .20)

ít is sufficient to show

it would be sufficient to

(4.2r\

(4.22)
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with lhe help of these simple mathematical and logical

steps, it has been proved now that the expected production

function attains ils globally maxirnum value at x=1 in the

interval [0,1].
This result is quite significant from the user's point of

view since it assures him that, the EPF at x=1 is greater

than its value at any other point' without this proof it

may only give a local maxÍmum i'e' the EPF at x=1 may be

greater than the value of EPF in the neighborhood of x=l

only and this maY be decePtive '

Another s imoLe oroof

We give below a still simpler proof that the expected

production function for the trlo ¡nachine-groups each having

single machine ' N Parts case' has a 91oba1 maxinum when the

workload is balanced. The expected production function is

(4.23)

[0,1], x=1 wilI give a global maxinum if for

(4.24)

In lhe interval
0 < x < l.

0 (1) > Q (x)

or if N xN _ (z_x) N

ñ+T I ;ñTT-_ _,;FTT

if N [(z-*)N+l - *N*1 ] > (N+r) [12-x)N - xN]

if c(x) = N [ (z-*)N+I - xN+r] - (N+r) l(2-x)N-*N1 to '
(4 .25t
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N+l zN = 2N Izu-N-r] = zN '01
l

(N-r)
Now G(0) = N 2

crlì = N

Nx- (z-x) N N+l . N+Ix - \¿-x)-rr2- ^ :ñTzx - ( ¿-x.,

- (N+l)

(N+r ) .

t J )4.\

0- 0=0

c' (*) = N [- (N+1) (z-x)N - (n+1) *N] - (t¡*t) [-l'l(z-*)N-r -* **-l]

= N (N+l-) [ (*N-1 + (z-x)N-r) - (*N + (z-x)N) ]

= N(N+l-)(l-x) [xN-I - iz-x)N-rl < 0 \dhÉn 0 < x<1 (4 '2-i )

Therefore G(x) decreases from zN(N-r) to zero as x increases

from 0 to1 and is greater than zero for0< x< l and

vanishes nhen x=l. As such (4.25) and (4.26) are satisfied

and Q(1) >6(x) ifO <x< l', so that O(1) gives the

gIobally maximum va).ue of 6 (x).

The maxímum value of the expected productíon function is

N/N+t . Às we increase the nunber of parts in the system'

thís value increases and in fact when nurnber of parts

approaches infinity, the value of the expected production

function approaches its maximum, which ís unity.

!.Ie would show now thåt not only lhe maximun value of the

expected production function, but the function itself ís an

increasing function of the number of parts in the system. To

prove lhis requires that

for 0<x<2 (4.281,
N+1X-

t\1.¡- l _(2-x)"'-
or

[*N - (z-*)N][xN+z - (z-*)N+2]. lxN+t - (z-*)N+ll2ror x f t
(4.29)
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or 2x( 2-x) < x2+ (2-x)2 which is true. For x=1 , (4'25) is

a]-soseentobetrue.Henceitisclearthatasweincrease
the number of parts in the system, we expect that the

expected production function inc reases.

We have analytically shown some characteristics of the

EPFforthetwornachinecasewíthmorethantwopartsinthe
systen. The results are summarized belorv:

i) EPF is sYmmetrical about x=1 .

ii) EPF has a point of inflexion between 0 and 1 and

another between 1 and 2.

í i i ) EPF has a maximum at x='1 .

iv) EPF is an increasing functíon of N'

v) T!¡e maxímun value of EPF is also an increasing

function of N and approaches unity as N approaches

infinitY.

4.2.3

The system configuration of a tnore general case when

there are more than two machine-groups, each having a single

¡nachine, and the number of parts is ¡nore than two, shown in

Figure 4.3 and is ¡nathematically represented as M > 2' N >

2, sr=sr=. . . tM =1 , and *1 **, * ' '*** =M'

The expected production function for such a system

configuration is seen from (4.3) to be given by

tMnt1
2X x.

N-l)l
*M*2

(M

T

S (M,N)

Pr (M'N'x'.¡xt---, x*) =
*1

tI
*2

n2
xM

tM
(4.30)
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Figure 4.3: M MÀCHINE-GROUPS EACH OF SIzE ONE

9¡e note that both the nu¡nerator and denomínator of lhe

RHS of (4.30) are symmetric functions of x1 tx2r,,..':t{' so

that the expected production function ís also a symnetric

functíon of x.,x",...,fu. The problem now is to maximize
LZ

the expected production function, subjqct Èo the constraint

*1 **2 * . *to=" (4.31)

!,¡e use Lagrange's method of undeternined nultipliers to

incorporate the constraint. The tagrangian is given by

L = z(x) - r (*r *kn...+a- M) ì z(xt = tr#i#, (4.32)

where À is the Lagrange nultiplier
The necessary condition that the expected production

function be a rnaximun is that the variatíon of t with

respect to variation of workloads is zero.

ôt=0
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this gives

ã"t_T
M

Ix,-la=I

where we have used Eufer's lheoren on homogeneous

functions and the fact that z is a honogeneous function of

degree -1 .

Since z is a symmetric function of x1 ,x2,....,x¡4

Ë = t (x'x,xr,. ..,><*) -., &= 
r. (xyxyxr,'..,x¡4) ,

.àzàz
SO that i;- = ¡:- => x- = x-utl ox} r ¿

Thus (4.33) will be satisfied if

1="2= '=xM=l ' (4'34)

so that (4.34) gives a critical poínt for thê expected

production function.

To prove that the expected' production function is

globally maximum at (1,1,...,1), we have to prove that

tM

(4.33)

n1

e(m,N:Il 
=c(MrN)

N+M-2
< ( À{-1 )_ N
- ,N+M-I. N+M-1( l.¡-1 '

x xl *2

tMtl
s (M,N-l) (4. 3s )

x
s (M,N)

for all *L,*2,... 'xM 
satisfying 

"1*"2 
* . . . . *tt =t. This fact

has yet to be established rigorously for all M'N. However,

let us consider the case of tno machines i.e. M=2 where

loads on the first and second machine are x and y respec-

tively, then

*l *2
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(4.36)

c (2J)= x+J = 2, G(2'2) = * * *+ v2 = (4->q¿) > 3

G Q,3) = *3 * tY + xY2 +Y3 = g - Ax.r >-4

c (2,4)= *4 * *3y * *2 y2 + 8f3 + y4 = ta - 12 xY + *2 y2' 5

e e,5) =*5 n*4 y + *3y2 + *2y3 + *!4 *y5 =2 (L6 - 16xy + 3*2 y2¡'6

(4.37)

and so on. It can be easily shown by using (4.37) that

c(2,N-l)
c(2,N)

for N-2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 ,
(4.38)

x + Y = 2, x Y < 1-

Nñi

SinilarIy it can be proved for other system configurations

that for the single machine machine-group case, lhe expected

production function is globally ¡naximum when the workload is

balanced on the nachines.

we have shown in case II that for the tno ¡nachine

configuration, the EPF is an increasing function of the

nu¡nber of parts in the system. I.¡e use a símilar approach to

analyze the effect of increasing the number of parts on the

performance of this system.

To prove that for lt! > 2, the expected production function

is an increasing function of N, we require !o prove lhat

r Ê t1 n2 tt.2 trr hr ñv
L)jXr-X"^'I'l\''s 

f u,Nl ^1 ^M ' t ', (¡rlw-r) ^1 n2 --14

( t .. tl.. n2 n¡ll

s(M,N+I) ^l n2 
-1,4

2 (q'tgl
terns and the RHS conÈainsThe tHS conta ins ,N+M-1.t ¡l-r )
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N+M- 2
M-I

,N+M
I tr.t- I ) terms so that the LHS contains

(N+M-2),: (N+M-I)!

positive terrns in addition to all terms contained on the

RHS. This suggests (4.35) and it appears that the êxpected

productíon function is an íncreasing function of the nu¡nber

of parts.

For a specific case of three machine-groups i.e. for M=3,

if the workloads on the first and second machine-groups are

x and y respectively, the workload on the third machine-

group will be (3-x-y) and the expected production function

can be expressed from (4.30) as

N: (N+L),i (M-2)l (M-1):

x

(4.40)

n-
J

n n

s(3,N-l)x
2

v ( 3-x-Y¡I
z = þ(x,y) = Pr (3,N,x,Y) n" n^

r xf, y' (3-x-y)"3
S (3,N)

(4.41-)

as x1=x > Ot x2=y ì 0, x+Y 13, b=3-x-Y > 0

We give in Figures 4.4 !o 4.7 the computer graphs of z =

Q(x,y) for N=5,7,10 and 12. The maximurn value of z occurs at

x=1 , y*1 .

The numerical and graphÍcaI representation supports our

analytical interpretation (e.g. the maximum value of EPF

increases as the number of parts in lhe system is in-

creased).

We sumrnarize below the analytically derived results for

the expected production function of a flexible manufacturing
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systen which has M machine-groups, each containing one

machine and N parts in process or waiting for processing;

i) The EPF is a synmetric function of workloads xt,x2

11,

111,|

,....,xM
The EPF

The EPF

is globally maximum at x1=x2=...=xM=I

is an increasing function of N.

4.3 MT'LTIPI.E MACHINE MÀCHINE-GROUP CONFIGT'RJÈT:LONS

Another ' more realistic manufacturing system is where

machines are divided into a nunber of groups of unequal

sizes. One group may have only one rnachine while another

group may have severat nachines which are technoLogicaIly

capable of perforning the same operalion(s) on a part' we

call such systems "nuItiple machine machine-group systems" '

Grouping of functionally equivalent machines together is

called pooling. ttere in this section we investigate in some

depth the behavior of the expected production function for

various system configurations of multipfe machine machine-

groups. In particular we are interested in finding the

optína1 toading conditions for maxímizing the expected

production function. The case of two machine-groups' one

having one machine while the other having two machines, is

discussed in sectíon 4.3.1. Section 4"3.2 deals ¡vith the

case vrhen the number of machines in the second group is K

(more than tr+o), while first group contains only one

machine. Ànalytical resulÈs for more cornplicated systens
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can be proved in the same way. However the proofs are guite

c umbe r some .

4.3.1 Case Iv : Tyo nachine-orouD€ r!!h- !n-e--g-Dë-lll-e
na.e¡ings

machine-groups of

sr=2 as shown in

X¡ x

l-l MGI MG2

n

tr
E
E
tr
tr fÌ2

D
tr
tr
E
tr

fì¡ + n2:N)3
X1 + X2=3

Eigure 4.8: TI^7O MÀCHINE-GROUPS Ot' SIzES ONE AND Two

Here the manufacturing system has tîro

sizes one and two i.e. M=2,st=1 ' and

Figure 4.8.

If the workLoads on the two machine-groups are

x.=x, x^=3-x' 0< x <3,
L¿

the expected production function is
(4.42)

Q(xr,xr) =0(x)

N- I __N- 2x^ x. Àr- t r\1- 1

Ñ=Z 
. "r ¡- 

+...+ x2 xi '+ xi -

__N ..N-r

+- . ", *=r +...+ x2 "f-1* "f

N,t2/*r+ 2

(4.43)

N-*2
+ *r- N-l+...+ xI

N-l*2

F? 2N- 3 (4 .44)
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so thaL

"l=-- < rh lxl < ::J+X-'-X
(,r.45)

when the total load is allocated to the second group,0(0)

takes a constant value 2/3 and in case the entíre load is

allocated to the first group, the value of O(3) becomes 1/3;

that is 0 (O)=2,/3 and O (3)=1/3r so that whatever be the

valueofN,eachexpectedproductionfunctioncurvestarts
at (0,2/3) anö terminates at (3,1/3). Àlso

[ (2xr) N-] - {*, ) 
N-11 **t{z*r)N-2tz

Q (x1'xr) = 2

or 0 (x) = Z

x, llzxr) 1+ x, (2xr) (2xI-x 
2)

-x

(4.46')

N-L N-2 3)

I + x (2x) ( 3x- 3)(4.47t

(4.48)

(4.4e)

- (x, )

N-l -x +

( 3-x) ¡12*)N - (3-x)

For small values of x, this gives

þ(x) =2/3 +2/9 x+2/27 *2* ...,

so that A(O) =2/3, 0'(Ol =2/9, q"(0) =4/27

Thus for alf values of N>3, all expected production

function curves start at (0r2,/3), have their initial slopes

equal to 2/9 ínðependent of N and have their second order

derivatives equal to 4/2?, agaín independent of N' Initially

all EPF curves are convex and have a high degree of contact

with one another.
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To find the behavior of the expected production function

near x=-1 (when the system is balanced) we put x=1+h. Keeping

only up to second powers of h,we get

2N-l r. 3h (N-1) rr2 (tt-l)
Q(r+n) = ZNTT Lt - TZN_TJ (2N+1) - Z- TZÑãTI-

.3 (N-2) 2 (N-r)21U+t) I .l

L-¡2N:TI- - T2N=fJ-(2ÑTil-r "'r
(4.s0)

so that
, ,., _ 2N-1 " /nl-'r \

!r\-17 - õFïî , 0'(t) = (4'51)
(2N+1) -

13 (N-2) 2 (N-12 (N+l-) , ..r /,4 É,\Lãi=T-+ OffiT-(ZN+l-) r...') \+'r¿l1 (2N-1) (N-r-)
0" (r) z (2N+r) 2

Thus when x=1 , i.e. nhen the system is balanced, the

expected production function increases as x increases and as

N + o ,the expected production function .approaches unit.y.

At x=0, lhe derivative is posítive and at x-l , it is

negative. Às such, since the denominator of 0'(x) is altrays

positive, ó'(x) must have vanished before x=1 , so that the

maxinu¡n of the expected productíon function occurs bef.ore

x=l , i"e. when the load on the first machine is less than

one-third of the total load. Let this value of x be denoted

by x* , then 0 ( x* < 1 and at x* the expected production

function nust attain its maximum value since its first order

derivatíve is posiLive before and negative after it. Àgain

since qn(0) is positive and Or(1) is negative, there nust be

a vafue x** between 0 and 1 at which qt' 1¡¡¡ vaníshes, so

thaÈ x** must give a point of inflexion. In fact 0 < x** <

x* < I .
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0(1) * l, 0'(1) * 0, Q"(f )* - *

In fact when N -f *

2
0-- (x) " ;:- when x < LJ-X

whenx>1
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(4.53)

(4.54')

(4.s5)

(4.56)

x)0j(

I
x

0 (x)

a

-a
( J-x)

1
'1

4

---.--1( 3-x) '
2

when x < l-

whenx>1

whenx<1

F whenx>I

For any finite N,however large, 0(x) is continuous at x=I,

has a maximum before x=1, and the position of the point

where the maxirnum occurs, approaches unity as N -+ '' and lhe

value of the derivatíve at x=1 approaches zero (Figure 4.9I

Ho$ever while 0(x) as N approaches - is continuous at

x=1 , it does not have a derivative at x=1 . It has a Left

hand derivative equal to 1/2 and a right hand derívative

equal to -1 . This function is convex on both sides of x = 1'

Q(x) is convex on both sides of x'1 , but is concave for a

short intervaL about x -'l . For N = - , the concave portion

disappears altogether.

I^¡e now consider t,he behavior of the expected productíon

functionnearx=3
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Figure 4.9: EPF FOR TWO GROUPS OF SIZES ONE ÀND TWO
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h( (6-2h)N-I-hN-1) + (3-h) (6-2h)N-2 15-3¡¡0 (3-h) = 2
h((6-2h)N - nN) + (3-h) (6-2h)t-1(o-rr,)

(4.57)
For small vaLues of h, this gives

4 (3-h) th n2
3927 (4.58)

so that

1t)ó (3) = ä, 0'(3) = - ;, þ"(3) -- fi , (4.5e)

Thus at x=3, the expected production function has the same

value 1/3 f.ot all values of N. À11 expected production

function curves have a high order cont.act at x = 3 and bhe

higher the value of N, lhe higher is the order of contac!.

The function is convex near x=3, so that for each finite
vaLue of N, there is a second poinl of inflexion between x='1

and x=3.

Since there is a high order contact both at x-0 and at

x=3, the expected production function is aLnost the same

when the workload on either group is sma1I, whatever be the

value of the number of parts in the system.

4.3.2 Case V ! !!ro Machínc-Groups riÈh One and K Machines

The system as shown in Fígure 4.10, has two machine-

groups of sizes one and K machines i.e. M=2, sr=l and sr=K

In this case, assuming that N > K

f*_, (x)

Ç(-"1-
,rì /..\ _ G(M,N-1, x)Y \^/ - õTM;Î;x_ï- = (4.60)
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t4.6¿)

whe re

f.o (x)

so tha t

fN (o)

N;K >.1(x+r:x)N1 *
r=O 

^l 
KN-r-k

trÌ r,-- . .N-ri x (K+r-x)
,=fr-n*r ffi t¿'orl

K
K+1

,,K-1
.N xK (N-x)

Q(r) =
l+K+...+

l+K+...+

+
(4.63)

K
Ì\ + (N-K+1)

KT

Thus Q(1) * 1 as N+ co I assuming N > K

Q (K+1) = 1,/(K+I)

Thus we find t.hat the expected production function curve

starts at the poínt (0, xrl(r+l) ) and terminates at the poÍnt

(K+I, I,/(K+l) ) for all values of N. Also

r/1\ _ .AN-B (4.64)e\r-,/ - A(N+t)_B

<l-
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where A and B are certain positive constants independent of

N such that the numerator and denominator of (4.64) are > 0

if N > 2 and

Q*(r) - o(1) = 66¡¡=6¡ft6çry6> o (4'6s)

where 0*(1) is the EPF. lf one more part is added in the

system.

1t is evident that 0(1) is a monotonic increasing function

of N. It is always less than unity and approaches unity as

N + cc.

we can simirarly find O'(0), 0'(1), Q'(K+1), 0'(0),

Qu(t), Q"(K+1) by using the formulae

9'f"l = lÑ-'1"] 59 (4.66)
Þ (x) fN_l(x) fN (x)

1-)and ô"(x) = -ri- lzr*_,(x) ffr'(x) - fN_1(x) f'(x) f{] (x)
rfr (x)

)- 2frl,-r t*) fÑ (x) f, (") + fi (x) fol.-, (x) I (4 '67)

After some lengthy calcuÌations, it is found that 0'(0) is

always positíve and is independent of N, whíIe 4' 11¡ and

Qt(K) are always negative. Thus O(x) attains its maxirnum at

some value x* between 0 and 1, so that the expected

production function is maximum when the workload on the

smaller nachine-group is Iess than its proportionate share.

we also find 0'(0) is positive, Qn(1) is negative and

O"(K+1) is also posítive so lhat the expected production

function ís convex in the beginning, is concave in the



middle and is convex

inflexion I one between

16+ I ).
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at the end and has two Points of

0 and 1 and the other between 1 and

we now summarize our analytical findings from sections

4.3.1 and 4.3.2 about the expected production function of a

multi-machine machine-group systen, where M=2, sl-1 , and s2

=K>2.

i) when K=2, N > 3, all expected production function

curves start at (0,2/3), have their initial slopes

equal to 2/9 independent of N and have their

initial second order derivatives equa] to 4/27,

again independent of N. when x=1 , i.e. when the

systeln is balanced, the production function

increases as N increases and approaches uníty as N

'-Þôo.

íi) When K-2, the naximum of lhe expected production

functíon occurs before x'1 , i.e. when the load on

the first machine is less thân one third of the

total load. Àlso for K > 2, the maximum of the EPF

occurs when the load on the s¡nalfer group is less

than its share in the balanced situation.

iii) For finite Nf ô(x) is continuous at x=f its

derivative vanishes before x=1 and the position of

the point where the maximum occurs approaches unity

as N + * and the value of its derivative at x=1

approaches zero.
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While S (x), when N approaches infinity, is

continuous at x=1 , it does not have a derivative at

x=1 . It has a left-hand derivative equal to 1/2

and a right-hand derivative equal to -1 . The

function is convex on both sides of x-1 .

0(x) is convex on both sides of x-1 r but is concave

for a short interval about x=1 . For N = æ , the

concave portion disappears altogether.

v)

{.4 lltlE T..IMITING E¡TPECTED P

In this section we discuss the effect of increasing the

nunber of parts in the system. It is assumed that there is

enough storage space (buffer) available at every machine-

group to accommodate the maxinum possibJ.e queue of parts

wáiting for processing. fn the theoretícal sense, we find

the effects on system performance of increasing the nu¡nber

of parts to infinity. Section 4.4.1 deals with single

machine machine-groups case while section 4.4.2 deals with

¡nu1t i-¡nachine machine-groups case .

we prove analytically that for all values of N for

machine-groups of equal sizes, the expected production

function is nraximized by a balanced allocation of work. For

a systetn containing machine-groups of unequal sizes, this

optimaf load allocation is not the balanced allocation i.e.
the EPF is maximized by a definiÈe unbalancing in the

workload assigned to each machine. However we find that

when there are infinite nunber of parts in the system' the
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optimal loading for both cases, machine-groups with equal

sizes and machine-groups with unequal sizes, is a balanced

aliocation.

4,4.1 Casê I: Single Machin!--¡[qg¡¡ri-e:gre]¡E

In lhís case using (4.3) ' hte get

I
s (M,N-1)

EPF=Pr(M,N,", -ffi5*= t1

tM
"M

nI n2*r *2

S (M,N) "r
n1 ñt

*2' "' *!4"
(4.68)

and by identity (2.22)

t *{-' cI(M-1,1) * *l-3 crtl.l-:-,2¡ +... +*! (lvi-l,N-1)

cl (¡,1-1 ,1) + cI(M-r,2) +... +"! G1 (M-1,N) (4.69)

x

+

I
*r ct (1"1-1, f )

I

I+ c1(r{-1,2) +... +

c](M-1,N-1)

N-Ix.l
Gr (M-r,N-1) cl (M-1 

'N)
(4.70)

where suffix 1 in Gldenotes that the first rnachj.ne-group is
being excluded. No¡r let the scaled workLoads *I,*2,...,xM
be arranged in a decreasing order so that

xI> x2 t 13 t....> xM, (4,71)

then the numerator and denominator of the coefficient of 1,/x1

in (4.70) differ by G1 (M-l,u)/xl . However ct(M-I,N) is a

homogeneous polynomial of degree N in x2,x3,...,x, and since
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xr/xy, x, /x1,,,.,x*/x1 are all less than unity by (4.7I),

this term approaches zero as N + cô so that the coefficient
of l,/x1in (4.70) approaches unily as N -r * . Thus

Pr(M,N,x) * l/xlwhen xl> x2>....> x*and N + - (4.72)

SimilarIy Pr(M,N,x) approaches 1,/xi if xi= max (x1,x2,..1x¡1)

so that

Pr(M,N,X) * rnin [1,/xl,!/x2, ...,1/x*3 as N -f "" (4.73)

In particular

Pr (2,- , x ) = min (1 /x.,1/ (2-x.) )

= 1/12-x) wheng<x<1
= 1/x r¡hen ! < x 32 (4.74)

so _that Pr(2, - ,x) is continuous at every point including

x=1 in the ínt,erval [0,2], but its derivâtive does not exist

at x=1 . The left hand derivative at ,r=1 is +1 and the right
hand derivative at this point is -1 . similarly

Pr ( 3, - , x ) = min (1,/x,l /y ,1 /(3-z-y) )

1/(3-x-y) in D1 
I

=1/y inD2 I

1/x in o3 l

(4.75)

(4.76)

where D1 ,Ð2,D3 are the regions defined by

D1 : 3-x-y > x > y > 0

D2: y > x > 3-x-y > 0

Ð3: x > y > 3-x-y > 0

3-x-y>y>r<>0
y>3-x-y>x¿0
x>3-x-y>y>0

These regions are shown in FÍgure 4.11
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o,3

v

o,å 3tz

x

t'igure 4.11:

It is easily seen tha! Pr(3,- ,x,y) is continuous at all
points of the regions DL,D2,Ð3. However its partial
derivatíves do not exist at the three interfaces I 'II fIII
of the three regions. Thus òz/ àx -+ 1,0, -1 and ðz/ð.y . f , -1,0

according as lhe point (1,1) is approached from the regions

Dl ,D2rD3 respectively. Thus while the surface z =Pr(3,*,

x,y) is continuous at all points in x > 0, Y > 0' 0 5 x+y <

3, it does not have continuously turning tangent planes at

the interfaces I,II,III (see Figure 4.11). These fac!s are

clearly brought out in Fígure 4.12.

In genera I

THREE REGIONS FOR DEFTNING LIMITING EPF (S'=S,
-o3-* '

L ¿ lvl-.1-

The (M-1) dimensionar space (4'77)

xlìO,x2>_o,...rxM-r>oix1+x2+....**¡,1-1SM (4'78)

witl be divided into M regions in which x! tx2 t. . . , x1n1-f ,

I
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M-x1 -x2 ...-xM-l wiIl indiviilually be the largest ' The

hype r sur face

z = pr(M, -, xyrx2r...,xM-I) (4'79)

wiII be continuous at atl points of the do¡nain (4'?8) ' but

its partial derivatives will not exist at all points of the

( Y ) interfaces between the M regions' Íhe hypersurface

(4,'7g) witl be continuous at all points of donain (4'78) 
'

but will not have continuousfy turning tangent hyperplanes

at alI Points of the ínterfaces'

The rnaximu¡n value of the liniting expected production

function is unitY'

4,4.2 Case I I : Multiple Machine l'lach i n e-Groulg

In this case when N >s1 r s2 t . , ., s* and x1/st> xr/s, >

x*/s* we get on using (2,22) ,

N-l*1

E
"r'=1

N-2*r

-ñ:-:ã-
, .' - "1

"1'-t
+

N_3xl
cr(M-f,1) + --l--N_j-il GI(M-1,2)

"l_l"I 
L

"1
x-

.L-=-_;-

I'

x1
cl (M-1,N-1 -sr) - TË1--IIT Gl (M-1,r\-s1)

.o* x1

"1 "
+ + +

(M-r,N-1) ]
Pr(M,N,X)

"l'"I
+

I - ¡^5-' Ð
I

"1
"r! "1

c1 (M-1,2)c1 (M-1,1)+
-tN-

1
1

s I
1

+ "f c, (M-I,N) ] (4. 80 )
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I

r-+L c. (M-r,1)
*1 -L

_1x-^t.z(-)
"L

ct(M-1,2)+
, N-l-s

*'-\=|- cr(M-r,N-r)
*r

-1

sl 1

*r
*l- c. (M-r,r)xl -L

Às before, in this case also, the only additional term ín

the denominator of the coeffícient of s1,/x1 in (4.81) tends

to zero as N -' * when (4.80) is satisfied so that Pr(M,N,X)

-, t/(xt/st\, Thus as N 'f *

. N-s-

* -=l- - cr ( M- 1 , 2 )+ . . . * " tr= t cr(M-L,N)

tlt' - xt (¿.er)

Pr (I4,N,X) * min (
I1

l7;¡' x7r' t
... t :i---i7-

^M/ -M

Pr (M,N,x)

) (4.82)

and since x1+x2+...+xM' = sI+s2+...+sM'

rnaxirnum va1ue, which is unity, when

xr/s, = xr/s2 = ...= x¡rls¡l = 1

attains its

(4.83)

i.e. when the system ís balanced. Thus in the limiting case'

vre get the theorem !

'tFor a totallv saturated svstem (N + æ ) ,,-l¡g--_ep$ll!e-!

allocatíon is a bala

]¿ll.gg.ua1insize".
In this case also Pr(M, - ,xy rx2r...,xu-r) Ís continuous

at all points of the domain defined by (4.78) but its
partial derivatives do not exist at all points of the (l )

interfaces betnecn cêrtain regions.
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Thus when M=3, sl= !,sr= 2,s3=3, n=6, the three regions

are defined bY

D3 :

(6-x-y)/3>Y/2¿x/t>o
y/2>x/t>(6-x-Y)/3>0
x/t> y/z > (6-x-Y),/3 > 0

(6-x-y) /3 > x/! > y/2 >0

y/2 > (6*ry)/3 > x/I >0

x/r > (6-x'y)/z > y/2 >0

These are shown in Figure 4.13.

o,6

v

2r4

t2
tE

3/2,O x 6, O

Figure 4.13: THREE REGIONS FOR DEFINING LIMITING EPF (S1

=!,s2=2rsr=3)

The surface z = Pt(3,-,x,y) is shown in Figure 4.14.

Even if the grouP-sizes are equaI, the max i¡nurn EPF occurs

in the balanced state for all values of N. tlowever if the

group-sizes are not equal, the maximum EPF occurs when the

srnaller size groups have relat ively lower loads than

¡rarranted by theír sizes. Às N increases'

x./s,' s for maximum EPF come nearer to one another. In olher
¿t

words, as N increases' t.he desired degree of unbalance in

the optimal workload decreases. Moreover in lhis case, the

o
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EPF for the balanced case is less than that for the maximum

EPF and both are less than unity. As N + "o, the balanced

state EPF increases towards maximum EPF and both approach

unity.

4.5 SUl.ltlÀRY OF TltE BESUT.,TS REGARDIIIG EPF

We summarize belot¡ the results obtained by us regardíng

the expected production function. UnLess otherwise speci-

fied, alI these results have been proved analytically.

For M=2, "1 =L' s2 = I' N =l

i) The expected production function is concave and is

symnetrical about x=1.

The conjecture (Stecke 1981) that the EPF i¡as two

points of inflexion at x=0 and at x=l is not

correct. There is only one critical Point at x=1 .

Àt lhe point x=1 , the function has a ¡nax í murn value,

which is a global maximum, and the ¡¡orkload is

balanced.

For M=2, s:-=L, s2=I, N > 2

The conjecture (Stecke 1981 ) t,hat the point x=1 is

a point of inflexion for EPF is not true. Instead

the expected production function curve has a point

of inflexion between 0 and i and another between 1

and 2. This fact is proved analytically.

l-1.'

r11,l
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Two eLementary proofs that EPF has a maximum at x=1

are g iven .

The EPF is an increasing function of the number of

parts in the system. The rnaximum value of EPF is

also an increasing function of this number N and

approaches unity as N approaches infinity"

For M > 2, s:f=t2=... ==M=1, N>2

vi) The EPF is a synmetric function of workloads x1 rx2

,...,xM and attains its globally maximum value at x1

-x2 . =x*=1.

vii) The EPF is an increasíng function of N.

For M =2, sL= 1, s2 =K =2, N > 3

viii) When x=1 i.e. when the system is balanced, the

production funcÈj-on increases as N increases and

approaches unity as N approaches infinity.

ix) The maxirnum of the expected production function
occurs before x=1 , i.e. when the load on the fírst
machine is less than one third of the total Load.

For M=2, s:l=lr s, =K > 2, N > 3

The maximum of the EPF occurs when the load on the

smaller group is less than its proportionate share

in the batanced situation. However the maximum EpF

approaches unity ¡rhen the number of parts in the

system approaches inf inity.
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For a totally saturated system, the optimal

al-Iocation is a balanced oner even if the machine-

groups are unequal in síze. This was.a conjecture

by Stecke ( 1 981 ) which has been here proved

analyticaIly.



Chapter V

DISTRIBUTIONS OF QIIEITE IJENGIITI¡S

The workflow in a fLexible manufacturing system is

conceptualized as in a network of queues" Each machíne is

reBresented by a server and a nachine-9roup containing

functionatly equivalent machines is represented by a

muIt.i-server station. The jobs (workpieces or parts) are

represented by customers and a queue of jobs not being

processed ín front of a single server or nulti-server

station represents Èhe jobs which have their next operation

at any one of the machines at- the station" Not only do

these queues reduce the effeci of breakdowns, but they also

serve to a1low for diversity in routing 'and variability ín

processing t ímes.

The gueue length at each nachine-group is a very useful

mèasure of perfornance, which helps to identify the

bottlenecks in the system. This includes the workpieces

waiting for processíng as well as workpieces in process.

The first of these indicates how much a particular machine-

group is contributing to tl¡e overall processing delays. The

study of the queues shoul.d enable a desígner to decide how

much storage space should be provided at each machine-group.

Since tbe transport system is modelled as a machine-group'

the perfornance measure applies to it egually. In this

- 125
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chapter, our objective is to study lhe behavior of these

queues at varíous machine-groups.

In any flexible manufacturing system there is always an

upper limit on the number of jobs which can queue at a

station. This upper Iirnit ís due to the síze of in-shutlle

or the queue space provided for t.he waiting jobs. the finite
size of the queue space can result in blocking, i.e. there

may be nowhere for a statÍon to deliver a processed

workpiece, and starving, i.e. no workpiece for a statíon to
process. Hunt (1956) has ¡rodeIled such a f lov¡ line system as

a series of restricted length queues. Hillier and BoIing

( 1 967 ) analyzed the net$orks to deter¡nine the rnaximum

production rate for varíous service tíme distributíons as a

function of the number of stations and the sizes of the

queue lengths. Buzacott ( 1 9S0 ) has shown that common

storage is superior to focal storage. Às stated earlier,
one of the assunptions concerning the basic configuration

and structure of the system is that there be no restriction
on the nu¡nber of custo¡ners which can queue in front of a

server.

Section 5.1 gives the basic expression for the ¡nean queue

length for an FMS. In section 5.2 we lake simple cases of

single machine rnachine-group configurations and discuss the

expressions for queue lengths analytically and graphically.

Section 5.3 deals wíth multiple machine rnachine-group

configurations. In section 5.4 we Look at such multiple

machine machine-group confj-gurations where each group has equal-
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it. Finally we summarize the results in section

5..I E¡TPRESSION FOR MEÀN OT'EI'E L

For the sake of continuity we rewrite here the product-

form solution (2.11 ) given by Gordon and Newe1f (1967a,

1967b) for a closed network of queues. Àccording to it, the

steady state joint probability distribution of the number of

parts in the systen can be expressed as

p(ñ) =
sI (nt) s2(nzì, --- gM(nM)

(s.r)
S (M,N)

s1 (nl) s2(n2) --- sM(nM)

where S(M,N) denotes the set of all non-negative integers

ÐL,n2,..., nM r¡hose sum is N. The summation in the denonina-

tor is over all. the ( Nily;l ) possible states of Èhe systen.

For a flexible manufacturing system, N is the total nurnber

of parts and g. (n. ) of (5.1) is a function of the workload

and the number of parts at the ith station.
The expected value of the number of parts waiting for

processíng or being processed at any one station Í is in

fact the mean gueue length at the ith rnachine-group. This

mean length of the ith queue can be expressed as

E(nt) = ñr = ,tfr,N¡ "i p(ñi) (5.2)

Xn i sl (n1) s2,n) --- sM(nM)$ N

x

s

S (M,N)
s1 tr- s. n2 YM

(s.3)
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From (5.i), (5.2) and (5.3), ít f oLlor¡s that

ñ-+ñ+---+ñ=ru--l_ "2 "I4 (5.4)

so that t.he sum of mean lengths of all queues is equal to

the total number of parts in the system.

In this chapter, ne shall. find the mean queue length at

every station or machine-group' i.e. vte shall find the

expected number of parts being processed or waiting to be

processed at every station. However from the point of

findín9 storage space, we may be interested in finding only

the expected number of parts waiting to be processed at

every station. This mean gueue length at the ith rnachine-

group =E(number of parts being processed at the ith
machine-group) +E(number of parts waiting to be processed at

this rnachine-group) . But the expected number of parts being

processed at the ith nachíne group is the same as the

expected number of busy nachines at this rnachine-group and

this has already been found in (3.6) to be xi G(M,N-l),/G(M'N).

Subtracting this f rorn the expecled queue length at the ith
machine-group, h'e can easily find the expected number of

parts waiting to be processed at lhis machine-group.

ÀLternatively we can find this expected value by first
finding the probabí1ity distribution of the nunber of parts

waiting to be processed at the ith machine-group. However

this process is always more ti¡ne-consusling and as such this

approach should be used only to check the results of the

f i rst approach.



In the subsequenl sections, we evaluate

Iengths for some simple system configurations.
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que ue

be x so that Èhe load

5.2 SINGLE II{ÀCHINE MACHINE-GROUP CONFIGITRÀTIONS

In this section we find the nean queue lengths for

systems having only one machine in each nachine-group. Case

I deals with the most simple systerns having two machines and

in which lhe total number of parts is equal to ttro. In case

II, we extend the study to the case of two machines with the

number of parts nore than two. The results for both these

cases are listed following t.he analysis. In Case Irr' we

show that the nore general case of M rnachines with total

number of parts equal to N can be analyzed in a sinilar
manner .

5.2.1

The system is represented in Figure 4.1. In thi s case

(s.s)M=2, N=2, 
"I=1 , "2=l , 

xL+x2=2.

Let the workload on the first machine

on the second machine is (2-x). thus
(s.6)

and (4.3), the mean queue lengths

t-^

x1=x, X2 =2-x

From (5.3), (5.5), (5.6)

at the two nachines are:

,2 n xD (2-x)
x(z-xl + 2x2

- -::---z--:----- .-----2\¿-x) +x (z-x) +x
2x +x2

-2x + 4
= -¡¡.., -fl=O---^--L z n.- .2-nL X \ ¿-X)

n=0 (5,?)
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-2x + 4

(s.8)

(s.9)

n=0n; t(2-x)
L ^x \ ¿-x) x2 + (2-x)x + (2-x)2

so that ñ, +-n^ =2,L¿

Also

f(x)+f(2-x)=2
f'(x) - f'(2-x) = 0

f ,,(x) + f"(2-x) = 0

(5.r0)

(5.11)

\).!¿l

It appears, therefore, that

i ) The sum of the mean queue lengths of the Èwo queues

is constant.

i i ) r f the mean length of the f i rst queue increases,

the mean length of the second queue decreases and

the rate of increase of one mean length is equaJ' to

the râte of decrease of Èhe other mean length.

iii) Fron (5.7) as well as from (5.10) ' f(1)-1 so that

at a balanced workload when x, =*2=I , lhe two mean

queue lengths are equal and edch one is equal to

un i tY.

Ív) From (5.'1 1), íf the rnean queue length of one queue

is a convex (concave) function of x, then the ¡nean

queue length of the other queue is a concave

(convex) function of x.

v) From (5.12), f"(1)=0' so that the rnean gueue length

curve has possibly a point of inflexion at x'1 ' We
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also note that at x=1 , the nature of Ehe mean queue

length function changes from convex to concave or

concave to convex and as such x=1 must give a point

of inf lexion.

uowgI=f'(x) =¿[l-(x-113]'0, (s'13)
dx (x" -zx+A)'

_2dy:-zdx (x -2x+ 4\ 3
x-1 x+2 x-4= f " (x) (5.14)

(5.15)
ÀIso at x=0, n' (x)=1 /2

and at x.=1 , f'(x)'4/3,
so that

a) f(x) is always increasing-. It increases from 0 to 2 as

x increases from 0 to 2.'

b) f'(x) increases from 1/2 lo +/3 as x increases from 0

to 1 and decreases fron 4/3 Lo 1/2 as x increases from

1 Eo 2, so that we again fínd that f (x) is convex in

the interval [ 0,1 ) and is concave in the interval

(1,21 and x='l is a point of inflexion. This is sho¡rn

in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. These are computer graphs of

equations (5.7) and (5.8).
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5.2.2

Here i{e study the behavior of the mean queue length

functíons'for tl^,o machine systems where the lotal number of

parts is more than two i.e.
M-2, N>2, s. =1 , s^=1 , x. +l{^=2. ( 5.1 6 )

LZ!¿

Such a system has been represented in Figure 4.2.

Às before, if x is the load on the first machine ' we can

sirnplify (5.3) with the help of (5.16) and (4.3) and find

that the mean length of the first queue is

n,^ ,N-nn x ( z-x)
(5.17)

N
t

n= 0y = f (x)
N

x
n=0

*t (2-*) N t

N
x

n
zn

n
= !-0 r,,¡here z = x/ (2-x) (s.18)

N.t
n=0

rNz*2z'+-----+Nz
¡{I+z+-----+z'

.- r'l¿ 1

oll-zr\l-l;7 t -z
- N+IL -zT-z-

r'' Ll N+2z - (N+1) z'"'- + N z
-- (1-z- -) (1-z)

(s.le)
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.dvso that ãi = { (t-rN+l) (!+22 +322 +---+ NrN-l -

1N2+¡¡¿N¡ + (N+l-)rN*I (t*, *--** ,N-r - r'¡zN) ] (s.20)

Às bef ore

f (x) + f (2-x) = N (5'21 )

f'(x) - f'(2-x) = 0 (5,22)

f"(x) + f"(2-x) = 0 (5'23)

Figure 5.3 shows the conputer graphs drawn of eguation

( 5. 1 7 ) for N=2 ,5 t7 ,9. Figure 5.4 shows the computer graphs

for mean queue lengths at the second machine for these cases'

The following results can be easity deduced from the

eguations (5. 1 9)-(5.23).

i) f (O)=0, tU\=N/2, and f (2)-N' which ¡neans tbat at

balanced workload conditions' the mean gueue

Iengths for both the rnachines are equal and each

one is one half of the number of parts in the

system.

ii) f'(0) = f.'(2) = 0.5 for aII values of N'

iii) Except for x=0, f(x) always increases with N and

except for x=0 and 2' f'(x) also always increases

b'ith N.

iv) f'(x) is a rnonoÈonicalty increasing function of x

in [0,1) and is a monotonically decreasing functíon

of x in (1 ,21 .

v) y=f(x) is convex in [0,1) and is concave in (1'2]'

1
lz+r)

';F+TF
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y-f(x) has a point of inflexion at x=1 and it has

no other poínt of inflexion.
The curve y=f(x) in the interval [1,2] can be

obtained by laking the successive mirror irnages of

the curve y=f(x) in the interval [0,1] in the lines

x=1 and y=ñ/2.

Às shown in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, for all values of

Nf the shape of y=f(x) ís simiLar lo that of

Figures 5.1 and 5.2, but the values of y (except at

x=0) and of dy,/dx (except at x=0r2) increase with

N.
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5.2.3

In this sectÍonr s€ discuss the more general case when

there are M ¡nachínes and N parts in the systen. The system

is shown in Figure 4.3. we can say that in this case

ú> 2, N> 2, 
"1 

=s2=...= s*=1 (5'24)

and xl *x2* " .. *1,{ = M ( 5. 25 )

Às bef ore, using (5.3) ' Ìte can r,¡rite the expression f or the

mean queue length for it.h rnachine as:
nl n,.

lvt)- nj x. --- x,,
sINl-Nl r r 

'r'

tM (5.26)

S (M,N)
"2

It is possible to analyze this function analytically for

simple cases but when M and N are large, this analysis

becomes extremely cumbersome because of the very large

number of possible stales of lhe system.

For a sinple configuration of three machines i.e. for

M=3, if x and y are the loads on the first and second

nachines respectively, the mean gueue length can be

simplified from (5.26), lo give

n-.a nzt1
I *M

tn N-nl-n2t1 n2
.xva-

(3-x-y)
ñ, (x,y) i = 1,2 (5"27\

r¡he r e the sumnation

whose sum is N and ñ

ing

nr nô À'-h -ñr x ' y ' (3-x-y)"' "r ^'2

is over all non-negative integers nrrn,

,, ñ, are defined for all x, Y satisfY-

xl=x > 0, 2,2-y > 0, xr=!-x-y > 0 (s.28)
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( s.2e )ÀIso ñ.=3-ñ., -ñ

using (5.27\,

found out.

2

more properties of mean queue Iengths can be

5.3 MT'LTIPLE MÀCHINE I{ÀCHINE-GROUP CONFIGT'RÀTIONII

Às explained in the section 4,3, many of the machines

which have lhe capability of performing the same operation

on a part are pooled together to becorne one machine-group

with nore than one server (machine). we present in this

section the anal.ysis for various such system configurations.

First of afl the simplest case of two ¡nachi ne-groups ' one

having one machine while the other has two machines, is

discussed in section 5.3.1. In sectíon 5.3.2 we discuss the

case when the number of rnachi.nes in the second group is x

(more than two), whíLe the first group has sti1l only one

machine. section 5.3.3 deals erith two groups' having Kt and

K^ nachines.
¿

5.3.1 Casè Îv! fro MåchinG-Group
llachi nc s

In this configuration the manufacturing systen has two

machine-groups of sizes one and two i.e. M'2, sI=1 and s2'2.

The system schematic has been shown in Figure 4.5.

In this case gi (n, )'s in (5.3) can be expressed from

(¿.3 ) as :

n1
nz

x.
g^ (n.,) = --=-^ ,- i n1 < 2. ¿ ,'2'St (n1) = xt



.z n)
g" (n") = -!"------ , n^ > 2-¿ ¿ n^-I ' 2

2¿

1'¡s (N+1) probabilities are:

141

(s.30)

P(0,N) =K

N*2

:Ñ:T
¿

'.r-" 
*'2

p(N-2,2) =* *tN-2 ],n(n-r,r) =* *r*-t x2 ,p(N,o) =K *tN

\^rhere K is a normalizing constant,
so that

N-l N-2x^ ,' X^¿ ,^ . ¿xl TZ 
*'*t 

;ñ-

2
n -l 

xr 1\T-I 1\l

+--- + (N-2) x1"-' î * (N-1) t" 'x2 +Nt"'

ñ. (x. ,x^)=l-t¿ Nx2

2N-r J-

N-fx) N-ì N¿ +--- + v " 'r¡ *'
;ñæ- 

+--- + xt *2 **r

/E t1\
r \J. JJ,/

(5.32)

(s.34)

For a balanced workload xr=I , *2=2 and (5.32) gives

2.l+2+ --- +N-I) +N N2 r ¡r ¡r N2 +Nnt(r'2) = ffi= æT,î12\Lt¿¡ = 2ñTf

a
t12

N
N.T

F'igures 5.5,5.6 and 5.7 are the graphical representations of

the ¡nean gueue length functions at the first and second

group and the ratio of the tvto. Thus for a balanced

workload, the mean lengths of the two queues are not the

sane. In fact, the mean queue length for the first

machine-group of size one is smaller than the mean queue



length for the second machine-group of size two.

the ratio of the rnean queue lengths rapidly

unity.
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5.3.2 Case V: Tro Machine-Grouos riÈh One and K Machines

In this set-upr as shown in Figure 4.10, there are two

machine-groups with only one machine in one group and K

machines in the other group i"e. M=2,. s1=1 , s, =K and xr+x,

=K+1 .

the 9r(nr)'s of (5.3) for this case can be expressed as

n2
*2n_

91 (nr) = xrL , 916r\ =.i-'
"2

a2 =K

nz
x1

=a= -" 'n2'K
KrK 2

N-K-2 K+2
*2

K!

(5. 3s)

(s.36)

(s.37)

N-Kx^K

N Nr-r _. *1 ¿

p(N,0) =ê':1" ,p(N-l-,l) =\"' -xr,---,p(N-K,K) =A -k

so that

ñ, (xr,xr)

N
v

s=N-K+1

--.. . *^K*l
p(N-K-1,K+1) =*rtt-^-t +n- , p(N-K-z,K+1) =A

0
*2
-----ai=-
K!N" "

p(0,N) = Þ1

where A is a normalizing constant.

N-s N-s

"*2 
N:K sx2

-- 

= l-: _- -l- (N-s ) ! ' 
"lO 

- '-I 
¡1 r ¡N-s-K

ñ - ^,-ê 
N-K < N-qt x,o x^" - r x." x^"'

s=N-K+l ' fr;;'* ==o 
r 

KrF-s-R



For balanced workload x'=I , x2=K, so that

N
t

s4.{-K+1

N-K

1ñ=stT s=0

KN-S

Kld-s-K

147

(s . 38)

(5. 3e)

(s.40)

N rð-s NIK KN-sI c :j- -! \' s 
--:---:;

"=n 
ln *., 

- (N_s) I .=o K!d-s-Á
nrti,Kr = - -'N' - ,À:s ñ-R J¡:ê-¡\-

" /ñ-ê\ I ' ì\l-ê-K
s_N_K+I \!r-o/ , N=0 KlK, " .,

N
x

sd-K+1
ñ2 (r,x) =

KN-s x+

T " ¡Y= N-K 
",N-s

ñr(I,K) 
=+rlx*r 

= 11T=é)T 
* 

"lo 
t 

Kr;Ñ-tE4
ñ^ (l-,K) N ,N-s N-K ,À-s" 

=*l**rN-s) 
h*lr* 

=lo{*-=) -F=E=R

lð tx-xl (N-K+l)
v -'l KK-2 NKO+ (N-K+I) + (N-K+2) +---+K: 2

+ (K-1)
1R:ÐT rìt

(s.41)

$:42)

,N

set of numbe r s

+ +

Dividing both nu¡nerator and denominator Uy ¡l' we find Èha!

this ratio approaches unity as N +co ' ÀIso we find that the

numerator consists of numbers

multiplied bY 0' 1,

and the deno¡ri nator

ð KK-l.. , R'!-, R:ifI ' ""

27 ---rN-K, N-K+1 r

consisÈs of the sane

K0
OT{,{

K! K!

ß.42) multiplied bY N, (N-1 ) , ----, o
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The numbers in (5.42) are decreasing (not increasing). Às

such, using the lemma proved below, the numerator in (5.41 )

is <denoninator of (5.41 ). Thus the mean queue length for

Èhe fírst group is < Ehe mean queue lengËh for the second group

and the ratío of the ttto nean Lengths approaches uníty as N

LEMMA: Let a. > a^ > --- > a-, be positíve numbers, then
!!

A = a, N +ar(N-1) +--- +aN..1 > a1 L +az 2 +--- +aN N = B

À-!El t{+lpROOF: +3='+ (a. + - r --- -r- : \
¿ ¿ t "2' -N'

T= ,.r-fu) +*(a, -1n-r) Y.--+(aN+r- 1o_r) å ir N+l is even
-T -Z-

. N-l ., Ñ-? -^tJ íf N is even.= (ar-a*) 'î*(%-fu_r) ï*---*(fo*, -lL 
a

2" 2

In both cases (A-B) /2 >0 or A>8.

5.3.3 Case vI 3 Tro Machine GrouDs rilh K= ând K,-@LlE
In this case the first machine-group consists of Kl_

¡nachines while the second group has Krmachines. The system

diagran is shown in Figure 5.8. Here M-2, s1-K1, .2'K2.

If all the machines are equally divided into two groups,

Èhen the mean queue lengths for both the groups are sarne.
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(s .43 )

n
"1......----==-
K- !K-" '¡rt

\'

N
x

n=N-
". 

N-f,
n¿

K2 (FrtTñ1(\'K2)

ElKr]E/ ., 
K2 K., ,. o, 

Kr ,, K2 N-K"-l ',, Kr 
NK^- f Kì Kr K. 2 K,t l, ût-n) ' + - ' I (-\-:l\ + :::- I

*2' n=o n! *1'*2' rFKl+l ^1! n=N-K2

,, N-n
^,,., .,, (N_n) !

(5 .44)If Kl = K2 = K, then ñ, (K,K) = n, {X,x) .

trtrtr trtrtr

n

tr
o
E
tr

lct tÌ2

B
tr
tr
tr
E

st =Kt; sa= Kz

X1+ X2= K,+Kz

Figure 5.8: TwO GROUPS OF SIZES K1ÀND K2
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5.4 EOUÀL SIZE MT'LBIPT..E MÀCHINE

ln sect.ion 5.3.3 we have seen that the queue lêngth

functíons behave in a typical manner when the number of

machines in each machine-group is sane. In this section, we

study the systen configuration ¡rhere there are equal numbers

of machines in each group. rn case VII, a system etíth two

machine-groups ís discussed. Properties of the expected

queue length function are found and stated. Queue length

distributions for systerns having three or more machine-

groups can be discussed in a similar nanner. However the

function becomes nore complex as the number of groups

increases.

5.4.1 c¿sê vI I : Tvo Machíne-GrouDs tlith s ¡'{åchincs in E!çh
GrouÞ

The systeñ has two nachine-groups and aIl the machines

are equally distributed anongst these two groups. Fígure

5.9 represents the schematic of the system.

Here M=2' s1=s2=s' N > 2, x1+x2=s L+s2=2s

xl =x, Þ -2s-x ( 5 .45 )

Let f (x) and f(2s-x) be the mean queue lengths of the two

queues, then fron (4.3) 
' ít is obvious that

f (x) + f(2s-x) = N, (5.46)

so that f'(x) - f'(2s-x)= 0, f"(x) + f"(2s-x) = 0 (5.47)

If we know the value of f (x) for x between 0 and s' l{e can

use (5.46) to finil the val'ue of f(x) for x lying between s

and 2s.
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From (5.47) if f(x) is cónvex in (0,s), it is concave in

(s,2s). ÀIso x - s gives a poínt of inflexion and f'(0)

f'(2s). The graph of f (x) is expected to be as shown in

Figure 5.1 0.
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The second half of the curve is obtained fron the first half

by taking two successive mirror images of ir in x=s and

y=N/z. In this case

tr
x

^lñl=-Y1\¡¡l/ tl! ifnr<s

ll-
L

n- -s_, _ r
ifna>s

(5.4 8)

rc ¿q\

q^ (n^) =

Dl
(2s-x\ -

"2'
n,

\25-Xl

;}*

ifnr<s

ifnr>s

so that if N > 2s

onr ã¡

ñ-F

(2s-x) L

---ñ-nr-ssls
S
T

t1
x

N-n-
(2s-x) N;"

N-n- -s n. =s+ IIJ-

n1

n-
Ix

n- -s
It

t1
ñ1 tl

X
N-t1

tr
t1=o

N tl
_x+ ): n_ 

-

.- I n.-Sn1=N-s+1 sls r

2s-x
'^1 -

2s-x)
N-t1

N-tl

N
+X

n 1=N- s+ I

N-n-,I

-ñ-nt-
nr

x (5. s0 )

tr-"
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andifN<2s,

s
In 1

ñ N-n-..1 
I

.. i /t¡-v\

n- ! N-n- -s
---tñ;;l !

InI=s+ I

n-Ix
1

N-n
N
x

I
tr-

nr=o
ñr

tr=o

n-Ì
tl !

N
t

nl=s+l

N-n-
I

/ tc-v\
(N-n ) !'1

tl
xs

x + tr- s
(s.sr)

5.5 SUMMÀRY OE EIIE RESI'LÍS

ç,¡e summarize below our findings about the mean gueue

Iengths for various system confígurations:

For M=2, SI-1 ,Sr-1 , ñ=2

If the mean length of the first queue increases,

the mean length of the second queue decreases and

the rate of increase of one rflean lengbh is equal to

the rate of decrease of the other mean length.

If the mean queue length of one queue is convex

(concave) functíon of x, the load on the first

machine, the rnean queue length of the other queue

is a concave (convex) function of x"

If f (x) is the mean queue length of the first
gueue, then f (x) is always increasing with x and the

curve y-f(x) has a point of inf I'exion åt x'1 '

Fôr M=2, 
"r=, rsr=1 , N >2

iv ) The curve y-f(x) is convex in [0'l ) and is concave

in (1,21 anit has a poin! of inflexíon at x=1 .

1,

11,

111,



v)

vi )

1 q¿

For M=2, 
"r=1 , "2=K 

>2

The mean queue length of the first group is smaller

than the mean queue length of the second group.

The mean queue length of the first group is less

than the mean queue length for the second group and

the ratio of the two mean lengths approaches unity

as N -à -.

For M=2,3,4.... and sI=s2=....=sM

vii) If all
g r oups

g r oups

the machines are equally divided into M

, then the mean queue lengths for all the

are same for balanced load conditions.



Chapter VI

MEAN PRODUCTION RATE

The expected produc!ion function, an irnportant measure of

an FMS is a function of the workloads on various machine-

groups. It becomes a random variable if the workloads on

different machine-groups vary at random. The mean value of

this random variable EPF is another important measure of

performance and we shall call it the 'rmean production rate".

1n this chapter, we calculate this mean production rate for

various system configurations. Section 6.1 introduces the

concept of ¡nean productíon rate. Section 6.2 has four

subsections dealing with four differen! system configura-

tions. Effects of different variabLes on mean production

rat.e are analyzed. Analytical work is presented in each of

these subsections. Finally the results f ro¡n the analytical

work are summarized in section 5.3.

6.1 FTIE CONCEPT OF MEÀII PRODUCT¡O¡I RATE

The expected production rate function or expected

production function (EPF) is a function of Èhe number of

nachine-groups in the system, the nunbers of ¡nachines in

various machine-groups, the total nuû¡ber of parts in the

system and Èhe workload assigned to various machine-groups.

155
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We shall prirnarily consider here the dependence of EPF on

the scaled workloads.

The value of the EPF ' represented by 0 (xyx 2 ,, ",\y1),
depends on the choice of x1r a2 , .. ..., xM. We may give

specified values to these or we may a1lor¡ these to vary at

random. If *I, x2r.... . ¡ xM are considered as random

variables with a specified joint probability distribution'

then the EPF ís afso a random variable whose mean value can

be calculated. This mean value is defined as the mean

production rate. Thus if f (xr, \,..., "l¿) is the joint

density function, then the mean production rate is given by

F(¡a,N)= .Í"..f ô (x1,x2,...,*M) f(x1,x2,"..,x*)dx1dxr"'dx¡1r
D (6"1)

where the do¡nain Ð of integration is defined by

tI*Þ*...+:<M=m

*I" 0, *2- 0, ...rx,

(6.2)

>0

There wiII be a sBecific set of values of x1' x2, "" xM

for which the expected production function will attain its

maximum value which we shall denote by Fmax(M'N). Similarly

there will be a specific set of values of xr, x2t .,.'lç for

which the production funcÉíon will attain íts rninimum value

which we shall denote br ÇtJurN). obviously

Fnú]1(M,N) < F(l¿,H) = F n** (M,N) (6.3)
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In this work our interest is to deterrnine how much F(t't,N)

is better than L.!M,N), how much it is worse than 1îax(M,N)mrn

and how much it is affected by changing lhe system configu-

ration.
one factor in (6.1) is the exPected productíon function,

while the other is the joint density function. To obtain

this joint density function, we refer to .Jaynes' (1957)

principle of maxinum entropy which states that given some

inforrnation about a randon variate, scalar or vectorr we

shoul.d choose that probability distribution for it which is

consistent with the given infornation, but has oLherwise the

maximum entropy assocíated with it. Jåynes' formalism is

discussed in ,Jaynes. ('l 957, 1963, 1967, 1979), Tribus (1969)'

Kapur (1983), Noonen et a1 (1976) and Shore and Johnson

(1 981 ) . Kapur ( 1 984 ) explains the approach of deriving a

distribution by maximizing Shannon's (1948) entropy under

known constraints.
The only knowledge we have about the random variables xt

ra2t...rxy1 is that they are non-negative and their sum is

the total number of rnachines m. what can ne say about the

multivariate probability distribution of *L,* 2 ,..,x* fron

this partía1 knowledge alone?

Accordíng to the max i nurn-ent r opy príncípIe, the probabil-

ity distribution which takes only this information into

account and which is Ieast committed to information not

available and in this sense is most unbiased is obtaíned by

rnaximizing t.he entroPY
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H = - I-----I Ð(xI , x2 , --- , *¡I) tn 9(x'xzt ---,xM)
s (M, m)

subject to

X ----- I p (x, ,x2, ,xr) = I
S (M,m)

r¡here s(M,m) denotes the set of all non-negative integer

solutions of xt+xr+.....+xM = ß

Lagrange' s method gives

P(xI ,x2, --- ,xM) = constant

wíth this bachground, we calculate the nean production råte

for varisus system configurations.

6.2 IIEÀN PRODUCEION RÀINE FOR SINGLE MÀCHINE I{ÍACHINE-GROT'P
SYSTEMS

In this sectionr wê calculate the nean production rate

for systens having two' three and four single nachine

rnach i ne-groups . The total number of parts in each case is N.

the deductions from nu¡nericaf work are given at the end of

each case.

6.2.1 Casè I ! Tro Sínole Mrchíne l¡tae

The system as represented in Figure 4.2 has only two

groups each having only one machine in it i.e. M=2, sL='| , 32

!1 . Às earlíer, if xr'x is the load on the first machine,

the load on the second machine will be x2'2-*.
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in this case asThe expected Product ion function

detailed in (¿.6) of section 4.2.2 is

N- (2-x)
x

N

*N*1 _ (2 _ *)N+1
(6.4)

Às shown in section 4.2.2 Lhe maximum value of the expected

production function occurs when the workloads on both

machínes are egual i.e. at x=1 and this maxinurn value is

given by

q----(2,N) = ¡/(¡+1 ) (6.5)
nìax

It has afso been proved in section 4.2.2 that the expected

production function is concave, therefore, has ¡ninima at the

end points. This minimum value of the expected production

function occurs when x=0 or 2 and the value of this ¡ninirnu¡n

is given by

t'nìj¡(2,N) = 1/2 (6.6)

For two machínes and N parts in the systemr the mean

production rate can be expressed from (6.1) as

.)

F(z,N) =/'O(x)f(x)dx (6.7)
o

Since we are taking the joint density function as constant

,o<x<2
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(6.8)

(6.e)

( 6 .11)

(6.L2)

(6.r0)

and this integral can be evalua!ed numerically for all

positive integral values of N. The computer program to

compute this function is given in Àppendix À. For N'2 and 3

the production rate is given bY

!'

so tha t
1

/'c ax = t
o

Or v = t/¿

From (6.7) and (6"9)

2

The integrand in (6.10) vould be an increasing function of N

1t

*N*1 - 12-*)N*1 - *N- (2-*)*

ffit-iffi;1 (6'13)

-r(z,N) = l /'*,*,*'o

I
z

2 a. = J- trt-l -L = r = .6046
(>ç1) 2 + g 

*' 
/',' /3 3,ß

F(2,:) = + (t¡*#,a* = | tr+{r = .6427

F
o

i.e. if
- 2yN+r q2-*¡N+1 = - *N 1z-*r)N+2 - *N*2 12-*)N (6.14)
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2x (2-x-x)2 + 2x (2-x')
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(6.ls)
i.e. if x (2-x) < (2-x)

i.e. if x(2-x) + 12-2x)2 > 0

I

which is satisfied si-nce 0 < x < 2 .

Àccordingly F(2,N) is an increasing function of N. À1so

1
Tx .6931 (6 .16 )

Numerical results about the maxinum and minimum and rnean

values of the expected production rate, as obtained from

(6.5), (6.6) and (6.10)' have been tabulated in Table 6.1'

It. is evident from this table lhat as the nunber of parts is

i nc reased:

i) the average production rate increases

ii) the naxirnum production rate increases and approach-

es uniÈy as N aPproaches infinitY'
iii) the minimum production rate renains unchanged'

ív) the ratio of rnean to maximurn production rate

decreases,

v) the ratio of minimum to mean production rate

decreases '
vi) the ratio of mini¡num to maximum production rate

decreases.

- 2-
ax**/*4"=e.n2=

'l^=* t-o
-f (2,-)



N F(z,lr) Frnax(2,N) Fnún (2,N) F (2,N)
F (2,N)

ìãx

1.0000

.9L69

.8569

.8251

.8045

.1892

.'1715

.7684

.76LO

.7549

.693f

F (2,N)
mln

Flz;ñ)-
F (2,N)
mln

FInaxrzñr

f.0000

.7499

.6661

.6250

.6000

.5833

.51r4

.5626

.5555

.5500

.5000

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

9

t0

.5000

.6046

.6427

.6606

.6't05

.6764

.6803

.6830

.6849

.6863

.6931

.5000

.6667

.7500

.8000

.I'JJJ

.857I

.8750

.8886

.9000

.9091

f.0000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

.5000

. 5000

1.0000

.8270

.1780

.1569

.7451

.7392

.7350

-732L

.7300

.1285

"12L4

F l4ean Produclion Rate

l¡a:rirn¡n Production Rate

¡tini¡rn¡n Production Rate 
TÀBLE 6. l

MEÀN PRODUCTI ON RÀTE FOR TWO MÀCHÏNES

F
mäx

F1llln (ñ
r\,
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6.2.2 Case II! Three Sino1e Machine Machinê-GrouDg

The manufacturing system as shown in Figure 6.1 has three

machine-groups each havirrg only one machine. If x and y are

the workLoads on Èhe first and second machines, 3-x-y will

be the load on the third machine. Here M=3, s1 *s2=s3=1 r x1

=x, a2=Y t x 3- 3 -x-Y.

x Xz x

E MGI
tr
tr

tr
tr
tr
tr
tr

MG2 tr
tr
tr

nsE

MG3

nrB n2

S¡=52=33= |

Figure 6.1: THREE MACHINE-GROUPS EACH OF SIZE ONE

Às shoern in (4.41 ) in section 4.2.3, the expected production

function is given bY 
n- n^ n^

r xry'(3-*-y) '
Q (x'y,3-*-Y) s(3,N-1) (6.L7)

Xxs(3,N)
t1 n2 n

Ĵ
v (3-x-y)

It has been shown in (4.35) that the expected production

function has a globaI maximum value N/(N+M-1 ), so that

çax( 3,N) = ¡/(¡+2 ) (6.18)
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and as earLier, the rninimum value occurs at the end points

giving

F. (3,N) = 1,/3 (6.19)
mÌn

For three machines and N parts in the system' mean produc-

tion rate can be expressed from (6.1)

3 3-x
F(g,N) = / ax,f O(*,y,3-*-y) f(x,y,3-x-y)dy (6.20\

oo

Again we take the joint density function as constant cl

where
33

f (x,Y,3-*-Y) = C = t/ ! Ioo
3

= L/ I dx (3-x)
I

= ) /o

From (4.73), (6.20) and ('6.21 )

-x
dx dy

F(3,N) ¿ t - t ,,='u ! ax / 0{*,t,3-x-y)dy¿o o

(6.2t)

(6.22)

Ftr,-¡ =?,t^{ çf u"dv+fl!a*dy*{i }a"avrv bi r-x-v - b2 x -. (6.23)

where the regions D1 'D2'D3 are shown in the following Figure

6.2.
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0,3

v

o,å

o,

Figure 6.2:

Àlso frr*( 3, "r ) =1 ,

3tl

X

REPRESENTÀTION OF REGIONS D1 .D2'D3

rioir,(3, *)=l/3 (6.24)

rt is not easy to calcufâte the integral (6.22) without

the aid of a computer. Appendíx B is the computer program to

find this integral which involves the evaluation of the

double integrals with variable limits. The numerical results

calculated by using this program for different values of N

are shown in Table 6.2. For N = - , the use of the

computer program is not feasible. In thís case' we have

evaluated the double integrals in (6.23) analytically. By

analyzing the results f ro¡n this Table t{e get the same

paraÌIe1 trends as earlier obtåined for the two nachine case,

discussed in the previous sectíon 6.2.1 .



N F(:,¡¡) Fmax(3,N) F .n(3,N) r (3,N)
F--13.N)

NìZìX

F (3,N)
lfln F (3,N)

fllln
FmaxT3ñrF (3 ,N)

f

2

4

6

7

I

9

.4475

.4979

.524r

.5391

.5486

.5548

.559f

.5622

.5645

.577 4

.3333

.5000

.6000

"6661

.7r45

.7500

.7'178

.8000

.828f

.8333

f.0000

.3333

. JJJJ

)))a

. JJJJ

.3333

. JJ JJ

.3333

. JJJJ

l_.0000

.8950

.8298

.7861

.754'7

.73f5

.7130

.69 89

.6789

.67-14

.577 4

l_.0000

.7 449

.6695

.6360

.6183

.6016

.6008

-59ç20

.5929

.5905

.5773

1.0000

.666'7

.5556

.5000

.4666

.4444

.4286

.4161

.4025

.4000

. JJJJ

IO

;.

F:
flËD(

ml-n

i\4ean Production Rate

MaxiÍ[.nn Production Rate

¡4irúrr[nn Production Rate
TABLE 6.2

MEÀN PRODUCTION RÀTE FOR THREE MÀCHINES (lr
Or
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6.2,3 Case III: Four Sinole

Here we deal with a system having four machine-groups

each having one machine. Since the total number of machines

is four, by definition our total scaled workload is 4. The

system is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: FOIJR MÀCHI NE-GROUPS EÀCH OF SIZE ONE

Íf x, y and z are the workloads on first, second and third

rnachine respectively, the load on the fourth machine will be

4-x-y-2. In this configuration M=4,sl =s2-s3=s4 =1 ,xr=x,xU

-y , *3-", x4-A-x-y-z and the expected production function can

be expressed as

0 (x,y,2,4-x'Y-z)
t

s (M,N-1)
nl n) n? .t4x 'y 'z ' t|-x-y-z) (6,25)

Í
S (M,N)

and as earlier from (4.35)

F aJ4,N) = ¡/(¡+3)

n n
2̂.

n^ n.
z J (A-x-y-z) +Ix v

x

tr MGI
tr
tr
tr
tr

x

E
trg
o

fì2 tr

sl =S2 =s3 =s4=l

3 MG42 tr
o
tr
tr
tr ll4n3n

(6 .26)
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and the minimum value of this production function is at the

end points so that

+Éil( 4,N) = 1,/4 (6'2't')

In a system having four rnachines and N partsf the mean

production rate can be expressed from (6.1) as

F (¿,N)
4-
I O (x,y,2, -x-y-zl f (x tY t z ,4-x-y -z'¡ dz

x-y

Às earlier by choosing the

constant C, we obta i n

(6.28)

joint density function to be

4 4'x A-x-Y
dx dy dz

o

f(x,y,2,4-x-Y'z) =C=t/ ll I

o
= r/ | [ro - ex * *2 - L¡2(¿ - x)2]ax

4 4-x
=ldxldyoo

A^3 t-i=11 !Joo

4 4-x
= L/ I dx I (4-x-v)dv

oo

= 3/32

From (4.73), (6.28) and (6.29)

(6.2e)

(6.30)
/1 -

J
o

F (4 ,N)

Again

F (4,"")

ô (x, y ,z ,A-x-y'z) dz

= +rU! *-** dxdvdz . 
UJ * dxdvdz - IIJ + dxdvdz

. I ll , dxdydzl (6 ' 31)
E4
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where E1 ,F,2,F.3,84 are the regions of the telrahedral space

bounded by

x=0, y=0 t Z=0, !r+y+z=1 (6 .32)

in which A-x-y-z tx¡y,Z

values.

have respectively the largest

Al so F (4,-)=1 , F (4,-)=1 ,/4max ml_n
(6.33)

Às stated earlier ' to calculate the function ( 6.30 ) ' a

computer program (Àppendix C) has been prepared which

includes the evaluation of triple integrals with variable

Iimits. Tl¡e time consuned by the computer in caJ.culating

this cumbersome funclion grows' very rapidly as we increase

the value of N. Hence the numerical results have been

obtained only up to N=6 to get some idea of the trend of the

function. The numerical resuLts are given in Table 6.3. l'¡e

again notice froÍì the tabulated results that all resul!s

about the behavior of the mean production rate as deduced in

sectíon 6.2.1 for two machine case are valid for the four

machine case.



nuD<
F F ( 4,N)

Fnìax (4,N)
(4,N) Fnún(4,N)N F (4,N)

F

Fnún(4,N)Fnún ( 4,N)

F (4,N)

t
2

4

5

6

.2500

.3591

.4139

.4445

.4630

.4749

.2500

.4000

.5000

.5556

.6250

.6661

.2500

.2500

-2500

.2500

.2500

.2500

1.0000

.8971

.8278

.7779

.1408

.7I23

1.0000

.6962

.6040

.5624

.5400

.5265

1. 0000

"6250

" 5000

" 4500

.4000

.3750

fì.

F:
nì¿¡r<

F:
man

Mean Production Rate

laaxi¡r¡¡n Producbion Rate

Minim¡n Production Rate

TÀBLE 6.3

MEAN PRODUCTION RATE FOR FOUR MÀCHINES \¡
o
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6 .2.4 Case Iv: M Sinole !!ach

For general values of M,

Fmax(M,N) = ¡*ffl' Fmin(M'N) = * (6.34)

F (M,-) = Imax
(6.3s)

To f ind F(t't,x) and F(t't, - ) we have to evaluate multiple

integrals over M-1 dimensional spaces.

6.3 SI'MMÀRY OF RESI'I.TS

From the tabulated numericaL results for two, three and

four single machine machine-group system configurations, it

appears, therefore, that for 
_given 

M, as N increases

i) Mean production rate F(M,N) increases;

ii) Max i¡nurn production rate F,*(MrN) increases.

íii) Mínimu¡n Production rate Frn'r.(M'N) remains constant

and equa 1 Eo 1 A'i'.

iv) Ratío of the nean production rate to the maxi¡num

product ion rate decreases.

v) Ratio of the minimun production rate to the mean

productíon rate decreases.

vi) Ratio of the minimun production rate to the maxinum

production rate decreases.

vii) E-^-lM'N) approaches uníty as N approaches infinity'
max

while F(M,N) approaches a lirnit grealer than 1/u'

It also appears that for a gíven N as M increases

, Fmin(M,-) = #
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i) Mean production rate F(u,N) decreases"

ii) Maximum production rate F ax(M'N) decreases.

iii) Minimum production rate F.n(M,N) decreases.

iv) Ratio of the mean production rate to the maximum

production rate decreases.

v) RaÈio of the minimum production rate to the mean

production rate decreases.

vi) Ratio of the minimum production rate to the naximum

production rate decreases

vii) F . (M.N), F(u,N), F ---(M,N) all approach zero as M-min- max

aPProaches inf initY.

The expected production function depends on the dístribu-

tion of loads among the machines. This function is minimun

when all Èhe load is concentrated on one machine and is

maximun when the load is uniforrnly distributed among the

machines. The production rate rviIl Iíe betneen this minimum

and maxímum if the load is distributed in any other nanner '

If we distríbute the loads at random, the mean of the

production rate also Iies between this naxi¡num and minimum'

For small values of N, this mean value is guite near to the

maxinum, but the discrepancy increases as N increases' It

may be noted that the above work has been done only for the

single machine rnachine-group cases. Interestíng results can

be found by applying the same approach for nulti-machine

machine-groups.



Chaptcr VII

VARIÀNCES OF I'íÀCI¡INE IIII!,IZÀEION Àl{D QfrEItE
LENGjÍHS

The proportionate utiLization of machines (that is the

proportion of busy rnachines) in a flexible manufacturing

systen is a random variable whose probability distribution

depends upon the load distribution amongst the nachines f <¡r

any given systern configuration. It is useful to know the

varíance of this randorn variable as a function of' x, ,x,

,...rxM. Àlso we have seen that the expected productíon

function, a neasure of output, is a)'so dependenl upon the

load distribution. The probleir of maxinization of expected

production function teads to a specific nachine loading

solution while if we change our objective Èo mínimizing the

varíance of proporÈionate utilization, a different Loading

solution may be obtained. It may not be possible to achieve

boÈh these objectives for the sane distribution of loads and

some lrade-off between the tvto objectives may be necessary '

In this chapter we study the variance of proportionate

utilization of the machines in the systen as a whole as well

as in each nachine-group. To have more insíght into the

congestion proble¡n, we also study the variances of queue

lengths. Section 7.1 deals with the variance of proportion-

ate utilization of the machines. Ànother alternative

-173-
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approach for calculating the variance of proportion of busy

machines is given in section 7.2. Results on the basis of

numerical work are also presented. In section 7.3 Yte

provide a new concept of "mean-variance efficient frontier".
Section 7"4 deals with the variances of queue }engths at

var ious machine-groups.

7.1 VARIÀNCE OF PROPORTIONAT

The number of busy machines in any group is a variable

which takes values bet¡ceen zero and the maximun nurnber of

machines in that group. The expected value of thís number

of busy machines in the ith group is denoted by B, or e(y1 ).
It has been shosn in (3.6) that for any group i

s, (or E (Vr) )
__ c(M,N-1).i GÌlcNJ- (7.1)

Àlso from (3.7) , the expected value of proportíon of busy

machines in all the machine-groups together is expressed as

v +y2+----+yM _ c (M,N-1)
G (M,N)E

Equation (7.2)

nurnber of busy

the system and

(EPF).

(7 .21

gives the expected value of the ratio of the

machines to the total number of machines in

in fact is the expected production functÍon

m
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First of all we find the variance of busy machines in the

ith machine-group in section ?.1 .1 . In the next section rr'e

find the covariance of the busy machines between ttro groups.

These t.lro resuLts are used together in section 7.1.3 to

deduce the variance of the proportion of busy nachines in

the system for single machine machíne-groups as well as for

¡nult i -machi ne machine-9roups.

7.1 .1 Vqrjancê of thc Nunber
Orqup

The number of busy nachines in the ith group is a random

variable which takes the values 0, 1, 2, ....' si. We have

seen in (3.1) that the expected number of busy rnachines in

the ith group is

E (v. )'- -l
Ia* n.(t)

k=o 1--^ -L1
J-

+
N

I (7.3)

Si¡nilarIy

rrv?l k2 cr. (k)
ci (M-1,N-k) r--ElM;ñl- *r!=.*r

I

2 .-.s.q. (k)
L-I

Gi (M-1,N-k)
G (M,N)

(-ì .4)

where the suffix i in G. indicates that the ith machine-

group is being excluded. There are k parts at ith machine-

group and the remaíning N-k parts are distributed over M-1

machine-groups.

Now when the number of parts at ith machine*group is less

than or equal the number of ¡nachines in that group i.e. for

k I s. ,
1

1I
k=o



kk
^ ^ x; x.

kzsi (k) = o' E+ = k (k-1) 
E+

kX:

fi = "ír, (k-2 ) + xisí (k-1)+k

L76

(7.s)

(7 .6)

k=s . *Ir (7.8)

k _-k-2
2 ... z x'i z xi 

-.2sisr(k) ="i 

-- 

="i ----l=Z-".. =xlEi(k-2)
s,! s, a s.! g, L
-r r t L

and when k > si r

and when

It follows that

It is easily verified that (7.6)ís true for both k=st+2

and s. +1, since whenr- 
.." i .,k- 2

k = si+2, e1 (k-2) = si (si) = + = t---lFT-s. lr=sr+z Q -7')

rl-

s . -1
t_ k-2

L
k = si+1,si (k-2) = si (si-l) = Ë¡p-= f

s. ! st

k-1-s
a

I

u t"ll = o!, *?nr,o-r, 
nt'ä(;;il;o' 

.,
sí G¡ (M-l,N-k)

i.Ir *isi (k- r ) -a-dlfr;ñl-

¡ N-2 G, (M- 1, N-2-k)
= ot 

olo øt {x) r¡6¡1- + xi=t]t ni (k)Gi (M-r,N-k-r)

k:o 
-cTM;ñJ--

= "? "áiti;î' * *,. fft#t'-i¡: si (k)Gi (M-1,N-1-k)
-----AM,N=TT-l

l_ (7.e)

. ) ,,2 - -2 G(M'N-l) ¡G(M,N-2) - G(MrN-1)1
var (y1) = s (vi) - (E (yi) ) = xi -õlfrFl- 'õiu;N_ff -Ël!1,NT-r

* *, ffis}I r1-l¡1. sí (k)
I

ci (M-1,N-1-k) 
1---Eï¡F:11-r (z. ro)
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7.1 .2 Covariance of the Nunber of Busv Machinee ín the ith
and ith orouos

The expected number of the product of busy machines in

ith and jth machine-groups can be expressed as follows

tj "i cl r (M-2,N-k-k' )

E(yiyj) = o,È" ¡ro kk'øi(k)ø, (k')--+cTM,N)-

"j N-k' G¡ r (M-2,N-k-k' )* r,!o kÈ". *r=:_ilsi(k) s, (k' )-'A¡mi-
l_

k=o k¡=sj
c= _. (M-2,N-k-k')

*f = jni (k)ø, (k')-t1o;¡l--+
l_t

N-k
t

N-s-r -1 N-kr Gi ì (M-2,N-k-k' )
+ 1 ! t s.s.q. (k)q,(krì -r 

- --' k,ls.+I k:s.+l -i"j'i'^'vj" ' G(M,N)I a 
(7'11)

where suffix ij in G1i indicates that the ith and jth
machine-groups are excluded. There are k and k' parts at

ith and jth grouB respectively and the renainíng N-k-k'

parts are distributed over M-2 machine-groups. we simplify
( 7.1 1) by using ( 3.3 ) and note that

ci i (M-2,N-2-k-kr )

E (y., y.. ) = x, x.. t t s, (k) 9-, (k I ) -=J--''Ìir j' -i^j o.ñ.,k',É.+k'<N 'i '-''l '- G(M,N)

G (M,N-2 )
^i^j c (M,N) (7.72)

so that

cov (y.,,y.,) = E(y.,y.,) - E(y.,) E(y.,)
JJ.TJLJ

- rc (M,N-2 ) c2 (M,W-1) .''

= xíxj L-ffi - F(M,N) I
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G(M,N-l) TG(I'l,N-2) - c(ur¡:-lll (7.13).'i.'j c (¡1,N) 'G (ri,N-t) G (M,N) '

Since lhe expected production function is an increasing

7

function of N, cov(y; , y; ) is negative.
LJ

is independent of i and j, but var Y

not independent of i and as such the correlation coefficient

betvreen y= and y-, is nol índependenl of i and j.
rJ

.1.3 variance of the P;oportion of Busv ltfachinqE-i¡lhg
Svstên

From (7.10) and (7.13) we see that
MMM

var(yr+yr+...+y*) = i!1 ttt $t\ + z ilr i.Ii cov(Y1 'Yt) 0.L4)
j>i

2 c (M,N-1) .c (M,N-2 ) G (M,N-1) r
c(M,N) Lc(M,N-1) c(M,N) '

-- c(M,N-l) -c(M,N-" 
M N-l-

c (M, N) c (M, Ni¿ [ i!1 "i xI" . 
si (k)

I

cI (M-r,N-I-k)

Àì.so cov(y, iV¡) /xix,
.)./x. trôm (/.1u, 15L' J-

,rL'r2'...,rM, c(M,N_l)r,G(M,N_2) c(M,N_I) 1vq! \ m ,- c(M,N) L'c(M,N_l) G(M,N) m

., M N-l Gj(M-1,N-1-k)-
-+ r xr t q.(k) - |

2 i=7 --:- kls . "i "" G (M'N-l) r
m - - '- -a

G (M,N-1)

Afso the variance of the proporÈion of busy machines is
(7.1s)

(7.16)

var (

'2

YL+Y2+-

.." = S,. = ]- this qives
|'t

+y
G (M,N-1) rc(M,N-2) G(M,N-I)= -lM;ñI- 'clM;ñ:Tt - -clm;ñl- .t

'M

(7.L7)

1 c(M.N-2) $ Z''
..2 G (M'N-1) r 1r ^i
Ivl¡¡



a) S insle Machine Machine-oroups

Using ( 7.1 5 ) and assuming that

proceeding as before, w€ get,as the

approaches inf initY
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1t*2 t. . . >xr]l and

number of parts

(7 . r8)Lim Var (M, N, X) + l- rl I I I I S --zr

"r'{ t4-æ {i3r^i'\l _r co

simitarty when x. is largest of xr, x,
"M

we

9et

.l.im var (M,N,x) * $ fr - ffN+co r'¡,;{ ' I

Iq

M
.t
I=

1
M*l 1

Mo
) x. I

-L- I

(7.19)

(7 .20)
1

2_x. I
I'

The limiting variance function is continuous, but its
partial derivatives do not exist at points where Èwo

or rnore of the x, ' s are equal. when xI =k' . ..1¡t=1 ,

0.20) shows that var(M, N, x) approaches zero ås N

approaches ínfinity. Thus for the single machine

machine-groups case, if t.he number of parts is quite

large, then under the balanced loading condition' we

see that the variance of the proportion of busy

machines is al.most zero.

b) MuftíÞIe Machíne Machine-qrouDs

In this case' we have to use (7.14). Now

N-1
x

a

N-1
x 9i (k) ci (M-1,N-l-k) si (k)Gi (M-1,N-1-k)

l_

c(M,N-1) lit n,. (k)c¡ (M-1,N-1-k)
J<=o ¿ r
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s.-Il-
X g., (k) Gr (M-I 

'N-I-k)k=OIr
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> x*,/s*, then the RHS

(7 .22\

N-1
- t s, (k)G. (M-1,N-l-k)
J<=O r- r

s. -lI
,_!^ si (k)G.i (M-1,N-t-v) /Gi(M-1,N-1)

-K=Or-L
N-1

Now if x- /s-> x^/s^>I'I¿'¿

of (7.21 ) approaches

x 9i (k) c- (M-1,N-l-k),/Gi (M-r,N-1)
k=ort

(7 "2t)

i)

^ -1Ð] ¡ ê Þ

I o.lk)l *)
k=0 -1 xl'

1-

as N increases. In this case 16 ) gives

s_
I

Va.r(M,N,X)-+ -:
"1

-1 "1 1

--_+__*1 xrm

s. -la-
x

k=o

s- k
cl. (k) ( rt.1 'x1 '1-z

m

M
X x.i=1 1

(7

f I -tr llt\t- 1 -s. l<

- I q. (k) t-¿)k=O -a x1 '

(7 .23)
s.

.l-

t
s,k s- ka ¡ rt
k ! '*t'"1

{
.MI:'
Ill ¡-r l-

k=o

l_

T

I
l_

Sr S.¡ rr l-

.L--.L
l-- x.

L

s. s- K
L / L.

*tt'+
l_

k=o
1 (7.24)

Thus when xr/sr>xr/srt. . . r \,r ,/sooand N + .æ ¡ the
expected production function approaches s, /x,
and the variance of the production function
approaches the value given ín (7.24) which is
less than sy/x1.
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even thenii) If some of the (xr,/sr)'s are equa},

the comnents will continue to hold

iii) However if all (xr/sr)'s are equal i.e

*1 *2 *M

-M

if

(7 .25)
=l- =2

then the EPF approaches unity and since

c(M,N-1 )/e (r'l,N) + 1, G(M,N-z),/c(u'N-l ) + 1,
mt x, = m, and then (7.16) shows that var(M, N,x)-'O

¡ -1 r

as N + ø .

Thus in the case of the multiple machíne machine-groups

case? if t.he number of parts is quíte large' for an

unbalanced condition the variance of proportion of busy

rnachines approaches a non-zero Iimit, while for a bafanced

loading condition, the variance approaches zero.

7.2 ÀI.EERNÀÍIVE ÀPPROACH OF CALCTÍT.ÀIING THE VÀRIÀ}¡SE__OF
PROPORTION OF B¡'SY MÀCHINES

Àn alternative approach for calculating the variance of

proportion of busy machines in t,he system is given next. The

result for a single machine machine-group is derived in

detail and illustrated htith a numerical exarnple. The case of

multi-machine rnachine-groups can be discussed in the same

manner.

a) Sino1e Machine Machi ne-GrouPs

If Y be the number of busy machines and when N > M



PIY=rl = P (r) (7 .26)

where S'(r,N) is the set of all r positive integers

whose sum is N. we first choose any r of the M

machines and find the first sum in the RHs of (7.261

and then ¡re find the second sum over aff (f ) possible

choices of r machines out of M' Às in (3'13) earlier'
knowing P(r) we can easily find

l-= dM;r'¡t *lr. . .*1'
'2 ta
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(7 .27 t

(7 .28)

n-I¿1 ¿g'1¡,N)xil

-.Y. 1 1 Y "E(M) = d]l,r,û ü '!1 "r s,(i,n) xi
ûr

.x,I r
I
1

x
rM)
M "- _
" r=I -L

n
x,I

)

Y2
')

M-

I
c-@;ñT s'(r,N)

n t.x.
a

T

t1
-1

n
x.

l_
2

ÀIso we know that

u .r2 . .u. -2var tfi) = E (!) - le tfil ) (7 '2e)

i{e can easily find the variance of busy machines in

the systen by using Q.271 to (7.29).

In the particular case M=3, N=4 the expression

Mnl n2 f,t't' r r- X x,' x. ...x. (7.30)
r=l r S' (rfN) t.l t2 .r

r¡r i t ten in ful1 is
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. 3 3 3 2 2 .2 .2 2 )
( 1-xr+x, ) txi+i+xj+xi xr+xi xr+$ xr+xr xr*xixr**ã*z**rh*:)

=rt"f ." j."!l+ztxl1+xlxr+* j*r** j*r**]*r*"1"r*"1"f*$4.4"3,

^.2 2 2+ 3 (xixrxr+><jxrxr+xi1x, )

In this case

(7.3r)

('7 .32)

(7.33)

E

rqrf e!*"|*"lt*z2tf2*fi*r*{*r**!*r*"1"r*"11

.t2.
L .)J
M-

22 22.22..^2,+ x1x2+>tx3+x3t, +r ( xr)1

22.22 2 .2 .2 1+ xixt+x2x3 * *t*Z*:*å*3*t**:*tåJ

Whenx.=x^=x^=l

- .Y. I 3+2.9+3.3 2d L3l 3.-3.+ET=- = 3

- .^P. 3+4.9+9.3 22
¡1 Lu 

= 
-3TT +-3- = ZE

.__ rg.l _22 -4 _ 2
"* L3' 45 9 45

b) MuIt iole Machine Machine-Grouos

This case ís slightly more complex, but P[Y=r] can

always be found out by sumning up the probabilítíes of

aÌI these states for which the number of busy nachines

is r. For example when s1=2, .2=3, = 3-4

p[y=4] = p(0,0,4) + P(0,1,3) + P(0,2,2\ + P(0,3,1)

+ P('1 ,0,3) + P(1,1,2) + P(1,2,1\ + P(1,3,0)

+ P(2,0,2') + P(2,1 ,l) + P(2,2,0)
(7.34)
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c) Comoatison of the Two Aoo

In the first approach the random variable consid-

ered is the number of busy machines yi in ith

machine-group. We find its probability distribution

and use it to f ind the E(yi ), E(yi2), E(yiYi), Var(Yr),

Cov(y'yr ) f or all i and j and lhen use these to f ind

variance of (Yr+Yr+ ....+Y*l/n.
In the second approach , the random variable

considered is r, the number of busy machines in all

the machine groups. We find its probability distribu-

tion and use il to find the variance of r and t/m,

By using the fírst approach we have deduced formula

(7.17). The same formula can be deduced by using the

second approach. we have already deríved the fornula

for the expected value of the proportion of busy

machines by using the second approach in section

3.1 .4.

In actual calculations of variance' we can either

use (7.17) or use the second approach lrom first

principles.

7.3 MEAN-VARIÀITCE EFFICIENT FRONÎTIER

In ttris section we introduce the inportant concepts of

mean-variance effícient load distríbution and mean-variance

efficient frontier and illustrate these with an exanple.
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?.3.1 The ConccÞt of Ef f icienÈ r.,oad DistribuÈions

Since Èhe proportion of busy machines is a random

variable, we are interested in choosing xL,x2,...'xM so as

to naximize the expected value of this random variable. We

would also Iike to choose *L,tz,...rxM so as to minimize the

variance or the standard deviation"

For every set of load X, we have seen

E =EpF =c(M,N-1,x),/c(M,N,x) (7.3s)

. c(M,N-1,:;) rG(M,N-2,X)v = variance = 6TM,N,xi- ,cll;ñ:ilTJ-- G M
M,N.X

N-1 x

( 7.36 )

À sirnilar problem arises in optimal portfolio analysis

where sne wishes to invest different proportions of one's

wealth in various securities for which the expected values

of return are known. There also one wishes to choose lhose

dífferent proportions so as to maximize the expected return

and mininíze the variance of the return. Markowitz (1959)

had developed the concept of nean-variance efficient
frontier for this purpose. We extend this concept to our

problern related to flexible manufacturing systems.

For any given load distribution xl ,x2 ,... r:1r{ satisfying

the condition that the sum of the loads equafs n, we can

find E and V and get a corresponding point in the E-V plane.

For all points corresponding to domain D in the M-di¡nension-

1 y - Vl^rurG(M-frx-t:krëIr
m2 i=I ^i k3sí Yi \¿rl c (M,N-If X)

.l_
f--

m
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aI xl rx2, . ..,x*space defined by xr+xr+" .*xM = n, xI) 0, "' ,xM

> 0, we get a region l-ike the shaded region shovrn in Figure

7.1. The expecled value E is maximum at À and the variance V

is minimum aÈ B and both these points À and E correspond to

dif ferent toad distributions.

rE-V=Kr(\)

V=Kz(I)

E

MEAN

Figure 7.1: MEAN-VÀRI ÀNCE EFFICIENT FRONTIER

The load distribution corresponding to Q will be

preferred to the load dístribution corresponding to P since

i! leads to a greater value of E and sarne value for v.

SimilarIy the load distribution corresponding to R wiIl be

preferred to the load distribution corresponding to P since

it feads to a smaller variance and the sa¡ne E. If we

maximize tr E(xI ,rtzt....,x*)-v(xr,xz,..,tvaI) subject lo xt>

0rx, > 0'...,xM> 0 ;xr+xr+...+xM = m for a fixed value of À ,

we shall ge! the value K,( À ) (Figure 7.1) corresponding to

the point T on the area AB. ), '0 will give the point B and

t!
Oz
É
g
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À = - will give the point A. Thus L'e can get aLl the points

on the mean-variance efficient frontier by maximizing lE-V

for aLl positive values of I between 0 and * .

The theory thus far does not determine I and this

decision is left to the manufacturer. If he is pessirnistic

and very rnuch averse to takiñg risks, he may choose I = 0

or take a very snal1 value of ). If he is optinistíc and

willíng to take risks, he may choose B or tr = 'o or tahe a

very large value of ¡. The rnean-variance efficienL

frontier thus helps a manufacturer in making his subjective

decisions.

Every point inside or on the boundary of the shaded

region gives a feasible load distribution. Every point on

the arc ÀB corresponds to a nean-variance efficient load

distributíon, while every other point in the shaded regíon

or on the boundary of this region, but not on the årc AB

corresponds Èo an inefficient load distribution.
Instead of the mean-variance efficient frontierr we may

also consider the mean-standard deviaÈion efficient
frontier. Both will give the sane effícient load distribu-

tions"

7.3.2 Àn Illustration
Vle consider the case M=3, s, =1 , sr=1 , s3 =1 , fi=3, N-l 0.

Pigure 7.2 gives the expected production function E and

standard deviation lor all. load dístributions x! ,xz ,x3

satisfying,
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o = *l <3.0, ot "2.3.0, o' *3.3.0, 0 < x1+x2+x3 < 3'0'and

*L,^2,x3 are multiPles of 0.05.

The circled dots correspond lo efficient load distribu-

tions.

7.4 VÀRIÀNCES AND COVÀRIÀNCES OF OT'ET'E LENGITHg

For studying congestion and blocking problens at various

machine-groups, the knowledge of mean queue lengths at these

machine-groups has to be supplemented by the knowledge of

the variances of these gueue fengths. In addition, since

here we are concerned with a netv¡ork of queues, it would be

useful to know the covariances and correlations between

lengths of various queues. In section 7,4"1 | we find

expressions for variances and covariances by a nunber of

methods. Different methods give different expressions which

must essent,ially be the sa¡ne. This gives us certain new

identities which we give in section 7.4.2. In section

7.4,3, we discuss some special cases.

7.4.1 E¡oreg¡iong for Varianceg and Covarianceg of oucue
IJenqthg

a) Fi rst Method

The probability of Èhere being n parts in the ilh

nachine-group, either being processed or waiting to be

processed (L-1 ,2,...,M) is given bY

p(nl,n2,----,tM) = fl#;ñ- st (nr) ør(nr\----s*(nM)
(7 .37],

np
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where g. (n. ) and G(t¡,N) are defined in (4.2) and

(4.3). I.re can use (7.32) to find the various moments

of the joint probability distribution of the number of

parts by using the formulae

n(ri) = slu,u) n, n{i') , E(n?) = 5lr,r,N) r',1 ntñl ,

var(nr) = utnll - (E(ni) )2 (7'38)

E (nrn., = ,lr,*, n, n, n {å)

cov(n.,.j) = B(ninj) - E(ni)E(nj) (7.39)

This method involves extensive calculations and can be

used only for simple machine configurations.

b) Second Method

Here Ìre use the f orrnulae
NoNl

E (n, ) = ï_ k p(nt=t) , rtnf ) = ,-!, k' p(ni=k) (7.40)' J. k=I - r r k=I

E{n.n.)' J- l'
N
X kl. P (¡.,=lç'¡.=1,)

't-- l -L I

(7.4r)
1
1, <N

N

k+

and

p (ni=k) = si (k)
G. (M-t,N-k)

I

-dlM;Nt-
(7.42)

G,.. (M-2 
'N-k-ø)p(nr=k,nr=2) = si(k)s, (l) ë-ZTm;ñt- (7 .43)
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These formulae are also inconvenient because these

reguire lhe calculalions of the normalizing function,

not only for the M machine-groups case, but we have

also to calculate these for the M-1 , M-2 machine-

groups cases a1so.This by itself is not so bad' but we

l¡ave to calcufate for all possiure ( f ) * ( Ï )

uî"t+l ) /2 combinations obtained by leaving out any one

or any two machines. Thus l{e hâve to caLculate
t

1y' +u+Z) /2 Buzen natrices and lhis can be quite

time-consuming. The following three methods are

applicable for síngIe machine machine-groups case

onIy.

c)@
NN

E(nr) = rìr k p(nr=t<¡ = 1!1 e(nt >x)

\ ... G(M.N-k)
- kg1 Yi t^, c (M,N) (7,44)

S ini lar1y

E (n., n.. )rJ
p (n. =k ' 

n..=.e. )t-_Lt - P(n¡ìk,ni>'c')
1!r'

(7.4s)

Also

ÀI

x

g<N

N

k+

NN
l,=1 k=

k+ l, <N

r ei (k) s j (!.) 9144-5:11N
x1,-

<N

Nt
9"=I
k+q

2

E("i;"i) = 
"T., 

!l+-u p(ni=k)
¿ t-- L

N
= rlr k P(ni>k)
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= . t- k q- (k) G(M,N-k)
G (M,N )

M N-k)
M,N

(7 .46)

using (7.38), ( 7.3g) , (7.44) , (7.45) and (7'46) ' we

can find aII the variances and covâriances and we need

only one Buzen natrix for all the M given machines'

d) Fourth Met,hod

We can write
p(ni=k) = p(ni>k) - P(n.>k+1)

G (M,N-k) G (M,N-k-r)
= ei ( l< ) -E1fr;ñI- - ei t r*:- ) -ETM,NI-- (7 . 4i )

= . l- n q. rrl G!Y,',N--*) - . l. ,**r,si 
(k+r) 

: 
(]1'N-k-1ì

K=r -J. c{M,-Ñ) - ksI \^' -/ G(M,N)

N
* . Ï- o, (k+l ' G(M'N-k-I)

K=r -r -' -61trl, NF

.-.c(M.N-r) N ,,-,G(M,N-k)= s. (r)ffi + v.Lz st(K)iJM,Nl-

_ f ^ /Þ\c(¡r,N-k) (7.49)
- ksl Yi "" G(M,N)

which is the same as (7.44) . Simílarly

,t,',lr = ol, n'[ør(k)%H# - si(k+1)%H,#g:

= oË, to' si(k)effiXl- - (k+1)2 s1{r+r¡%ïtiriÐ:

* olr{z:.*rr si(k+1)%H#_q

,., c(M,N-: r N ,.,, G(M,N-k-1I= si(1):àfrthi * 2 olr(k+1) st(k+1)iïú;N-
N ._ ,, c(M,N-k-t)- klr si(k+r-)tfrÈ-



= õ (1)G(M,N-r) + i I o o.0.lGIY+N=5)- yi\t/ c(M,N) " UZZ 
.' :i \.-, G(M,N)

N .. . c(M.N-k)
k:2Yi "-' G (M'N)

N nrr nt-¡¡ _ $ ^ /r.rc(M,N-k)= 2 olrk gi(k):j.]-:jlj_6(M t¡) k:t !i..-, c(M,N)
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('1 .49\

which is the same expression as can be obtained fron

Q ,46).

Thus this method gives the same results as the

third nethod.

e) Fifth Method

Buzen' s identitY gives

c(M,N) = Gi(lq-t'N) + x. G(M,N-I) r^7hen N > 1' (7'50)

The fo1lowíng identity can similarly be proved (see

section 8.8 )

G(M,N) = (xr+xr)G(M,N-1) - *i*j G(M,N-2)

* 
"ij 

(M-2,N) (7.51)

c (M,N) = (xt+xi+xO) G (M,N-l) - (x. xr+xrxO+xUx, ) G (M,N-2 )

+ (xixjxk) c(M,N-3) +c. .k (M-3,N)

(7.521

Frorn (7.50), (7.51 ) and (?.52) and sisrilar identíties

$e can f lnd Gi(M-1 ,N), Gij (M-2'N), Gíjk(M-3'N) etc.
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and substítute these ín Q.42) and (7.43) to get P(n.

=k), P(+ =k, n- =t) ín t.erms of normalizing functions

for M nachines onlY.

7.4.2 Sone Idcntities Ànono Nornålizinq FuncÈiong

The aLternatíve methods given above should give the same

results. Tbis gives us some identities.
since E(n1 ) +E ( nz ) + 

" . . +n ( n* ) = N (7'53)

we get from (7.42) and (7.44)

Y H- k s., (k) cr (M-t,N-k) = N G(M,N) (1 .54)
r- _L t\.- r

MN't' i q. (k) G(M,N-k) = N G(M,N) (7's5)

N,
Y:I K=I I

.M

.T
L-

NN
I t q.(k)

1,=l k=I 'a
K+,Q, <N

(k)
N

c.i (M-1,N-k) = 2oI., k 9t(k)
I,t--L

c (M,N-k)

-t o. (k) c (M,N-k) .(7.56 )

9i (k)ct, (M-2 
'N-k-.c,)

NN
= -t- .l- S., (X) 9.,(!,)G(M,N-k-t)

.!,= L K=I L J

(7 .57 )

7.4.3 À Soccial Casc

l{e consider the special case M=2rsl=1 ,s, -1 ,xr-x,xr'2-x,

then ,2 --2

"i""=ol = Q:Ð:-, p(nr=l) - x!2-x) ,p(n.,=2) = i 
*l (7.58)

x¿-2x+4-x'-2x+4-x--2x+4

, ^2 ) ')

E(n.) = x!2-x) +2x' - x1+2x , E(nr) - x]-6x+8 (7.59)
t *t-2x+4 x"-2x+4 ' x'-2x+4



1t3xz+2x -, 2, 3x"-14x+I6 -x(2-x)
xt-2x+4 " x"-2x+4 x- -2x+4
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(7.60)

(7.6r)

(7.62)

(7 .63)

(7.64\

E( nr

E (nl+n2) = 2 , E(nr+nr)2 = 4

Var (nl+n2) = 0 , Corr. Cc,ef¡. = p(n',nr) =-I

Às x increases from 0 to 1, the meân length of the first
queue íncreases and its variance also increases, and as x

increases from 1 to 2, the mean length of the first queue

goes on increasing, but its variance decreases.

The såme behavior persists when there are N ( > 2) parts

in the system. In this case

var (n, )

Cov(n,,nr)

N r.^ . N-rL T x lz-xl
I=O _=l1url/ - N , N-'.
L X \¿-X)

r--o

and

I z r.^ .N-rL T X l¿-Xl
) 1==^

E(nl) = l=-r. 
-Nr_,

L x (2-x)

, 2x2 -gx3 *4*2 *B*- - -17-rx+47-

y-yN*l _NyN*r *NyN*2
l\Tr'!(l-t''' -) (1-v)

('t.65)

(7 .66)
I I

2N-l_ t
(t-yN+I) ( r-y) 2

r)'o

where y = x/Q-x); 0 < x 3 2

and then variance of nt is found by using
)')

var (nr) = n (ni) - (E (n1) ) '

17.67)

(7.68)
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Since nr+nr=Nr nr=N-n, (7 '69\

we get var ( n, ) = var (nr)=-Cov (nt , n, ) (7 '70)

The graph of the varíance of n, against x is plotted in

Fígure 7.3.

In general, for the M machine case since nI*n2*" "+D*=M,

n ( n, ) +u ( n, ) + " . . . +E ( nr ) = N (7 
"7l-)

var (n,+n,*....*nM) = 0 (r.rr)
and the partial regressíon and multip)'e correfation

coefficients are all egual to -1 .

In chapter vI , we have found ¡nean queue lengths for

various speciat cases. For each case, we could also find the

variances and covariances. such detailed calculations are

not included here.
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Chapter vIII
THE SEIII-OPEN QT'ET'EING NETWORK MODET. FOR

FLEXIBLE MÀNI'FÀCI¡I'RING SYSBEMS

So far in this thesísr !ùê have represented a flexible
manufacturing system by Solberg's (1977 ) closed network of

queues (cNQ) modeI. In this CNQ mode1, the number of parts

in the system is fixed and is equal. to N. we now consider a

serni-open network of queues (SNQ) model in which only an

upper limit to the number of parts in the system exists i.e.
in which this number of parts is less than or equal to N.

This model was firsÈ mentioned by Buzacott and Shånthikumar

(1980) in their review of FMS models and has been recenÈly

further developed by Dubois (1983) who has also described in

detail a philosophy of this ¡nodel. He has also obtained

expressions for various measures of performance for thís SNQ

mode 1 .

In sectíon 8.1 we give an alternative proof for the

expression for the expected proportion of the busy machines

or expected production function or throughput for the SNQ

model. In section 8.2 we compare the expressions for the

throughputs for CNQ and SNQ models.

In section 8.3 we introduce the important concept of

Expected Investment Utilization Functíon (EIUF), i.e. of the

expected proportion of funds invested in machines ¡vhich is

being actively utilized. It is shown thaÈ for equal numbers

- 198 -
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of machines in different machine-groups ' the EIUF is maximum

when the more costly machines have greater workloads than

t.he less costly machines. It also appears that when the

number of machines in different groups are not all equaf '
the more costly machines may have sometimes lesser work-

loads. These results hold for both CNQ and SNQ models'

In a CNQ model, the number of parts in the systern is

fixed and equal to N, but in an SNQ nodel, the number of

parts is a random variable which takes the values

0,1 ,2,...,N. In section 8.4 we find its probability

distribution, its mean value and varíênce. we use the

probability distribution thus obtained to give sti11 another

proof for the expression for the expected production

function for the SNQ model.

In section 8.6, we find an expressíon for the variance of

the number of busy nachines for the SNQ model. lle also find

expressions for the variance of the invesÈment utilization

function for bolh CNQ and SNQ models. In section 8'?, we

find means and variances of queue lengths for the SNo model'

In section 8,7, we find means and variances of queue lengths

for the SNQ model.

In section 8.8, ne introduce lhe concept of the generat-

ing function for the normalizing constants of both types of

models and obtain a reLation between the two generating

functions. We use this generating function method to obtain

a nunber of Buzen-type identities for both CNQ and SNQ

¡node 1s .
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8.1

MODEI.,

Lel sl , 52 , . . . , ], be the number of machines in lhe M

machine-groups and let x,,x, r...,\o be lhe workloads on the

various nachine-groups scaled in such a way that

xl*x2+....+xM - s1+s2+...+st4 = m (say) (8.1)

The probability that there are n. pêrts at the ith machine-

group, ¡rhich are either being processed or are waiting to be

processed, (í=1 ,2,....,M) ís given by the product-form

distribution,

p(n1rn2r...rtM) q+;¡I ø, (n, ) s 2rr-2). . . ø* (n*) (8 ' 2 )

where
n,

1x.
t_

ñ;T
t_

si (ni)

if n. < s.l_- r

n
]-x.

I

T

n=0 n

if n. >
t_- s.I (8.3).a.t

a.t

and C(M,N) is a normalizing constant determined in such a

way that the sum of probabilities for all non-negative

integers o1rn2,....r!t* whose sum < N is unity so that

N
C(M,N) t- 

^ ,, - 
s1(n1) gz(nzl . . .sM (nM)

I_
(8.4)rL+r2+...+nM=n



whe re

Pl(N) = ProbabíIity that there are n parts at the
1

ith machine-group when the maxirnum number

of parts in the system is N

ci(M-1 ,N-n) = nornalÍzing constant for M-1 machine-groups

(excludíng the ith nachíne-9roup) when the

maximum number of parts in the M-1 groups is

N-n

tet y. denote Èhe number of busy rnachines in the ith
J.

machine-group, then yt is a random variable chich can take

the values 0,1 ,2,...'siand its expected value is given by

= xN c (M,N)
n=0

The marginal probability density for

the ith machine-group is given by

C. (M-1, N-n)
Pl(N) = ør(n) -l--
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(8.s)

the number .of parts in

(8.6)

(8.7)

s. q. (n)
1 -l-

c. (M-I,N-n)
IelÎ;Nl--

(8.8)

E (y, )-l
n pÎ(w) + s.a' I

s, -I1
t

N
T

n=s.
l_

PÎ(N)
n=0

s.
l_

-t
n=1

n gi (n)

Nownhenn<si,
nx.
an gi (n) - t ,.1-

--1

x. q, (n-1),j.,,= xr TirTïT = , -,(n-J-, ¡ r \¡¡ ¡l i
(8.e)



and ¡{hen n > s.
1
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(8.10)

(8. 11)

(8.12)

(8.14)

s. q. (n)
a"a

n
l-

S. 

-

.t
l-1

nx.
I

n- 1=s

l_r

= x.s. (n-1)
, 1-l
1

Thus (8.8) can be replaced by

N
E (y. ) = I x., g, (n-1)

¿.I.L n=l

C. (M-I, N-n)

-ctE;Tl-

from (8.6) since Lhe su¡n of probabilities of the number of

parts in the ith machine-group being 0,1,2,... rN is unity'
we have

Si (n) c. (M-1,N-n)

or

From (8.'l 1) and (8.13)

E (yi) -_ c (M,N-1)*i -elM;ñ-

so that

N
¡

n=0

N+1

C(M,N)t i = L,2,...,M

or I 9., (n-1)C,(M-1,N+I-n)
n=l L L

N
x

n=0

C(M,N) ; i = 1,2,...,M

Si(n-1)ci(M-1,N-n) = c(M,N-I); i = 1,2,,..,M (8.13)

2'E(Yl+y2+...+y¡¿) c (M, N- f ) ,

c(M,N) "'1 " +x* )



8

(8.rs)

Thus the expected proportion of busy ¡nachines is

c(M,N-'1 ),/c(u,N) which may be called the expected production

function or the throughput of the syslem. Our proo! above

of (8.15) is different from that of Dubois (1983).

.2 COr.lpARrSON OF rnE mrnoucHPuts FoR cNo ¡¡¡o sNo MoDE'.s

For a CNQ model 
'

Throughput = 0, ( x r, x, , . . . , *M) = G(M,N-l ),/c(t"t'N)

For a SNO model '
Throughput = þ2(xL,x2,...,*M) ' c(M,N-1 )/c(M'N)

c tM.0 ) + c(M,1)+....+G(M,N-1)=ffi
(8.17)

Since in the first model, the number of parls in lhe system

is always N and in the second model, thís number of parts

can be 0,1 ,2,...rN' the expected machine utilization should

be greater in tlre fírst case than in the second case, so

that we expect

N- 1)

Y.,*Yo*...*Y¡,¡
m

c (M, N- 1)
C (M,N)

c (M,N-1) _-ê]frtrJ- :
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(8.16)

+G +G
+G

0
,N- (8.18)

We shall prove it in section 8.5 where we shall also give an

alternative proof of (8.17). For Èhe present ¡re examine some

interesting spec ia1 cases.
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a) For the single machine machine-groups both 0r(x, ,x,

,...,x*) and 02(x'x2,...'xM ) are maxi¡num when xr=x,

=...ÊxM=1 and in this case

ot(1,1,...,1)

þ2(L,L,...,1)

,M+N- 2 \\ N-l / N

ri,,r+n:f; = M+N-T.N

M-1 )+ (T)*r*å11+...+(M +N- 2
N-l

N-I

(8 .le )

(8 .20 )

)+ ( r**il-11+
0 1 2

.M+N- 1.( l¡-Lr N
= -¡+ñ, 

= M+NtN/

so thãt

fQr(xr,xr,...,*M) 1..* r lQ, ,xr,xr,...,x*) J*.* (8.21)

Both the naximum throughputs approach unity as N + "p .

b) When N + - , it can be easily shown that for single

machine machine-groups that (cf section 4,4.1)

ôr(xr,x2r ".. rxo4) + rnin (1/x y1/x2,...,1/xy) (8.22)

and

ôr(xr,x 2,...,x*) * nin (1/xr,1/x2,...,1/x*) (8.23)
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so that the excess of the EPF for CNQ model over the

EPF for the SNQ model approaches zero as N + - for aII

values of *Lrr2,... 'xM.
c) For rnultiple machine machine-groups, it can be easily

shown that as N + * (cf section 4'4'2)

ó.,(x1,x2,...,*M) '+ min ( sr/xy,s2/x2,..,,s*/x*) ß.24)

þ2(*L,*2,...,x*) -r min ( =r/*r,sr/xr,., ',sr/x*) (8.25)

so that the e¡tcess of the EPF for CNQ model over lhe

EPF for SNQ model again approach zero as N + - ' In

fact we expect the dífferences in all the results of

the two rnodel,s to approach zero as N + - .

d) For the special case M=2, s1=1 , s2n1 , Â-2¡ 2t1=x ¡ x2

=2-x, we get (cf section 4.2.1 ,4.2,2)

2
2^x - zx+b

(8.26)

xa -2x+ 6

#-10".14
(8.27)

(8.28)

ForN=21 0r(x,2-x) = -----ã-,z^.x -2x+4
Qr(x,2-x)

0 < x< 2

and it is again easily verified that in both cases

Q1(x,2-x) > Qr(x,2-x)

0<x <2

0<x<2
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8.3 E¡(PECTED INI'ES'IIIE¡TT T TIT-'IZÀTTON FT'NCEION (EII]F)

i{it,h the heavy costs involved in the maehines of an FMS I

it becomes a rnajor concern for tbe ¡nanagement to maxímíze

the utifization of the investnent in the machines. Thus the

expected proportion of utilization of investment in machines

is one of the irnportant measures of perfornance.

,f "r,", rrrrrc* are the costs of individual machines in

t,he M machine-groups, then the total cost of machines in the

system are given by

E(ciyi) = c'E(Yi)
" i*i

cs+cs+-l-1 -2'2 " ' -¡¿-¡'t

If y. ís the number of busy machines
]-

group, then the expected investment

machine-group is

( 8.2e )

in the ith machine-

utilization in the ith

(8 .30 )

(8.31)

G (M,N-1)-ctfr'ñl--
(From (3.6) )

and therefore the expected investment utilization of all lhe

nachínes in the system

(c1x1+c2x2+. . .+c*x*) 8i#it+

the EIUF is the ratio of (S.31 ) and (8.29)

EIUF for the cNQ rnodel - {,r(x r,x 2r .. , ,xn)

"r.*1
I I^ V' " " ' "M"M

"1-1 "2"2 "M-M
c (1.4, N- 1)
6m,ñ)- (8.32)



EIûF for the SNQ model ={r2 (*I ,*2,...,a )

clxl+c2x2+....+crxM c (M, N- 1)
c@ñl-cr" *tM"M

so that

r'"2-2 '
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(8.33)

rlr(xr,xr,...,*M) 0r(xr,xr,...,*tr.t)

úr(xr,xr, . , . ,*M) 0r(xr,xr,...,*M) (8.34)

Thus the ratio of the expected investment utílization
functions for the tr+o models is independent of the costs of

the different rnach í ne s.

For the sinqle machine machine-qroup case, while

G(M,N-1 )/c(¡¡,N) in (8.32) is a symmetric function of x'xu
¡. ". rx*r its coeffícient there is noÈ synmetric and soüf(t
,x2,.,.,x*) is not a syrnnetric function of xr,xr,...,xM.

Non suppose that the max ímu¡n of ü1 (x1rx2,,,,,xy1) occurs

at xt,xl,...,xfi,then G(M,N-1 )r/e (la'N) is not changed by

permuting xt,x\,...,*f{ among thernselves, whÍIe its
coefficient in (8.32) changes by such a pernutation.

obviously the pernutation which gives maximun val.ue to ,11(xr,

¡x ¡...¡r ) is the one which gives greater loads Èo more2M
costly machines so that if

c1> c22 .lcM
then the optimizing load distríbution will satisfy

(s.35)
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x* ¿ x* >.....L2M
so that vrhen the first EIUF function is maximum, the more

costly ¡nachines have more loads. Hovrever' the loads are not

proportional to the costs.

since C(M,N-1 ),/c(M,N) is also a synmetric function of x1

t:¡.rr...rty1t by usíng the same arguments, we find that shen

the second EruF is maximum, (8.35) => (8.36) '
For multiÞIe tnachine machine-qrouÞs, when al="2=...ÉsM=s'

the function ôr(xr,xr,...,xr) , i2(xr,xr,...,x*) are sti1l

symmetric functions of xr, x2'...,x* and as such when i(xr,x2
,...,x*) and i¡.rr(*r,"rr...':rM ) are maximum ' (8.35) again

implies ( 8.36) .

when s- rs^ r... ¡s.. are not all equal, 0. 's are not
L 2 M 'A

syurmetric functions and the above argumen! breaks down. ln

this case oplimizing load distribution differs from the

balanced load distribution on account of varíability of both

c,'s and s.,'s among thenselves and therefore more detailed
a,L

consideration wiIl be necessarY.

8.¿ ']ÍIIE EXPECTED }IÎ'I.TBER OF PÀRBS IN TIIE SYSTEM

In the CNQ rnodel, the number of parts in the system is

always N. In the SNQ nodel, the nunber of parts in the

system can be 0,1 t2,...rN and so its expected value f N. Notr

using (8.4) and (8.5), the probabitity that the number of

parts in the systen is n is given by G(M'n)/c(M'N) so that

the expected value of the number of parts



N

= tn

N

n=0

À}¡ ÀI.trERI¡ÀTI\¡E PROOF OF rHE EXPRESSION FOR EXPECTED
PRODUCTION FT'NCÍTON
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(8.37)

(8.38)

n= 0

The variance of the nurnber of parts in the system

_2 c (M, n)" õlElñ)
c(M,n) ,2

^' c (M,N) '
N

tx
n=0

8.5

The probability that the nu¡nber of parts in the systen is

n is c(M,n),/c(M,N) and if the number of parts is n' the

expected production functíon for a CNQ ¡nodel is

c(M,n-1),./e (u,n). ¡s such the expected production function

f or a SNQ rnodel i s
N
v c (M,N-l)

N
T

n=1

N-1
X G (M, n.)

n=0-flr;ñt-

c (M, n-l-) G(M,n) -i=1clM;nI- elM,N) c (M,N)

c (M,N-1)
C (M,N) (8.3e)

Here we have deduced the er.pression for the expected

production function of SNQ model fron the corresponding

expression for the EPF of the CNQ nodel. Moreover since

G(M,n-1 ),/G(M,n) is an increasing functíon of n, we have

for n = lr2r...rNG(M,n-1) - G (M'l'T-1)
c(M,n) j G(M'N)

(8.40 )



Fron (8.39) and (8.40) N
x c(M,n)

n=1ilr;Nt-
c (M,N)-1
c (M,N)

¿t\)

(8 . 41)

in section

(8.42)

c (M,N-1)

G (M,N)

N-1

r !,Dlir] . G(M'N-l)
I".'JSNQ J G(M.N)

:

- G (M,N-1)' õlM;rl-

- IE'DEIl

This is the result which was previously stated

8.2 without proof.

8.5

For both CNQ and SNQ nodels, it is important to knoe¡ the

variance of the proportion of busy machines, since we ¡vould

like to choose a load distribution which tries to meet the

tiro goals of sraximizing the EPF and rnininizing lhe varíance.

Proceeding as in section 7.1, we get for the SNQ model

E (yi) = "? %H#¿ * ", g{¿\} rr -

VARIA}TCES OF IIIIE PROPORTION OF BUSY I{ÀCHINES ÀND OF
${E II{1'GS1I{ENE I'TII.I ZÀ1rION FI'NCTION

x

I



2 c(M,N-1) r C(M,N-2) C(M,N-1) Ivar yi = "i ffiL elr,r,N-Tt - -Cl¡.r,1il-j

c (M,N-1) N-l* "i Tffi¡i 11 - n!s. si(n) tlä##+Pl (8.43)

c (M,N-2 )DLyiy jr - ^i ^j c(M,N)
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(8.44)

(8.45)

(8.46)

(8.47)

. c (M,N-I) rc (M,N-2) C (M,N-l) .l
cov1y. rYl) = xi xj -ôJM,N)- LclE;N:fJ- - -clElñJ-j

-¡-r tY1r1^'r- -L Z Lftl

'm
c (M,N-1) rC (M,N-2) C (M,N-r)
-elM;ñI 'c (M,N-1) c (M,N)Var

Ci (M-I,N-I-n)
MrN-

If s1=s2= ... =sM=1, (8.46) gives

'r r M N-I
r = - ---ã- -À, X: Lrrr m¿ a=l. t n=Si

-Lr t
-t1'r) '""'rM. _ C(M,N-I)r'ãe I ! - ¡'l 

- 

-

, C (M,N)

c(M,N-1) 1 1 C(M,N-2)-tl¡¿lñI ¡l ",2 c (M,N-I)

rC (M,N-2)
'c (M,N-r)

M
5'

) l.l

It may be noted that these expressions are the sane as

tho6e for a CNQ model except that the G function there have

been replaced by the C lunctions here. From this observa-

tion, it follows that E(yr), etrl), e(yiyj) are greater for

the CNQ rnodel than for lhe SNQ rnodel, but we cannot mahe any
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similar statenents for var(y1),cov(yiyj) and variance of the

proportion of busy machines' However as N + "o ' the results

of the two models approach each other ' Àlso

c1y.r+c)y,+.. . . .+.1uflir.t 
.

Var (lUF) = Var' (- -=='+-::--- ì
-r-L -2s2+" ' ' '*"úsl¿ '

M^MM
tj!] .í var(yi)+2 ili i.Ir 

c.c' cov(Yr'Yr)J
Mt( I c=s.)

]-1 J -L j>i (8.48)

Substit.uting from (8.43) and (8.45) for var(y' ) and cov(y1 'yi)
l{e get the expression for the variance of investment

utilization function.

8.7 I{EANS À}¡D VARÎÀNCES OF OUBI'E I,ENGTITS

The expressions for the nean gueue lengths for the sNO

rnodel can be obtained independently on the sane lines as

used for the CNQ ¡node1. Alternatively these can be obtained

from the corresponding expressions for the mean queue

Iengths of the CNQ model.

The nean queue length for the ith rnachíne-group for a

CNQ, when tÌ¡e number of parts in the systen is n' is given

by

(8.4e)

and since the probability of n parts in the systen for an

sNQ model is G(M,n),/c(M,N), the mean queue length for the

ith nachine-group for the SNQ model is given by

c(M,n-k)-Elf ,nI-
Nn
Ï p(n.>k) =.r. 9., (k)

k=I - I K=.r-
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N , ? ^ /L\ c(M,n-k) r c(M,n)
¡1o t¡11 Yi'^' c(t{,n) ' c(M,n)

c (M,N)
N
t . X- s., (k) c(M,n-k)

K=I I
1 n

(8.s0)

which is the same as the formula derived by Dubois (1983) by

a different method for the special case of single rnachíne

machine-groups case onIY.

It ís obvíous that we cannot deduce the formula for the

variance of queue lengths for an SNQ model from the

corresponding fornula for variance for the CNQ model, since

unlike Èhe expressions for mean queue lengths' the expres-

sions for the variances include squares and products of

probabí1íty. Hor.¡ever the variance (of the I'ength of the ith

queue )

_ I -/-\c(M,N-n)- ¡31 vlt"r c(M,N)

No
= t- n'pÏ(N)

n= _L

I u C¡ (M-1,N-1) I
1,1., " si (n) --r¡TM,Nl- 

i

2
N?

l_

(8.sI)

Expression (8.51 ) is not very convenient to use, since it

reguires the evaluation of the normalizing functions

c(M,N), ci(M-1 ,o), ci(M-1 ,1),....,Ci (M-1 ,N-1 ) for i

-1 ,2,..,rM. Thus we have to calculate (M+1 ) Buzen natrices

corresponding to the case when aL1 the nachines are in the

q., (n )
c. (M-r,N-t)

I--c@;ñT-- -
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system and when all but one of the machines are in the

systen. It will be nore useful if our fornula involves only

c(M,n) for different values of n, since then we shall have

to evaluate only one Buzen matrix.

One srethod for doing this for single-machine machine-

groups case is to use the Buzen type identity

c (M,N) * xíc(M,N-1 ) + Ci (M-'1 ,N) (8. s2 )

¡rhich Dubois (1983) established by one ¡nethod and which we

shal1 establish in section 8.8 by the method of generaling

functions. This identíty wil enable us to replace

cfM-1 ,N-n) in (8.51 ) in terms of c(t'l,N-n) and c(M,N-n-1 ).
l_

Àn alternative ¡nethod applicable again for single machine

nachine-group case only is based on the result

N
x

n=1

Nogr

Àlso from (8.50)

,,2 pf rwr = 2 I. L9Ð nTt*l-I n=I '

Nt
I-

.t ol rrq) .'r' (8.53)
1

$- n(l+r) pf rNl = -l,npt.rtr) = .T, nnrt'l q$ffi
n=1 ¿ "r' n=l- ' r n=J-

(8. 54 )

Nt
n=

.,ol(u) = T o, rnl c!Y='=N;l) (8.5s)'I -.t ¡=t -r c(M'N)

- r ,,Ë,ns,(n)%H#-,,Ë, nrt"r$ffi,lr

- ,. H ., r'," l 9l4C:l)-r 
2 

(8. s6 )- tr,l, nt tn' -ll;Ñl-r '

(n. )
I

var íance
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Expression (8.56) is easier to evaluate than (8.51 ). Also by

equating the expressions (8.51 ) and (8.55) ' we get a ner{

ident i ty rela!ing normalizíng constants.

8.8 GENERÀTING FI'NCTIONS FOR G(M.N) ÀND C(}T.N)

Generating functions for the two nornalizing constants

c(M,N) and C(M,N) are defined by

cM (r)
N=o
t c (M,N) t" c(r't,N)tN (8.57)

o

Nx c(M,n) , c(M,N) = C(M,N) - c(M,N-1) (8.58)

(8.5e)

cM(r) x

-l -l -l-(1-txr) *.... (I-txM) * (8.60)

+t2 s2 s^+
MM-']I-1 \"+" c I *

" "M' (8.61)

Since

c (M,N)

cM (r)

n

we get

cM(t) = (I-t)cM(t) , cM(t) = (1-t) -1 e*{t)

For single ¡nachine naclri ne-groups

( 1-tx1)

(l-t sl t3

where
MMM

St = iE, xi, s2 = llr:.!r *i*j,....,SM= x'x2...'xM (8'62)

j>1

are the basic syurmetric functions so that G(M'N) can be

expressed in terns of these functions' rrorn (8'59) and

( 8.60 )



c}l(r) -t -1 -1 -l(I-txr) -'{l-tx, ) -'. . . . ( r-tx*) '(l-txM+r) ' (8.63)
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we get

(s.67)

(8.68)

where xoo*1=1 , so that

cr(t) = c*+t (t) (8.64)

when the load on the (M+1 )th machine is unity. Thís is

equivalent to the statement that a SNQ ¡nodel vtith M nachine

groups ís in sone sense equívalent to a CNQ model vtith M+1

nachine groups where the load on the (M+1 )th machine-group

is unity. Frorn (8.60)
-tGy(t) = GM-t (t) (I-txor) *

or G*(t) (l-txr) = Gur-r(t) (8'65)

or [^.'i^ c(M,N)tN] (r-tx*)
N=O N=o

EguatÍng the coeffícÍents of tN on both sides,

Buzen's ( 1973 ) identity.

c(M,N) - rMG(M,N-1 )= GM (M-1 
'N)

S iní J.ar Iy

[*!o e {la,N)tNltr-txr) (I-tx*-r) = *Eo fi,*-r(M-2,N)tN

Eguating the coefficíents of

another Buzen-type ident i tY

tN on both sides, ne get

c(M,N) = (x*_1+x*)G(M,N-l ) - x¡1-1x¡4G(M,N-2)-fi;úIrr'N)

x c(M-r,.N)tN (8.66)

ne can simílar1y get

(8.69)



c (M,N) = (*M-2+*M_r+x*) G (M,N-I) - (*tt_2*lt_t+*M_l*M

* *¡.r-2 *r"r) c (M,N-2 ) * ( *M-2*M- r-*M) G (M'N- 3 )+ 
fi , *]T;o?:) 

)

¿t I

(8.70)

(8 .7 4\

(8. 7s )

machíne-groups

and a sequence of such ídentities.
using (8.64), vre find that equations (8.65) lo (8.70)

remain valid when the G function is replaced by the C

function everywhere. In parL icular

c(M,N) = xMc(M,N-1 ) + c(l¡-l ,N) (8.71 )

c(M,N) = (xno-r+x*) c (lr,N-I) -*M-t *¡t c(M'N-2)+C(I'r-2 'N) '
\ó. t¿)

This provides a proof of (8.71 ) different from that of

Dubois (1983) and a proof of (8.67) different from that of

Buzen (1973). Fro¡n (8.71 )f we can deduce

c(M,N) = ùc(M,N-1 ) + x*-rc(M-1,N) + c(M-2,N) (8.73)

In the same manner, He can use the method of generating

functíon to deduce a large number of Buzen-type identities

involving c(u,N) and C(M,N).

It can also be easily seen that the relations

continue

case also.

c*(t) = GM(t) (l--t)-1

G(M,N) = C(M,N) - C(M,N-l)

Èo hold for the nultiPIe machine



ChaPter IX

CONCTUSIONS ÀND RECOMMEI{DÀTIONS

In this chapter, conclusions and recommendations

presented under the following two headings:

a) Contributions and Results'

b) Directions for Future Research.

are

9.1 CONTRIBI'TIONS A¡fD REST'I.TS

The objective of 
. 
the present study has been to find

conditions for the optimal performance of flexible manufac-

turing systens.

The main criterion of performance considered previously

was the Expected Production Function (EPF) Ì{hich essentially

represents the throughput or expected proportion of busy

machines or expected machine utí1ízation or efficiency of

the system or the probability of a machine chosen at random

being found busy or the ratio of lhe actual production rate

to the ideal production rate.

In the present thesis, we have proposed additíonaL

criteria of performance. These include Mean Queue I',engths

(MQL's), Expected Investnent Utilization Function (erur) 
'

Mean Production Rate (MPR), Varíance of Production Function

(vPF), Variance of Queue Lengths (vQL,'s), and variance of
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Invest.ment Utilization Function (vrUf ). In order to be able

to use these criteria, we have found expressions for these

in terns of the scaled workloads x1 tx2 r . . . ¡ x¡4 on the

machine-groups, the numbers sl , s2., . . . , sM of machines in the

various machine-groups, È!¡e costs "L,.2,...rcM 
of a machine

in these groups and the nu¡nber N of Parts in the system.

For dÍscussing the sinultaneous maximization of EPF (or

EIUF) and ninimization of vPF (or VIUF), we introduce the

important concepts of Mean-variance Efficient Frontier

(MVEF) and Mean-Variance Efficient Load Distributíons
(MVELD) and illustrate the application of these concepts as

important aids to the manufacturer in his decision-making

process.

l{hi1e in most of the thesis, we consider the Closed

Network of Queues (cNQ) ¡¿odet, in wtrich the nunber of parts

in the systen remains fixed at N' we also consider the

serni-open Network of Queues (SNQ) Model in which N repre-

senls the upper limit on the number of parts in the system

and we compare the resuLts for the two models.

The contributions of this thesis are sunnarized below:

9.1 .1 E¡oected Production Function

The nain resufts âbout EPF have already been sumnarízed

on pages 122-123. These confirn rnos! of the results of

stecke (1981 ) and prove analytically some of the conjectures

rnade by her. In particular for the two machine-groups case,
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when the number of machines in the two groups are 1 and K'

it is proved analyt,ically that the rnaximum EPF occurs when

the load on the smaller machine-group is less than its
proportionate share in lhe balanced system. In addition, the

conjecture of Stecke (1981 ) that for a totally saturated

system, the optimal allocation is a balanced one, even when

the nachine-groups are not all of equal si.ze, has been

proved analytica11y. The graphs of EPF surfaces for three

machine-groups for some finite values of N as well as for

N-¡p , have afso been drawn.

9.1 .2 Mean Oueuê Lênqthg

The main results regarding mean gueue lengths have

already been summarized on pages 153-1 64. In particutar, it

hâs been shown that for the special case M=2'sl=1 's2=K' the

mean queue tength for the first group is srnaf ler than the

mean queue lenglh of t,he second group and the ratio of the

thro nean queue lengths approaches unity as N -+.*. It has

been further shown that when the number of machines in

various nachine-groups is the same, the mean gueue Lengths

would be equal when lhe loads on the machines are equal.

However if the number of machines are not equal, the rnean

queue lengths would not necessarily be equal in Èhe bal"anced

systen.
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9.1 .3 Mean ProducÈion Rate

The main results regarding mean production rate have

already been sumnarized on pages 171-172t where the

variations of MPR with respect to variations in eilher M or

N are described. It is shown that the MPR is least when all

the load is concentrated on one machine and it is rnax i¡num

when the load is distributed uniformly over all the

nachines. For snall values of N, the MPR is very near the

maximum value of EPF, but the discrepancy increases as N

inc reases.

9.1.4 Eapected Investnrnt UtíIizatíon Function

The maxinum. val.ue of EIUF depends on both the costs cl'c2

,...,c.. and numbers of s¡achines s-,s^,... rsM. It is shown.ML¿

that when the nu¡nbers of machines in different groups are

equal, lhe optimal load distribution alLocates greater load

to more costly machines. This result however breaks donn if

the numbers of nachines are no! equal, in this case' the

optimal distribution may allocate smaller loads to the more

costly rnachines.

9.1.5 varíances of So¡ìc Randon vari¿

explicit e¡<pressions for the variances of the

random variabfes have been obtained.

a) variance of the proportion of busy nachines

b) variance of queue lengths

following
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c) Variance of the Investmenl Utilization Function

9.1.6 Mcan-Variance Ef f icicnt Fro¡Ltier

For every feasible Ioad distribution ,L,*2,...rr<¡1 r we can

find EPF and VPF and obtain a poínt in the positive guadrant

of the E-V pfane. It is shown that only a part of lhe

boundary of the feasible region thus obtained gives

efficient load. Àn efficient load is defined as one which is

such that any other load which gíves the same EPF gives

greater vPF and if it gives same vPF, it gives smaller EPF

than the given load. The manufacturer has to choose one from

amongst these effícient loads with this choice depending on

his attitude to risk.

9.1 .? Scni-Ooen Nctrork of Oueucs

New proofs of expressíons lor EPF and MQL's are given'

the probability distribution of the nunber of parts in the

system is obtained. Expressions for vPFr VIUF, VQL have been

explicitly obtained for SNQ modet. The results of CNQ and

SNQ nodels have been compared. In particular, it has been

shown that for the game N, the EPF for SNQ ¡nodel is less

than lhe EPF for CNQ model.
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9.1.8 Buzen-Tvoe IdentiÈiea and Ineou¿IíÈiee

A new nelhod of generating functions has been introduced

to generate the normalizing constanls G(M,N) and C(M,N) for

SNQ and CNQ models. The meLhod has been used to obtain a

nunber of identities. connecting these constants. These

identities are useÍul in simplifying computa!Íonal r+ork. In

particular these enable us to express various performance

indices ín terms of G(M,k)'s alone and we do not require the

values of G(M-1 ,k)'s, G(M-2,k)'s etc.. À number of ner¡

inequalities are also established.

9.1 .9 Ner Proofs

1n addition to introducing new concepts and obtaining ner¡

resul!s about theser wê have also given analytical proofs

for sone earlier conjectures and new al'ternative proofs for

sone eari.ier known results. In particular, these incl'ude

proofs of the expressions for EPF and MQL's for both CNQ and

SNQ modets. New proofs of Buzen's identity for both ¡nodels

are also given.

9.2 DIRECTIONS FOR FI'RIIIIER RESEÀRCI¡

Every research investígation motivates the need for

f urÈ,her research. The present thesis is no exception. Based

on lhe work reported here, the foltowing directions for

further research suggest themselves:
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a) Based on the results of extensive numerical calcula-

tions, stecke (1981 ) had given a large number of

conjectures for the EPF for a CNQ rnodel. We have

investigated some of these conjectures in depth and

proved some of them analyLically. È{owever a large

number of these stil.1 rernain to be proved analytical-

Iy.
b) Sinilar numerical calcufations are necessary' for the

f o 11ow i ng:

- EPF for SNQ model

- EIUF for both CNQ and SNQ models

- VPF for both CNQ and SNQ models

- VIUF for both CNQ and SNQ models.

These investigations will result in a similar set of

conjectures which will again reguire analytical

proofs. In particular the quasiconcavity of these

functions has to be investigated in each case.

c) The "mean production rate" concept has been investi-
gated for single machíne nachine-groups only for CNQ

models. It has to be further investigated for multíp1e

macbíne machine-groups for both CNQ and SNQ models.

d) The concept of a "mean-variance efficient frontier"
has to be developed further for both models as well as

for the investmen! utilization function. In particu-

Iar, one should investigate efficient algorithms for

determining Èhe efficient loads in each case.
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Àppendir A

TH]S PROGRÀM COMPUTES MEÀN PRODUCTION RÀTE FOR A
FLEXIBLE MÀNUFÀCTURING SYSTEM HAVTNG T!{O MÀCI{INE-
GROUPS EÀCH IIITH ONLY ONE MÀCHINE IN IT. THE MÀTHE-
MÀT]CÀL MOÐEL USED IN THE PROGRÀM IS BÀSED ON CLOSED

OUEUEING NETWORK THEORY.

THE AUTHOR OF TI{IS PROGRÀM IS VTNOD KI'MAR.

IMPLI CIT REÀL*8 (À-M, O-Z )

co!.o,roN,/NÀR/N
EXTERNÀL F2

SET THE TIMTTS OF ]NTEGRÀTION FROM O TO 2

C=l .D-6
D=2.0D0-C
TOL,=.1D-3

COMPUTÀTION FOR DIFFERENÎ VÀLUES OF NIJMBER OF PÀRTS
IN THE SYSTEM

DO 2 N=l r'1 0
F1 =INTGLI (F2,C,D, TOL)
PRINT,Fl ,N
STOP
END

THE FT'NCTTON CÀL,CUIÀTED IS F2
THE PÀRÀMETER X IS ÍI{E LOAÐ ON THE FIRST MÀCHTNE.

FUNCTIoN t'2(x)
IMPLTCIT REAL*8 (À-M,O-Z )

c
c

c
c
c
c

¿

c
c
c

c
c

coMMoN/xAR/x1
coMMoN/NÀR/N

c

c

It1 -X
NM1 -N-1
¡p1 =¡+1
SUMUP=0
SUMDN.0
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c

DO 1 NlP-1 
'NP1N1 =N1 P-1

ÐO 1 N2P=1 
'NP1N2=N2P-1

NÀLL=N1 +N2

IF (NÀLL.EO.N)THEN DO
sIIMDN=SUMDN+X* *N1 * ( 2-x)**N2
END IF

IF (NALL.EO.NM1 )THEN ÐO

SIJMUP=sirMuÞ+x* *N1 * ( 2 -x ) * *N2

END IF
CONTINUE

12= ( sr¡¡¡up ),/( 2*sut'{DN )
RETURN
END

SET FLÀG AT 1 INITIÀI.,LY

FLAG=1

COMPUTE INTEGRAL WITH 1O SUBÎNTERVÀLS ÀND USING
TRÀPEZOTDÀL RIJLE

H=(B-À)/1 0.0
sItM=FcN(À)+FcN(B)
X=À
ÐO 10 I = 2 , 10

X=X+H
sIJM= SIIM + FCN (X)*2

CONTINUE

FuNcTIoNFoRINTEGRATIoN.PRoGRÀMBEGTNSWITHTRÀPEZoIDÀL
iÑISGñÁiIOI{ I{ITH 1O SUBINTERVÀLS. TNTERVÀLS ÀRE THEN HÀLVED

ÁNo nesui.,ts ÀRE ExTRAPoLÀTqD uPTo rHE EIcHTH oRDER. MÀxIMt¡¡l
ñur'¡sen oF suBINTERvÀLs usED rN PRocRAM rs 2560'
PÀRAMETERS ÀRE:

FCN FUNCTION DECtÀRED EXTbRNÀL IN MÀIN
À,8 INITIÀL ÀND FINÀL VALUES OF VÀRIÀBLE
ról ToLERANcE vÀLuE usED To TERMINÀIS ITERATIoNS
RESULT RETURNS VÀLT]E OF INTEGRAL TO CÀLLER
ÀnÀv DouBLv suBscRIPTED ARRAY THÀT HoLDs INTERMEDIÀTE

VÀLUES FOR COMPÀRISIONS ÀNÐ EXTRÀPOIJÀTION
FL,ÀG FLÀG USED TNTERNÀLLY TO SIGNÀL NON-CONVERGENCE

WHEN F[JÀG=0, MEÀNS NON-CONVERGENT ' =1 MEÀNS ALL OK'

FUNCTION INTGLl (FCN,À,B,TOt)
IMPTICIT REÀL*8 (À-H,O-Z )

REAL*8 ÀRAy( 1 5, 1 5) | INTGL1

c

c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
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c
c
c

20
c
c
c
c

30

40

¿5 I

ÀRÀY(1 ,11=H/2.o*S',JM

RECOMPUTE INTEGRAL WITH H HALVED' EXTRÀPO!,ÀTE ÀNÐ TESÎ .
REPEÀT 8 TIMES.

DO20 I=1,8
H--H/2.0
X=À+H
K'10*2**I
DO30J=2,K,2

SUU =SËM+FCN (X) *2
x=x+H+H

CONTTNUE
ÀRÄY ( 1 ,r+1) -H/2. O*SIJM
DO40L-1tL

ARÀy(L+1 ,i+t )=aRÀY(L,r+1 )+1 .0/(4.0**L-1 .0)*
1 (ARÀY(L,¡+1 ) - ÀRÀY(L,I))

CONTINUE
r F ( DÀBs ( ÀRÀy ( r +1, I +1 ) -ÀRÀY ( r, I + 1 ) ) . LE. ToL ) GoToso

CONTINUE

IF TOLERÀNCES NOT MET ÀFTER 8 EXTRÀPOLÀTTONS' PRINT NOTE.
SET FLÀG AT O

FLÀG-0
PRINT.'TOLERÀNCE NOT METI
PRINT, ' CÀLCULÀTED INTERMEDIÀTE VÀÍ.,,UES WERE'

PRINT TNTERMEDIÀTE RESUT.¡TS
c
c
c
50

203
70

I-I+1
DO 70 L=1 ,I

IF (FLÀG .EQ. O) PRINT2O3, (ÀRÀY(J,L),.T=1 ,L)
FORMÀT ( 1H ,8F1 2 . 6 )

CONTINUE
rF (FLÀG.EQ.0)SroP
]NTGL1 =ARÀY( I ,I )
RETURN
END

$ENTRY
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Appendlit B

THIS PROGRÀM COMPUTES MEÀN PROÐUCTTON RATE FOR À

FT.,EX]BLE MÀNUFÀCTURING SYSTEM I{ÀVING THREE MÀCHINE-
GROUPS EÀCH WÍTI{ ONLY ONE MÀCHINE IN IT. THE MÀTHE-
MÀTICÀL MODEL USED IN THE PROGRAM IS BÀSED ON CLOSED

QUEUETNG NETWORK THEORY.

THE ÀUTHOR OF THIS PROGRÀM IS VTNOÐ KI]MÀR.

IMPLICIT REÀL*8 (A-M,O-Z )
coMMoN/NÀR/N
EXTERNÀL F2

SET THE L]MITS OF INTEGRÀTION FROM O TO 3

C-1 .D-6
Ð=3.0D0-C
TOL=.1D-3

COMPUTÀTION FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF NUMBER OF PÀRTS
IN THE SYSTEM

DO 2 N-1 ,5
F1 -INTGLI (F2, C,D,TOL)
PRINT,Fl ,N
STOP
END

THIS FUNCTION SETS THE LIMITS OF INTEGRÀTION ÀND

THEN CÀTJI.'S FOR ÀNOTHER FUNCTION FOR INTEGRÀTION.
PÀRÀMETER X TS THE LOÀD ON THE FIRST MÀCHINE.

FT'NCTTON F2 (X)
TMPLICIT REÀL*8 (À-M,O-Z )

coÌ,o4oN/xÄR/x1
EXTERNÀL F3
X1 =x
C-1 .D-7

SET THE IJIMITS OF INTEGRÀTION FROM O TO 3-X.

D=3.0D0-c-x

-23e-
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c

c
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c
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c
c
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c
c
c
c
c
c

TOL=.1D-3
F2=INTGL2 ( F3, C,D, TOL )

RETURN
END

THE FUNCTION CÀLCULÂTED IS F3
THE PÀRÀMETER Y IS THE LOÀD ON THE SECOND MÀCHINE.

FUNCTION F3 (Y)
TMPLICTT REÀL*g (À-M,o-Z)
coìû'{oN/xÀR/x
coMMoN,/YÀR/Y1
coMMoN,/NÀR,/N

c

c

Y1 =Y
NM1 =N-1
NPl =N+ 1

SUMUP=0
SIIMDN=0

DO 1 N1P=1 
'NP'1N1 =N1 P-1

ÐO 1 N2P=1 ,NP1
N2=N2P-1
DO 1 N3P=1 

'NP1N3=N3P-1
NÀLL=N1 +N2+N3

IF (NÀI.,L.EQ.N)THEN DO
sIn{DN=SIJMÐÑ+X* *N1 *Y**N2* ( 3-X-Y) **N3
ENÐ IF

IF (NÀLL.EQ.NM1 )THEN DO
SUMUP=SUMUP+X* *N1 *Y**N2* ( 3-X-Y ) **N3
END IF
CONTINUE

F3= ( 2*SuMrrP ),/( 9*SU¡dDN )
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FOR INTEGRÀTION. PROGRAM BEGINS WITH TRÀPEZOIDÀL
INTEGRÀTION WITH 1O SUBINTERVÀLS. INTERVÀLS ÀRE TFTEN HÀLVED
AND RESULTS ÀRE EXTRAPOLÀTED UPTO THE EIGHTH ORÐER. MÀXIMUM
NIMBER OF' SUBINTERVÀtS USED TN PROGRÀM 1S 2560.
PÀRAMEÎERS ÀRE¡

c

c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

FUNCT,TON DECT.,,ÀRED EXTERNÀL IN MAIN
INITIÀL ANÐ F]NÀI., VÀLUES OF VARIÀBL'E
TOLERANCE VÀI.UE USED TO TERMINATE ITERÀTIONS

FCN
ÀrB
TOL,



c

c
c
c

c

c
c
c
c

10

c
c
c
c

20
c
c

c

30

40
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RESULT RETURNS VÀLUE OF INTEGRÀL TO CÀI,LER
ÀRÀY DOUBLY SUBSCRIPTED ÀRRÀY THÀT HOLDS TNTERMEDIÀTE

. VÀLUES FOR COMPÀRTSÎONS ÀND EXTRÀPOLÀTION
FLAG FLÀG USED INTERNÀLLY TO SIGNÀL NON-CONVERGENCE

V¡HEN FLÀG=0I MEÀNS NON-CONVERGENT' =1 MEÀNS ÀLL OK.

FUNCTION INTGLl (FCN,À, B, TOL)
IMPLICIT REÀL*8 (À-H,O-Z )
REÀL*8 ÀRÀY(1 5, 1 5), TNTGLI

SET FLÀG ÀT 1 INITIALLY

FL,ÀG-1

COMPUTE INTEGRÀL 97ITH 1O SUBINTERVÀLS ÀND USING
TRÀPEZOIÐAL RULE

H-(s-e),/1 0.0
sUM-FcN(À)+FcN(B)
X=A
DO 10 I - 2 , 10

X=X+H
SIJM=SUM + FCN(X)*2

CONTINUE
ÀRÀY ( 1 ,1) =U/2. O*SUr.r

RECOMPUTE INTEGRÀL WITH H HÀTJVED, EXTRÀPOLÀTE ÀND TEST
REPEÀT 8 TIMES.

DO20 I=1,8
u=tt/2.0
X=A+H
KÈ1 0*2**J
DO30J=2,R,2

SUI'í -SUM+FCN (x) *2
x=x+H+H

CONTINUE
ÀRÀY( 1,r.+1 ) =H/2. O*SUM
DO 40 L = 1 , I

ÀRÀy(L+1 ,I +1 )=ÀRÀy(L,r+1)+1 .0/(4.0**L-1 .O)*
(ÀRAY(L,1+1 ) - ÀRÀY(L,r))

CONTINUE
rF(DABS(ÀRÀy( I+1 ,I +1 ) -ÀRÀy ( I ,I +1 )).r,,E.ToL)coroso

CONTINUE

IF TOLERÀNCES NOT MET ÀFTER 8 EXTRÀPOLÀTIONS, PRINT NOTE.
SET FLÀG AT O

FLÀG-0
PRINT, ITOLERÀNCE NOT MET'
PRINT, ICÀLCULÀTED INTERMEDIÀTE VÀIJUES WEREI

c
c
c

PRINT INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
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c
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50

203
70

FUNCTIONFORINTEGRÀTION.PROGRAMBEGINSWITHTRAPEZOIDÀT.¡¡
iÑINCiÁrIOH WITH 1O SUBINTERVÀLS. ]NTERVÀtS ÀRE THEN HÀLVED

ÀNDREsuLTsÀREEXTRÀPoLÀTEDUPToTHEE]GHTHoRDER.MÀXÌMIJM
NUMBER OF SUBINTERVÀLS USED TN PROGRÀM IS 2560.
THE PARÀMETERS ARE SÀME ÀS DEFTNED
IN FUNCTION INTGLI .
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1=l +1

DO 70 1,,=1 ,I-- ii trrÁc .Eo. 0) PRINr2o3,(ÀRÀY(J,L),¡=1,L)
FORMÀT ( 1H , 8F1 2. 6 )

CONTINUE
IF (FLÀG.EQ.O)STOP
TNTGÎ.,1 =ÀRAY(I,I)
RETURN
END

FUNCTION INTGL,2 (FCN,A, B,TOL)
IMPTICIT REÀL*8 (À-H,O-Z)
REAL*g ÀRAy(1 S, 1 5),INTGL2

SET FLÀG ÀT 'I TNITIÀLLY

FLAG-1

COMPUTE INTEGRÀL WÎTH 1O SUBTNTERVÀLS AND US]NG
TRÀPEZOTDAL RULE

¡1-(s-¡)/1 0.0
süM=FCN(À)+FcN(B)
X-À
DO 10 I = 2 , 10

X=X+H
sw-s[lM + FCN(X)*2

CONTTNUE
ÀRÀY ( 1, 1 ) =H/2. 0*SUl,f

RECOMPUTE INTEGRÀL WITH H HÀLVED, EXTRAPOLÀTE ÀNÐ TEST'
REPEÀT 8 TIMES.

DO20 I=1,8
H=H/2.0
X-À+H
K= 1 0* 2**1
DO30J=2,R,2

SUM =SuM+FcN (x) *2
:{_x+H+H

CONTINUE
ÀRÀY ( 1,L+1 ) =H/2. O*SUM
DO40L=1,!-- Áieit¡,*l ,i+i )=¡nev(L,I+1 )+1 ,o/(4.0**L-1 .0)*

c
c

c
c
c
c

10

c
c
c
c

30



40
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r (ÀRÀY(L,I+1 ) - ARAY(L'I))
CONTTNUE
rF(DÀBs(ÀRAy(I+1 ,I +1 )-ÀRÀY(I,I+1 ) ).LE.ToL)Goroso

CONTINUE

IF TOLERÀNCES NOT MET AFTER 8 EXTRÀPOLÀTIONS, PRINT NOTE.
SET FLÀG ÀT O

20
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
50

FLÀG-O
PRINT,' TOTERÀNCE NOT METI
PRINT,'CÀLCU!,ÀTED INTERMEDIÀTE VÀLUES WEREI

203
70

PRTNT INTERMEDTÀTE RESULTS

I=I+1
DO 70 L=1 ,I

rF (FLÁc .EO. o) PRrNT203, (enav(,J,1),¡l'1 ,L)
FORMAT(1H ,8F1 2.6)

CONTINUE
rF (FLAG.EQ.0)SroP
INTGL2=ÀRAY(I,I)
RETURN
END

$ENTRY
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c
c
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Àfrpêndís C

THIS PROGRÀM COMPUTES MEAN PRODUCTION RÀTE FOR A
FLEXIBLE MÀNUFÀCTURING SYSTEM HÀVTNG FOUR MÀCHINE-
GROUPS EÀCH }IITH ONLY ONE MÀCHÍNE IN IT. THE MÀTHE-
MÀTTCÀT¡ MODETJ USED IN THE PROGRAM IS BÀSED ON CLOSED

QUEUE]NG NETWORK THEORY.

THE ÀUTHOR OF THIS PROGRÀM IS VINOD KUMÀR.

IMPIJI CIT REÀL*8 (À-M, O-z )

com,roN,/NAR,/N
EXTERNÀL F2

SET THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION FROM O TO 4

C=1 .D-6
D=4.0D0-C
TOL=. 1D-3

COMPUTÀTION FOR DIFFERENT VÀLUES OF' NUMBER OF PÀRTS
IN THE SYSTEM

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

DO 2 N=2,3
F1 =INTGLI (F2,C,D,TOL)
PRTNT,Fl ,N
STOP
END

THIS FUNCTION SETS EHE ITMITS OF INTEGRÀTTON ÀND
THEN CÀLLS FOR ANOTHER FUNCTION FOR INTEGRÀTION.
PÀRÀMETER X IS THE LOÀÐ ON THE FTRST MÀCHTNE.

FUNCTTON F2(X)
IMPLICTT REÀL*8 (e-¡¿,o-z )
coMMoN/xÀR/x1
EXTERNAL F3
x1 =X
C=1 .Ð-7

SET TI{E LIMITS OF INTEGRATION FROM O TO 4-X.

D-4.0D0-C-X

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

-243-
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c

c
c
c
c

TOt,..1Ð-3
F2=I NTGL2 ( F3 , C , D, TOL )
RETURN
END

THE FUNCTION SETS THE LIMITS FOR INTEGRATION ÀND
THEN CÀLLS FOR ÀNOTHER FUNCT:ON FOR INTEGRÀTION.
THE PÀRÀMETER Y IS THE LOÀÐ ON THE SECOND MÀCHINE.

FUNCTION F3(Y)
IMPLICIT REÀT*8 (À-M,O-Z )
COI'{1'{ON,/YÀR/.Y
coMMoN/xÀR/x

c

c

EXTERNÀL F4
Y1 =Y

SET THE LIMITS OF INTEGRATION FROM O TO 4-X-Y.

C=1 .D-8
D=4.0D0-C-x-Y
TOt=.1D-3
F3.INTGI3 ( F4 , C, D, TOL )
RETURN
END

THE FUNCTION CÀLCULÀTED IS F4
THE PÀRÀMETER Z IS THE LOÀD ON THE THIRD MÀCHTNE

FUNCTION F4(Z)
IMPLICIT REÀL*8 (¡-¡¿,O-Z )

c
c
c
c
c
c

coMMoN/xÀR/x
coMMoN/YÀR/Y
cot{ûqo}l-/zAF./21
co¡0{oN7NÀR7N

c

c

21-Z
Nu1 -N-1
*p1 =¡+ 1

SUMUP=0
SUI\{DN=0

ÐO 1N1 P-1 ,NPl
N1 -N1P-1
DO 1 N2P-1 rNPl
N2=N2P-1
DO 1 N3P=1 ,NP1
N3=N3P-1
DO 1 N4P=1 ,NP1
N4-N4P-1
NÀLL=N1 +N2+N3+N4



c
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IF (NÀLL.EQ.N)THEN DO
sl,lMDN=suMDN+X**N1 *y**N2* Z**N3* ( 4_X_y_ Z ) **N4
END IF

IF (NÀLL.EQ.NMl )THEN DO
slrMup=suMup+x**N1 *Y**N2* z* *N3 * ( 4 -x-v- z ) **N4
END IF
CONTINUE

F4= ( 3*STJMUP ),/( 32*SU!.ÍÐN )
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FOR INTEGRÀTION. PROGRÀM BEGINS WITH TRÀPEZOIDÀT.,,
INTEGRÀTION W]TH 1O SÜBINEERVÀLS. INEERVALS ÀRE THEN FIÀLVED
ÀND RESULTS ÀRE EXTRÀPOtÀTED UPTO THE EIGHTH ORDER. MÀXIMUM
NUMBER OF SUB]NTERVÀIS USED IN PROGRÀM IS 2560.
PÀRÀ¡vIETERS ÀRE:

c

c

c
c
c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

FCN
ÀrB
TOL
RESULT
ÀRÀY

FUNCTION DECI,ÀRED EXTERNAL IN MÀIN
INITIAL ÀND FINÀL VÀLUES OF VÀRIÀBLE
TOTERÀNCE VÀLUE USED TO TERMINÀTE ITERATIONS
RETURNS VÀLUE OF INTEGRÀL TO CÀLLER
DOUBLY SUBSCRIPTED ÀRRÀY THAT HOLDS INTERMEDIÀTE
VÀLUES FOR COMPÀRISIONS ÀND EXTRÀPOLÀTION
FLÀG USED INTERNÀLLY TO SIGNÀL NON-CONVERGENCE
WHEN FLÀG.0, MEÀNS NON-CONVERGENI, =1 MEÀNS ÀIJL OK.

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

10

c
c
c
L

FLÀG

FUNCTION TNTGLl (FCN,À, B,TOL)
IMPLÎCIT REÀL*8 (¡-H,O-Z)
REÀL*8 ÀRÀY(1 5, 1 5), INTGLI

SET FLÀG ÀT 1 INITIÀLLY

FLÀG=1

COMPUTE INTEGRÀL WITH 1O SUBINTERVALS AND SSING
TRÀPEZOIDÀL RULE

s=(n-e),/1 0.0
suM=FcN(À)+FCN(B)
X=A
DO 10 I = 2 , 10
' X=X+H

STIM=SUM + FCN (X ) *2
CONTINUE
ÀRÀY(1 ,1)-H/2.0*SUM

RECOMPUTE INTEGRÀL WITH H HÀLVED, EXTRÀPO!¡ÀTE ÀND TEST.
REPEAT 8 TIMES.
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DO20 I-1,8
H-n/2.0
X=À+H
KË'l 0*2**I
DO30.l'2,K,2

sw =SI,M+FCN (X ) *2
x-x+H+H

3 O CONTI NLIE
ÀRÀY ('1, I +1 ) =H/2. o*suM
DO40L=1,1'-- Áneitl*l ,i+l )=eRÀY(L,I+1 ) +1 .0/(4.0**L-1 .0)*

I (ARÀY(LI¡+1 ) - ARÀY(L'I))
40 CONTINUE

iiioÁiét¡n¡y(I+1, I+1 )-ÀRÀY(I,I+1 ) ) .LE.roL)Goroso
20 CONTINUE
c
C IF TOLERÀNCES NOT MET ÀFTER 8 EXTRÀPOLÀTIONS' PR]NT NOTE

C SET FLÀG ÀT O

c
FLÀG=O
PRINT,'TOLERANCE NOT METI
pi¡Nt,'cÀLcuLÀTED INTERMEDIÀTE vÀLUEs wEREr

c
C PRINT INTERMEDTÀTE RESULTS
c
50 I_I+1

203
70

DO 70 L=1 ,I-- li tsl,Åc .EQ. o ) PRrNr2o3, (ÀRÀY(J fL) ,J=1 ,L)
FORMÀT ( 1H ,8F1 2 .6 )

CONTTNUE
rF (FLAG.EQ.0)sroP
INTGLI =ARÀY ( I ,I )
RETURN
END

FUNCTION FOR INTEGRÀTION. PROGRAM BEGINS WITH TRAPEZOIDAL
INÎEGRATTONWITHlOSUBINTERVÀT.',S.INTERVÀLSÀRETHENHÀT.'VED
ÁNP NSSUTIS ÀRE EXTRÀPOLÀTED UPTO THE EIGHTH ORDER. MÀXIMIT'I

NUMBER OF SUBTNTERVÀLS USED IN PROGRÀM IS 2560.
THE PÀRÀMETERS ÀRE SAME ÀS DEFINED
IN FUNCTION INTGL] .

FUNCTION ]NTGL2 (FCN,A,B,TOL)
TMPLICIT REAL,,*8 (a-u,o-z)
REÀL*B ÀRÀy( 1 5, 1 5), INTGL,2

SET FLAG ÀT 1 INITIÀT-,LY

FLÀG=1

COMPUTE INTEGRÀL I,IITH 1O SUBINTERVÀLS ÀND USING

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c
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c
c

TRÀPEZOIDÀL RUT.¡E

H=(B-À)/10.0
snM=FCN ( À ) +FCN(B)
X=A
DO 10 I = 2 , 10

X=X+H
suM-suM + FCN(X)*2

1O CONTINUE
ÀRÀY(1 ,11=H/2.0*sw

c
C NPCO¡¿PUTE INTEGRÀL WTTH H HÀI,VED, EXTRAPOLATE ÀNÐ TEST

C REPEÀT 8 TTMES.
c

30

DO 20 I = 1 , I
H*H/2.0
X=A+H
K=1 0*2**I
DO30,l=2,R,2

sut{ =suM+FcN (x) *2
x,x+I{+H

CONTINUE
ÀRÀy ( 1 ,r+1) =H/2. 0*SUl'l
DO40L=1tI-- Ãàeit¡.,*l ,i*i)-annv(L'I+1 )+1 .o/(4.0**L-1 '0)*

1 (lneY(r,,r+l ) - ÀRAY(L'I))
CONTINUE
liióeiõtan¡Y(I+1 ,I+1 )-ÀRAY(I 'r+1 ) ).LE.ror,)Goros0

CONTTNUE

IF TOLERÀNCES NOT MET ÀFTER 8 EXTRÀPOLÀTTONS' PRINT NOTE'

SET FLÀG AT O

40

203
70

20
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
50

FLÀG=0
PRINT,' TOLERANCE NOT MET'
ÞirHt,' cÀLcuLÀTED INTERMEDIÀTE vÀLuEs wEREr

PRINT TNTERMEDIÀTE RESULTS

I=I+1
DO 70 L'1 ,I-- ir telÁc ,Eo. o) PRINT2o3,(ÀRÀY(J,L),J=1 ,L)

FORMÀT ( 1 H , 8F1 2. 6 )

CONTINUE
rF (FLÀG.EQ.0)sroP
INTGT,2=ARÀV(I 'I )
RETURN
END

FUNCTIoNFoR]NTEGRATIoN.PRoGRÀMBEGINSWITHTRAPEZoIDÀL
iÑrNOãÁtION WITH 1O SUBINTERVÀLS. INTERVÀLS ARE THEN HÀLVED

ÀNO NSSUTIS ARE EXTRÀPOLÀTED ÜPTO THE ETGHTH ORDER' MÀX]MI'M
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c
c
c

c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

NUMBER OF SUBINTERVÀLS USED IN PROGRAM IS 2560.
THE PARAMETERS ÀRE SÀME ÀS DEFINED
IN FUNCTION INTGIJ1 .

FUNCTION INTGL3 (FCN,A, B,TOL)
IMPLTCTT REÀL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
REÀL*g ARÀY(1 5, 1 5), INTGL3

SET FLÀG ÀT 1 INTTIÀLLY

FLÀG=1

COMPUÎE INTEGRAL WITH 'I O SUBINTERVÀLS AND USTNG
TRÀPEZOTDÀL RULE

10

DO 10 I = 2 , 10
X=X+H
sLtM-sUM + FcN (t() *2

CONTINUE
ÀRAY(1 ,1)-H/2.0*SUM

RECOMPUTE INTEGRAL WITH H HÀLVED' EXTRÀPOLÀTE ÀND TEST.
REPEAT 8 T]MES.

DO 20 I = 1 , I
H=H/2.0
X=Â+H
K=1 0 * 2**l
DO30,J=2,Kt2

SUl{ =SUM+FCN(X)*2
x=x+H+H

CONTINUE
ÀRÀY( 1,1+1 ) =H/2. o*SUM
DO40L=1'I

ÀRÀy(L+1, i+1 ) =ÀRÀY(L, I +1 ) +1,0/ ( 4.0**L-1 . 0 ) *
1 (ÀRÀY(L,¡+1 ) - ÀRAY(L,I))

CONBINUE
rF (DÀBs (antv ( I +1, I +1 ) -ARAY ( I, r +1 ) ) . LE. ToL ) Goros0

CONTlNUE

IF TOLERÀNCES NOT MET ÀFTER 8 EXTRÀPOLÀTIONS' PRINT NOTE
SET FL,ÀG ÀT 0

H=(B-A)/1 0.0
suM=FcN(À)+FcN(B)

FLÀG-0
PRINT, I TOLERÀNCE NOT MET'
PRINTI'CÀLCULÀTED INTERMEDIÀTE VAI.,UES WEREI

PRINT INÎERMEDIÀTE RESULTS

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

30

40

20
c
c
c
c
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50

203
70

SENTRY

I =I +1
DO 70 L=1 ,I-- Ir (slÁc .EQ. o) PRINT2o3, (ARAY(J,L),J=1 ,L)

FORMÀT(1H ,8F12.6)
CONTINUE
rF (FLÀG.80.0)sroP
INTGL3=ÀRÀY(I,I )
REEURN
END
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